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About Model Manager
Model Manager builds and maintains models for the legacy (old) products AQUIS and TERMIS as well as the next generation Operations products based on GIS data from various sources such as ESRI MAP Objects or Autocad.
Model Manager manages a copy of the GIS data during model creation and maintenance, just as you can apply miscellaneous automated processes before model creation.
Disclaimer:
The screen captures in this document display in the original language despite the translation of
the text into your local language.

Supported object components
The Model Manager supports the following network components:
Common tables

AQUIS / AQUIS Operation
tables

TERMIS / TERMIS Operation
tables

l

Pipes

l

Hydrants

l

Bypasses

l

Nodes

l

Reservoirs

l

Plants

l

Valves

l

Hydrofors

l

Pumps

l

Exchangers

l

Demands

l

Levels

l

Zones

Miscellaneous model information
Item
To view a summary of the

Description
l

model components

From the menu bar select Help and then About the
Model.

The dialog displays detailed information about the currently loaded
model. The model information consists of the location of the model
file and a count for all major model elements. You can print the
information or save as a file.
To view the current version of
your software

l

From the menu bar select Help and then About MM.

The dialog displays the current software version and components
loaded.

To manage multi user envi-

The system can be configured to work in a multi user envi-

ronments

ronment, such that certain users are allowed to perform edits in
all layers, others are restricted to perform edits in only a subset of
the layers, and some can only browse and have no editing possibilities.
Contact your point of purchase for further information.
See also About Synchronization, page 187.
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Optimize Model Manager operations
If you use RamDisk or similar products you can optimize the time spent on building and maintaining your model in ,
Model Manager.
The RamDisk facility emulates a hard disk by allocating a portion of the computer RAM. You will experience that
input/output operations in Model Manager to files located on a RamDisk happen considerably faster than operations
performed to the ordinary hard disk.
The most time consuming operations in Model Manager are those that involve writing of files. You are recommended
to store your Model Manager project on the RamDisk. GIS input to Model Manager does not need to be located on the
RamDisk as Model Manager only reads the GIS input. The enhancement in regards to saving GIS input on the RamDisk is anyway relatively small compared to storing the Model Manager project on the RamDisk.
The RamDisk facility, or similar products, can be downloaded from the Internet. The Model Manager installation comes
with a 90 times version of RamDisk. However, as it is not freeware. For more information see http://www.dataram.com/. Other supplier could be www.superspeed.com. (Both sites last visited June 2010.)
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About System Requirements
Before you start Model Manager you must ensure that you observe the following system requirements.
Software requirement:
l

Windows NT / 2000 / XP / Vista

Minimum Hardware requirements:
l

A PC capable of the required software. As always the PC should be as fast as possible.

l

Pentium III processor (or equivalent).

l

256 MB RAM.

l

Hard disk 100 MB free.

l

1024x768 Display.

You are recommended to review the release notes supplied with the software.
You must run the Model Manager installation as the Administrator of the PC. The same applies to
the installation of legacy (old) TERMIS and AQUIS and the TERMIS/AQUIS Operation applications.
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License and Support Information
This product and associated products is governed by a license agreement with 7-Technologies (7T).
You have access to Support through an annually renewable support agreement.
Yoiu can contact Support through the following channels:
Helpdesk e-mail

support@7t.dk

Helpdesk phone hotline

+45 45 900 700

Fax

+45 45 900 701

Furthermore, related software, training, network analysis consultancy, Geographic Information System (GIS)consultancy, and other supporting services are readily available from 7-Technologies (7T), just as inquiries are welcome.

View license key information
To view the license information select Help from the menu bar and then License.
The License Key dialog displays part of the license information related to the running application. This information is
subject to editing. Different options are available for different programs.
Upon installation enter the password provided by 7-Technologies (7T). Without this information you cannot run the
system. Paste the license password into the field License ID. The license status will then show as License validated.
If the password fails to validate, check to see if you have the correct hardware lock inserted into your computer, or contact support at 7-Technologies (7T).
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Before You Begin - Workflow Checklist
The following is an overview of the logical steps you make when you start working in Model Manager. Each step in the
workflow is described in-depth in the documentation.

Print the ensuing table and use it to help you during the setup process.
#

Action

1

Install, check system requirements & navi-

Step description
l

gation overview

Installation
In regards to installation you have received all
information by separate delivery. Alternatively,
the installation guidelines and related information are available from the product download
site.

l

System requirements
Study the requirements to ensure that you
observe the requirements needed for optimal
operation. For details: About System Requirements, page 8.

l

Navigation
See the introduction to the Model Manageruser
interface in the topic How To: Navigate Model
Manager, page 14. For in-depth information on
menus and toolbars see the table of contents
under the heading Navigating Model Manager.

2

Create new project

Before you can load any GIS data you must create a
new project. For details: How To: Create a New
Project, page 138.
* Model Manager interfaces with both legacy (old) AQUIS/TERMIS and the next generation Operations products. You can
select/change the product in the empty
Model Manager interface application and
before you create a new project.
For details: How To: Configure Setup Options in Model
Manager, page 50.

3

Define GIS relations

Before
You must ensure that you have established the correct
mapping between GIS and Model Manager. For details:
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#

Action

Step description
How To: Define GIS Relations, page 140.
Load the GIS data from the appropriate data source.
For details: How To: Create or Update Model, page
206.

4

Configure parameters

You must configure a set of basic model parameters.
For details: How To: Create or Update Model, page
206.

5

Build model

When your have specified the GIS relations and performed the necessary settings and configurations you
can start the model generation process.
Alternatively, you can proceed to the update model
process. For details: How To: Create or Update Model,
page 206.

6

Adjust model settings

Most of the update adjustments can be made from the
dialog Update model (see How To: Create or Update
Model, page 206). However, you can adjust the units
settings and GIS relations directly from alternative
menus.

7

Report generation

You can generate reports to inform you on potential
problems found during the model build process.
For details: About Reporting, page 173.

8

Port results to legacy (old) TERMIS/AQUIS
or the Operations suite.

Comment
The geometry in your model will never be better than the geometry in the GIS data. From experience we know that
there will always be some subsequent editing both in the application as well as in the GIS data.
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How To: Create a New Project
In Model Manager the project is the base set of data from which you create your models. A project is stored as a set of
files located in a Windows folder.
This topic provides guidelines on how to create and specify project settings. For background information see the topic
About Projects, page 137.

To create a new project
1. From the menu bar select File and then New and point to the location of the new project folder.
Model Manager now configures an empty project to where you can import the base GIS data.
2. Specify the project type. Select Setup and then Options and select either Aquis or Termis.
The project type can be changed and saved at any point in time after the startup of Model Manager. The new
type will load next time you start Model Manager.

Next
How To: Create or Update Model, page 206
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How To: Update Default Catalogs
When you create a new project Model Managercreates default catalogs for components (such as pipes, valves and
demand types). These catalogs are based on information stored in a default catalog database MMCatalogs.mdb. If
you installed to the default path you can find the database in the following location:
C:\Program files\7T\Model Manager <version number>\Catalogs.
You can modify the contents of the default catalog to suit your needs and requirements to have the defaults catalogs
apply for each Model Managerproject.

To update the catalogs
l

From the menu bar select Tools, then Update Catalog and point to the component you want to import and
update.
Existing catalog entries are updated and new catalog entries added.
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How To: Navigate Model Manager
This topic provides an outline navigation for Model Manager. All the menus and sub menus have in-depth descriptions.
l

Open Model Managerto launch a blank user interface and familiarize yourself with the various areas in the application as explained in the ensuing.

Notation:

1

Menu bar.

2

Toolbar.
For details: Toolbar Buttons, page 18.

3

Model view and work area.

4

Status bar area.

Next
How To: Create a New Project, page 138
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How To: Customize the Toolbar
The toolbars represent a way to group application commands or menu items. Model Managercomes with a list of toolbars that you can use as is, or you can create your own toolbars and add exactly the functions that you need or use
frequently for particular functions.

Toolbar positioning
You can display and position the toolbars to suit your needs.

See toolbar positioning
Option

Description

Hide / show

Select (or clear) the check box for as many toolbars you want to
display (or hide).
Alternatively you can hide the toolbar floating state: Right-click
and select Hide.

Floating

Floating toolbars are inside the map area or outside the application
frame window.
A floating toolbar can be moved by pointing at the toolbar title bar
and holding down left mouse button while moving the toolbar to a
new location. If you drop a floating toolbar at the top, left, right or
bottom edges of the application window, the toolbar becomes
docked.

Docked

Docked toolbars are located in the top, left, right or bottom edges
of the application window.
Docked toolbars can be moved by pointing at the gripper lines and
holding down the left mouse button while moving the toolbar to a
new location. If you drop the toolbar in the non-docking areas, the
toolbar will float.

Toolbars tab page
Toolbars are defined by the system or by the user.
l

Select the check box Show tool tips to display text as a tool tip.

l

Select the check box With Shortcut Keys to display the shortcut key as a tooltip.
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The following table shows the distinction in permissions between the user defined and the system defined toolbars.
Option

User Defined Toolbar

System Defined Toolbar

Reset

Not allowed.

Allowed. All modifications will be
undone. Toolbar contents will
be set to system default.

Reset All

Not Allowed.

Allowed.

Rename

Allowed.

Not allowed.

Delete

Allowed.

Not allowed. Hide the toolbar if
you do not want to display it.

Commands tab page
The Commands tab is used to copy menu items into existing or new toolbars.
l

Categories lists the main menus and sub menus.

l

Commands displays the menu items for the selected menu.

l

Description displays the tooltip for the icon.
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To create your own toolbar
1. On the Toolbars tab page select New and enter an appropriate name for the new toolbar.
The toolbar is created as a floating toolbar located in the center of the map area.
2. On the Commands tab page locate the functions you want to add to the toolbar. Use drag and drop.

To remove an icon from a toolbar
l

Select the appropriate icon and drag it to the model area.
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Toolbar Buttons
Main buttons
Create new project
Create new project from existing project
Open existing project
Save current project
Print

Action buttons

Mode buttons

Toggle legend

Measure distance

Add background layer

Object information

Layer control

Zoom window in

Table editor

Zoom window out

Zoom extent

Pan

Zoom previous

Select by pointing

Zoom next

Select by rectangle

Zoom out fixed

Select by shape

Zoom in fixed

Move node affiliations

Zoom to selected objects

Measure Area

Zoom to next report

Demand zone buttons

Zoom to previous report

Draw demand zone

GIS relations

Define demand zone

Model build wizard

Edit Demand Zone setup

Message log

Define Polygon as World define zone

Toggle GIS layers visibility

Delete zone

Toggle BCK layers visibility
Toggle Model Manager layers visibility
Toggle Report layers visibility

Option buttons

Show active objects only
Toggle service pipes

Toggle grid

Toggle node affiliations
Network tracing
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About Menu Bar
The menu bar provides access to all the key features and functions in Model Manager. Each menu item is explained indepth just as you can use the search facility with the documentation to locate the explanation you need.
Use Ctrl + F to locate the keyword you are looking for.
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File Menu
This topic provides an overview of the features available from the File menu.
Menu

Description

New (project)

Create a new project.
Create a new project from an existing to build a new model with

New (copy)

an existing model setup.
For details: How To: Create a New Project, page 138.

Open

Open an existing projects.
When you re-open a Model Manager project, all setup configuration, including definition of the GIS relations, specifications
of background layers, view setup etc., will be restored.
By default the GIS layers are NOT re-connected
when you reopen and an existing project.
l

To reconnect GIS data as layers select the GIS menu and
then Reconnect.

Save

Save the current Model Managersetup to the project file.

Export to Clipboard

Export the current view to the clipboard. You can then paste the
contents to other applications using the paste from clipboard facility in the application (usually Ctrl-V ).

Background Setup

Use this function as an initial way of viewing and validating data.
This type of background layer is not part of the default Model Manager layers. However, if necessary the temporary display layer
can later be converted to a Model Manager project.
You can only use this function from an empty mm application;
that is there can be no projects open. The files have the extension
.7bk.

[Recent files]

A list of the most recently opened project files.

Exit

Exit the project. The current project setup will be automatically
saved.
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Edit Menu
This topic provides an overview of the features available from the Edit menu.
Menu

Description

Attach

Use the Attach menu to change the node affiliation for one or
more demands.
To activate the menu you must select one or more
objects from the Demands layer (Consumer).
For details: How To: Change Node Affiliation, page 38.

Undo / Redo

Undo previous action or Redo previous action.
For details: About Undo or Redo, page 69

Advanced

Use this Advanced menu to edit objects stored in shape file layers
such as lines, polygons, points. See the details in the ensuing row.
For details: How To: Edit Objects in Shape File Layers, page 100.

Add

Use the Add menu to add shape file objects such as
l

Line

l

Polygon

l

Point

For details: How To: Add Shape File Objects, page 90.
Move

Move object(s). Select object(s) or right click on object, start
action through right click, move mouse to new location for object
and press mouse left button.

Delete

Delete object(s). Select object(s) or right click on object, start
action through right click, move mouse to new location for object
and press mouse left button.

Move to Current Layer

Move object(s) to current layer.
Select or right-click object to start an action. Objects will be
removed from the layer they currently belong to and created on
the active layer. Different layers can store different attributes, and
moving objects between layers can give rise to loss of, or assignment of default values for attributes. If the active layer does not
include all attributes defined for objects to be moved, you will see
the following message:
Creating object(s) from layer<name> to layer <name>. Some
attributes will be lost. Create anyway?

Copy to Current Layer

Copy object(s) to current layer.
Select or right-click object to start an action. Objects will be copied
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Menu

Description
from the layer they currently belong to and created on the active
layer. Different layers can store different attributes, and copying
objects between layers can give rise to loss of, or assignment of
default values for attributes. If the active layer does not include all
attributes defined for objects to be copied, you will see the following message:
Creating object(s) from layer<name> to layer <name>. Some
attributes will be lost. Create anyway?

Copy to Same Layer

Copy object(s) to same layer.
Select or right-click object to start an action. Move mouse to new
location and use left mouse button to specify new location.

Grabber

Lists the defined grabber object in a dialog from where you can
edit or remove the existing grabber objects. Alternatively you can
add new grabber objects.
For details: How To: Add and Configure Grabber Objects, page
109.

Table

Select this function to configure the parameters for the default layers as well as the user defined layers.
The default parameter layers are defined in the Microsoft Excel
spread sheet MMTables.xls.
For details: How To: Edit Table, page 194.

Temporary Snappoints

Use snappoints as temporary support to for example create a new
and confined pipe line whereby you increase the level accuracy in
positioning components.
For details: How To: Edit Temporary Snappoints, page 49.
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View Menu
This topic provides an overview of the features available from the View menu. Some of the menus require extended
descriptions; just follow the pointers to the relevant topics.
Menu

Description

Background Control

Use this to control sources and layout of layers in the map.
For details: How To: Edit Background Control, page 126.

Zoom

For details: About Zoom Function, page 35

Pan

Press and hold down left mouse button in the map and drag map to a new location.
Shortcut: P.

Pan To

If the coordinates that you have are stated in a different coordinate system
than the current coordinate system, then you can make a transformation
between the coordinate systems by pressing the Transform button.

For details: How To: Transform the Coordinate System, page 78.
Stored Views

Save current view or restore a view.

Trace

Use this facility to select all pipes that can be reached from the selected pipe.
For details: x.

Background Layers

Toggle the view of background layers in the model.

GIS Layers

Toggle the view of GIS layers in the model.

Model Layers

Toggle the view of Model Manager network object layers in the model.

Report Layers

For details: How To: Define the Logs for the Report Layer, page 178.

Active Objects Only

Toggle the view of Active objects only in the model.
When the option is active, only objects with active status display. Inactive
objects are invisible.
Active objects are part of the final model in AQUIS or TERMIS. During model
build, you can modify the original GIS objects in Model Manager, for example by
splitting long pipe objects into smaller elements. The original GIS elements are
then marked inactive, while the ones to be used in the final model will be
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Menu

Description
marked active.

Freeze GIS Report Zoom

When you select the options Zoom to Next Report and Zoom to Previous report,
the zoom level will remain the same.
If you clear this option the Next/Previous report item will be enlarged or reduced
depending on the extent of the report object.

Service Pipes

Toggle the display of service pipes.
The service pipes are fictive pipe paths, one for each demand object, and they
display as a thin red line in the model.
Service pipes are not objects and they will not be part of the final model in
AQUIS or TERMIS.
The service pipes follows a path that starts at the demand location, continues to
the demand service point, and ends at the perpendicular projection of the service point on the nearest model pipe.
See also About Service Point, page 85.

Node Connections

Toggle the display of node connections (affiliations) for each demand object.
The node connection displays as a thin green line from the demand location to
the associated (affiliated) node at which the demand will be encountered in the
model.

Result Plots

You can generate the following result plots in the legacy applications AQUIS or
TERMIS:
l

Connect to Results Database

l

Select Time

l

Node Results

l

Pipe Results

The results from a model calculation can be used as input to rendering the network items in the model.
For details: How To: Load Results from Legacy (Old) Models, AQUIS/TERMIS,
page 53.
Select View Mode

Select user defined background layer (with the extension .bck) to view the
selected display.
For details: How To: Configure and Select View Mode, page 131.

Show Tooltip

Select this option to view tooltips in the model.
Hover over an object to view additional text. This text is configured through the
layer.
For details: How To: Configure Layers, page 114.
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Menu

Description

Show Vertex and Selection

Select this option to display vertex symbols for selected line or polygon objects.
For lines that means you can see the direction of the pipe.
The following figure show a section of a street map and where the red square
marks the start of the pipe and the pink marks the end of the pipe section.

Display Grabber Elements

Select this option to display grabber objects.
For details: How To: Add and Configure Grabber Objects, page 109.

Snap

Select this option to enable snapping operations.

Selection

Under this menu you will find a number of options by which you can select
model objects.
Show (Clear)

For details: About Show and Selection, page 180.

By Rectangle

Hold the left mouse-button to draw the area.
For details: How To: Select By Rectangle, page 181.

By Shape

Hold the left mouse-button to draw the area.
For details: How To: Select By Shape, page 182.

By SQL on Layer

The SQL on Layer can be used to select a set of objects
in a layer which fulfill certain requirements.
For details: About Selection By SQL on Layer, page
183.

Info

Use this facility to select an object in the map.
For details: How To: View Information on Objects, page 44.

Measure

Use this facility to measure distances in the map. For details: How To: Perform
Measurement in Model, page 54.

Show Messages

Select this option to view all the system messages.
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Menu

Description

Refresh

Use the F5 key as a shortcut to the refresh action to get a correct display of the
map.. The action makes a refresh of the objects in the view.
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GIS Menu
This topic provides an overview of the features available from the Geographic Information System (GIS) menu.
Menu

Description

Relations

Define the Geographic Information System (GIS)relations to
Model Manager.
For details: How To: Define GIS Relations, page 140.

Reconnect

By default the GIS layers are NOT reconnected when an existing
Project is re-opened. Use GIS\RECONNECT’ from the GIS menu to
reconnect to the GIS data as layers in Model Manager.

Update Model

Creating or updating the model is predominantly an automated
process, but you have full control over the events that take place
and the extent of the simplification. The build process itself can be
run step by step (to reduce the performance load), or in one take
(that can take several minutes, even hours or days depending on
the size of the model).

Report Summary

Counts the number of different report categories stored in the
Points, Lines and Areas report layers, and displays the resulting
counts in the dialog Report Summary.

Select Report Type

Model Manager offers the following report types:
Point reports
Line reports
Network islands
For details: How To: Select Report Types, page 175.
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Scenario Menu
This topic provides an overview of the features available from the Scenario menu.
Menu

Description

Draw

Use this facility to draw a new zone.

Create

Open the dialog from where you can create a new zone.
For details: How To: Create Demand Zone, page 82.

Edit

Use this to edit a new demand zone.
For details: How To: Create Demand Zone, page 82.

Define as World Zone

Use this menu item to identify which zone(s) should be used as
the world zone during model build.
For details: How To: Define as World Zone.

Delete

Use this to delete any existing demand zones.
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Tools Menu
This topic provides an overview of the features available from the Tools menu.
Menu

Description

Shape files

For in-depth description on shape files see How To: Manage Shape Files, page
89.

Analysis

Model Manager offers the following tools for analyses.
Demand analysis

Use this to analyze and manage the distribution of the
demands within each demand zone in the model.
For details: How To: Define a Demand Analysis.

Geographic join

Use this to create a geographic relation between two
map layers. The two map layers are referred to as the
base and the secondary layer.
For details: How To: Define a Geographic Join, page
119.

Update catalog

You can update the following catalog types
l

Pipes

l

Valves

l

Pumps

l

Hydrants

l

Reservoirs

l

Plants

l

Bypasses

l

Hydrofors

l

Exchangers

Update the catalog by re-importing catalog entries from the MMCatalog database located in the catalog folder. The location of this catalog folder is determined at installation time. If you installed to the default foldelr you can locate
the catalog here:
C:\Program files\7T\ModelManager\Catalogs.
Import model

Model Manager allows you to import data produced by the following third part
products. The data is converted to a set of shape files that can be used as base
for model building.
l

SmallWorld

l

WatNet

l

LIGS

l

HeatDisp
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Menu

Description
l

DFF Map (Danish Fjernvarme Forsyning)

l

AQUIS/TERMIS
The data from AQUIS is imported using the ODBC driver supplied by 7T,
which enables Model Manager to access the AQUIS model data as a set of
external data tables.

Network >Distribute

Use this facility to distribute (copy) object properties from objects with defined
properties to objects with undefined objects.
For details: How To: Define Distribution of Attributes, page 121.

Transform

Under the Transform menu you have the following options:
Layers Scale/Rotate

Use this to transform the layer object coordinates.
For details: How To: Define Scale/Rotate for Layers,
page 79.

Model Coordinates

Use this facility if the coordinate system or background
maps are obsolete.
For details: How To: Transform the Coordinate System, page 78.

By Displacement

This transformation facility offers a number of options.
For background information see About Transform By
Displacement, page 202.
For hands instruction on see How To: Transform By Displacement, page 203.
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Setup Menu
This topic provides an overview of the features available from the Setup menu.
Menu

Description

Snap

Use the Snap feature to obtain a correct positioning of the objects.
For details: How To: Snap to Correct Position, page 67.

Arc

Create an arc object (line shape) and define the maximum length
between points.

Units

Select the unit to display in dialogs, reports, etc.
For details: How To: Select Units, page 63.

Language

Select the language to be used in menus, dialogs etc. in Model Manager.
For details: How To: Select Language, page 61.

Line Styles

Use this function to change the appearance of lines.
For details: How To: Define Line Styles, page 43.

Layer configuration

Import

You can import a complete set of configurations from a
set of Microsoft Excel data sheet. Each sheet states the
name of the configuration and the columns in the first
row of the sheet contains the following names:

Edit

l

Name

l

Alias

l

Type

l

Format

l

Length

l

PropertyPage

l

Accessibility

l

Conv1 and Conv2

l

Phystype

l

Table

l

Tooltip

l

ShowAsId.

Select this menu to access the dialog from where you
can edit existing layer configurations or create new.
For details: How To: Configure Layers, page 114.

Options

Use this to configure some of the basic model properties.
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Menu

Description
For details: How To: Configure Setup Options in Model Manager,
page 50.
For the Reports Layers you can define various log options.
For details: How To: Define the Logs for the Report Layer, page 178.

Customize

Customize the toolbar.
For details: How To: Customize the Toolbar, page 15.
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About Shortcuts
Shortcut

Description

Esc

Break out of current action

F1

Help

F2

Zoom center dialog

"Z"

Zoom window

"P"

Pan

Ctrl-"G"

Pan To Coordinate

Ctrl-Alt-"P"

Zoom previous

Backspace

Zoom previous

Ctrl-Alt-"N"

Zoom next

Shift-Backspace

Zoom next

Ctrl-Alt-“E”

Zoom extent

Ctrl-Alt-“M”

Zoom model extent

Ctrl-Alt-“I”

Zoom in ( x2 )

Ctrl-Alt-“O”

Zoom out ( x½ )

Ctrl-Shift- "S"

Zoom selected

"A"

Line - Arc mode

"C"

Line - Close line/Polygon

F2

Line - Coordinate dialog

"U"

Line - Undo last point

"D"

Measure distance from mouse

"I"

Info

"M"

Measure

F3

Snap on/off

F4

Show Vertex on/Off

F5

Refresh map

F6

Snap Nearest once

F7

Snap Perpendicular once

F8

Snap Start/End once

F9

Snap Any point once

F10

Snap Midpoint once

F11

Snap Center once

F12

Snap intersection once

Delete

Delete selected

0..9, ‘.’
- Move

MoveOffset

- Move selected

MoveOffset
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Shortcut

Description

- Rotate

Rotation angle

- Move&Rotate

MoveOffset or Rotation angle

- Add box

Box size

- Add angle box

Rotation angle or Box size

Line

Segment length

- Measure

Segment length

- Measurearea

Segment length

- Offset

Offset

- Offset segment

Offset

Ctrl-Shift- "O"

Move orthogonal

Ctrl-"N"

File/New

Ctrl-"O"

File/Open

Ctrl-"P"

File/Print

Ctrl-"S"

File/Save

"S"

Select

Ctrl-Shift-"T"

Edit Table

Ctrl-Shift-“X “

Copy X coordinate to clipboard

Ctrl-Shift-“Y “

Copy Y coordinate to clipboard

Ctrl-Shift-“C

Copy [X;Y] coordinate to clipboard

Ctrl-"Y"

Redo

Ctrl-"Z"

Undo
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About Zoom Function
The zoom function offers the following options
Menu

Description

Extent

Zoom to the extent of the defined model and background layers.

Window

Select the area in the map using the mouse to specify a zoom
area.
If you press the Shift button during the area selection, zooming
will be outwards. Shortcut: “Z” .

Selected

Zoom to extent of selected set of objects.

In

Zoom in by a factor of 2.

Out

Zoom out by a factor of 2.

Previous view

Zoom to previous view.

Next view

Zoom to next view.
This is only possible if the previous zoom action was Zoom Previous view.

Next report

Zoom to next report.

Previous report

Zoom to previous report.

Current layer

Zoom to extent of objects in current layer.
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Special Object Displays
The following table shows some of the display modes for the model components.
View

Description

Selected points

Displayed as an orange square.

Selected lines

Displayed in solid yellow.
In addition, you can show the direction of the pipe by activating
the function Show Vertex on Selection.

Selected polygons

Displayed in a blue shade pattern.

Search pipes

Pipes found during a network traversing will be displayed in blue
and green.

Service pipes

When activating the Show service pipes, after a complete model
build, the line between a consumer and the closest point on the
closest pipe will be displayed in thin solid red.

Connection pipes

When activating the Show connection pipes, after a complete
model build, the line between a consumer and the model node to
which the consumer relate is displayed in thin solid green.
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Tips and Tricks
This section lists a number of topics that may contribute to making the modeling and editing tasks faster and easier.
How To: Change Node Affiliation

38

How To: Create Lines, Polygons, Points From External Table

39

How To: Define Line Styles

43

How To: View Information on Objects

44

How To: Display Map Pictures in Separate Window

45

Configure picture registry keys

46

How To: Display Map Pictures using Block Option

47

How To: Edit Temporary Snappoints

49

How To: Configure Setup Options in Model Manager

50

How To: Load Results from Legacy (Old) Models, AQUIS/TERMIS

53

How To: Perform Measurement in Model

54

How To: Open Existing Background Layer

56

How To: Select By SQL on Layer

58

How To: Select Language

61

How To: Select Objects for Further Editing

62

How To: Select Units

63

How To: Set Up Filter Expression

65

How To: Snap to Correct Position

67

About Undo or Redo

69
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How To: Change Node Affiliation
This topic explains how to change the node affiliation for one or more demands.

To change the node affiliation
1. Ensure that you are working on the Demands layer. You can see the active layer under the toolbar 7T Current
Layer. To familiarize yourself with the toolbars see Toolbar Buttons, page 18.
2. Select one or more objects from the Demands layer.
3. Point to the location of the service point for the selected demands.
Model Manager locates the closest pipe to the service point and stores this information for each selected
demand. When the model configuration is complete Model Managerupdates the node affiliation and connects
the demand to the closest node measured from the demand attach point on the closest pipe.
4. As the final step upon the completion of the model configuration you can modify the node affiliation and reimport the model directly into either the legacy products (AQUIS/TERMIS) or into Operations without updating
the model further in Model Manager.
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How To: Create Lines, Polygons, Points From External Table
This topic explains how to translate external table data into Point, Line and Polygon shape file formats.
External tables can serve as source for shape files if these external tables include object X and Y coordinate information.
External tables can be text files, spread sheets or database tables.
The resulting shape files are defined as one of the following basic object types that are explained in depth in the ensuing table:
l

Points

l

Lines

l

Polygons

To translate external data
1. From the menu bar select Tools and then Shape Files and point to Create from External Table.

2. Select the Source button to point to the relevant external table (database).
Under the Table Source dialog you can define additional attributes, if needed, for a layer that is stored in an
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external database. For details: How To: Configure Table Source, page 199.
3. For the remaining settings follow the instructions in the ensuing table.

Explain the options under the dialog Create shape files from external table…
Option
Source Types - select the
required shape type

Description
Point

For Points type shape files the following
applies:
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l

The external table must hold one
row for each object in the resulting
shape file.

l

Each column in the external table
must hold an attribute, and the
value for the attribute will be copied
to the object attribute in the shape
file.
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Line

For Lines and Polygons type shape files the
following applies:
l

The external table must hold one
row for each vertex in an object in
the resulting shape file.

l

The external table must include a column holding object identifications.
Vertices belonging to the same
object must be identified using the
same object identification.

l

The vertices belonging to the same
object must either be ordered
sequentially or a vertex sequence
number must be specified through
which the vertices will be ordered.

l

Columns in the external table may
be selected to define object attribute
values. Column values defined for
the first vertex in an object will be
used to define the object attribute in
the shape file.

l

Alternatively, object attributes may
be defined in a secondary external
table. This secondary external table
must then have a column holding
the object identifications and other
columns holding the object attributes. These object attributes can
then be AddRelated to the resulting
shape file, and this resulting layer
may then be exported to a second
shape file including the object attributes as part of the shape file attributes. For details: How To: Create a
Layer Source, page 188.

Polygon

Fields

When you have specified the external table and Model Managerrecognizes the table, you can see all the available columns in the
table.
Define the following settings as appropriate:
ID

Required for shape type Lines and Polygons. Specifies the column holding object
identification.

X

Required.
Specifies the column holding object X coordinates.
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Y

Required.
Specifies the column holding object Y coordinates.

Z

Optional.
Specifies the column holding object Z coordinates.

V

Optional.
Specifies the column holding object V
value.

Sequence

Does not apply to Points.
Optional Lines and Polygons.
When specified, the rows in the external
table are sorted based on the ID and the
Sequence fields.
Some external tables do not allow this sorting. Some external table providers do not
allow sorting at this level. In that case you
can obtain correct point sequence using a
Microsoft Access Query to carry out the sorting and refer to that query instead.

Coordinate scaling

The coordinates from the external table can be scaled and offset by
specifying appropriate values.
Under Scale and Offset enter the appropriate coordinate values.
By default the scale factors are 1.0 and offsets are 0.0.

Update existing layer
Layer

Select the check box for Update existing layer if you want to use
an existing layer for the new objects from the external table.
Subsequently select the Layer from the list of defined layers.
Attributes for the objects in the external table are
created in the existing layer if, and only if, the attribute
names in the external table match the attribute names
in the existing layer.

Output file name

Specify path for shape file. Alternatively use the browse button to
locate the shape file using standard windows file dialog.

The two latter options are mutually exclusive so you can only select one of the options.
4. Select the Translate button to convert the table data to shape file formats according to the settings made
according the to the specifications.
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How To: Define Line Styles
This topic explains how to define and change the setup for line styles.
By default Model Manager has five line styles
l

Solid line

l

Dash line

l

Dot line

l

Dash dot line

l

Dash dot dot line

To define line style
1. From the menu bar select Setup and then Line Style.

2. Under the column Name enter a name for the new style.
3. Under the column Style define a set of paired lengths and gaps observing the following syntax:
LX;GX;LX;GX; etc.
where

L

is the line length.
A length of 0 will give a dot.

G

is the gap length.
A gap of 0 will give a line break.

Length and gap values are in map units, typically meters.
Example:
L1;G1 or L1;G1;L2;G2.
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How To: View Information on Objects
You can get details on a specific object in the model.

To view object information
1. Select the Info icon on the toolbar

or use the shortcut I.

Notice how the cursor changes appearance. to indicate the Info mode.
2. Then point to a particular object to display a list of field values for the selected object.
The list is for information only and you will not be able to perform any editing. However, you can click in the field
values and use Ctrl-C to copy the field value to the clipboard, and then paste the value elsewhere where
needed.

To leave the Info mode simply press the ESC key.
Part of the text in the dialog may display in a different locale. This is because data is pulled from a local database.
Thus the display of data will always depend on the source.
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How To: Display Map Pictures in Separate Window
This topic explains how to display pictures related to given map coordinates in a separate window through the configuration of registry keys. As an alternative you can display pictures at all times using the Block option. For details:
How To: Display Map Pictures using Block Option, page 47.

To display pictures in separate window
1. Create a spreadsheet in Microsoft Excel that contains the following columns:
l

Map coordinate X attribute.

l

Map coordinate Y attribute.

l

File name reference attribute. Enter _Filename.

2. Save the spreadsheet and create a point type shape file based on the spreadsheet.
a. From the menu bar select Tools then Shape files and point to Create from External Table.
b. In the dialog that appears select Source and then under Source type select Excel.
c. Under Database use the browse button to locate the appropriate spreadsheet file.
d. Under Table in database select the required sheet and press OK.
e. Back in the dialog Create Shape file from External Table point to the X option and select X from the list.
f. Point to the Y option and select Y from the list.
g. Enter a valid Output file name.
h. Press Translate and upon completing press Done.
For details on how to create shape files from external tables see How To: Create Lines, Polygons, Points From
External Table, page 39.
3. In an empty Model Managerapplication load the shape file into the map. From the menu bar select View, then
Background Control and press the button Add.
4. Under Database point to shape file you created in the preceding and press OK.
You will now see the new objects in the map based on the definitions in the spreadsheet.
5. Right-click one of the objects.
The first time you right-click an object from the picture reference layer the system creates an entry in the registry under
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\7-Technologies\MM\1.3\PictureLayers\<LayerName>
where
<LayerName> is the name of the shape output picture layer.
6. Proceed to the ensuing section to configure registry keys.
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Configure picture registry keys
Under the registry path that you created in the preceding you will find the following two keys:
Registry keys

Definition

PictureFieldName

Must identify name of attribute ( field ) in picture shape file holding
the reference to the picture file name.

PictureFolder

Must point to path where picture file is located. By default this key
is defined pointing to the folder holding the picture shape file.

You must modify the keys before you can see any change under the right-click menu.
1. Open Registry and edit the two keys to match the values with the correct attribute name and folder reference.
Upon completion the right-click menu is added the menu Show Picture.
2. Right-click the relevant layer object and select Show Picture to open a new window. As the file complies with
standard Windows functionality, the file name extension must be known to Windows.
If the file fails to open you can try changing the Windows settings.
The file to be displayed can be of any nature: pictures, documents, databases, etc., as long as Windows is able
to hand over the file to a valid application. File types like .pdf, .jpg, .bmp, .doc, etc. are typically predefined.
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How To: Display Map Pictures using Block Option
You can use the Block parameter to display images on objects for layers created as a point shape type. It is a shape file
with object attributes that include a file name reference, width and height attributes to define the picture scaling.
When you use the Block option, the object images are visible all the time.
This topic explains how to insert and display pictures related to given map coordinates selecting the Block parameter
as rendered.
The image file must be a bitmap (.bmp) file.
Each bitmap file represents an object in a point type shape file that contains the appropriate file reference and size
attributes.

To display image using the Block option
1. Create a spreadsheet in Microsoft Excel that contains the following columns:
a. Map coordinate X attribute.
b. Map coordinate Y attribute.
c. Width attribute. Enter _Width.
d. Height attribute. Enter _Height.
e. File name reference attribute. Enter _Filename.
Example:

2. Save the spreadsheet file and create a point type shape file based on the spreadsheet
a. From the menu bar select Tools then Shape files and point to Create from External Table.
b. In the dialog that appears select Source and then under Source type select Excel.
c. Under Database use the browse button to locate the appropriate spreadsheet file.
d. Under Table in database select the required sheet and press OK.
e. Back in the dialog Create Shape file from External Table point to the X option and select X from the list.
f. Point to the Y option and select Y from the list.
g. Enter a valid Output file name.
h. Press Translate and upon completing press Done.
For details on how to create shape files from external tables see How To: Create Lines, Polygons, Points From
External Table, page 39.
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3. In an empty Model Manager application load the shape file into the map. From the menu bar select View, then
Background Control and press the button Add.
4. Under Database point to shape file you created in the preceding and press OK.
You will now see the new objects in the map based on the definitions in the spreadsheet.
5. Right-click the object and select Layer Rendering <file name> and under the dialogRendering select Block.
This makes the objects from the picture reference layer visible.
For an alternative method to display images see How To: Display Map Pictures in Separate Window, page 45. Unlike
the Block option, this method displays the object in a separate window that displays on demand.
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How To: Edit Temporary Snappoints
This topic explains how to create temporary snappoints in your model to use as support for the creating of network
and pipes. The snappoints ensure a higher level of accuracy in the position of objects. You need also adjust the parameters for the snap function. For details: How To: Snap to Correct Position, page 67.

To create snappoints
1. From the menu bar select Edit, then Temporary Snappoints, and select Create.
2. Use the mouse to point to the positions where you need the temporary snappoints. They appear as green spots
on the model.
With the assistance of the snappoints you can now create for example a new pipe line.
3. When you have completed the creating of pipe, network ext. you can delete the snappoints. Under the sub
menu Temporary Snappoints select Delete to remove all the points.
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How To: Configure Setup Options in Model Manager
In the ensuing table you can see how you can perform a number of basic and initial configurations.
To access the Options menu
1. From the menu bar select Setup and then Options.
2. Follow the ensuing guidelines to customize your project to your needs.

Explain settings under Options…
Option

Description

MM Type

By default you select the product database you want to associate with
Model Manager during installation.
However, if needed you can change the type after installation.
1. Launch Model Manager, but do not open a project.
2. Now you can change the MM Type. From the menu bar select
Options, then MM Type and select the product.
Restart Model Manager for the change to become effective.

Roughness

Select between the following friction factor models to define the
default roughness values.
The model calibration involves the determining of pipe friction factors.
Colebrook-White

Colebrook-White friction factors are stated in
units of length. In general they represent
the thickness of deposited material on the
interior of the pipes. The range of friction factors is typically 0.001 mm to 5 mm, and
depends on pipe type material, age, water
quality and other factors.
The model calibration involves the determining of pipe friction factors.
View this Web site for details:
Darcy_friction_factor_formulae

Hazen-Williams

Hazen-Williams friction coefficient is typically
in the range 80 - 160 depending on pipe
type material, age, water quality, and other
factors.
View this Web site for details:
http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/hazenwilliams-coefficients-d_798.html
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Option

Description

Log

The sub menus under Log offer a number of report options for the
model. For details on the log settings, see the topic How To: Define
the Logs for the Report Layer, page 178.

Grid

Select this check box to show grid lines in model.

Clear Message Window

Select this check box to delete all messages in the message log. The
clean up can improve the save and restore processes.
During model build and maintenance, all messages issued by Model
Manager will be stored in the message log. This log is stored as part of
the project file (MMProject.mmp) in binary form as well as in MMProject.log in ascii format.

Force Mass Balance in Demand

Select this check box to force the demand to be allocated to the near-

Zones

est node in the same demand zone.
The demand is first allocated to the nearest pipe and afterwards allocated to the nearest node connected to this pipe. However, a demand
can be allocated to a wrong demand zone if the nearest node is associated to another zone than the demand zone.

Create Nodes Even if Licensed

Select this check box to set the model nodes despite the fact that the

Limit is Exceeded

resulting pipe / node count exceeds the license limit.
Normally,Model Manager terminates a model build, if the resulting
pipe / node count exceeds the licensed limit.
However, it is possible to view the created model nodes, even if you
cannot use the model in AQUIS or TERMIS, as the location of nodes
may give you information on how to extend the model reduction.

Show Model Change Log Upon
Model Updates

Select this check box to display log dialog upon model updates.
Upon a new model build or an update, you can view a dialog from
where you can specify different information about the model update.
This information is displayed in the Message Window.

Use Current Location When Not
Snapped

Select this check box to use current mouse position.
When you have selected the Snap option (as explained in How To:
Snap to Correct Position, page 67) and no valid object is within the
snap tolerance, then the active mouse position will be used.
If you clear the check box, and no valid object or point is within the
snap tolerance, then the mouse click will be ignored and you must
locate the object or point again.

Snap to temporary points

Temporary points may be created to be used in a number of editing
operations. You may specify if these points should or should not be
included when locating valid snap object or point.
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Option

Description

Scroll bars

Scroll bars can be enabled or disabled in the view.

Status bar

Select this check box to show the status bar.
The status bar is located at the bottom of the interface, and includes
various information.

Delete confirmation

Select this check box to be prompted to confirm that you want to
delete objects from layers.
If you clear the check box you will not be prompted to confirm the
deleting of single objects.
However, you will still be asked to confirm deletion if multiple objects
are requested for deletion.
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How To: Load Results from Legacy (Old) Models, AQUIS/TERMIS
This function applies to the legacy (old) products, AQUIS and TERMIS only.
You must observer the ensuing prerequisites to load results from legacy (old) AQUIS/TERMIS:
l

A well-defined Model Managermodel.

l

Available results from the corresponding AQUIS/TERMIS simulation.

l

The 7T data ODBC driver, using DSN = MM_ODBC.

To access the results menu
l

From the menu bar select View and point to Results Plot. Select the required plot result and follow the guidelines in the ensuing steps.
Item

Description

Select result files

Select the menu Connect to Results Database to open a file
selection dialog. Browse for the legacy (old) AQUIS/TERMIS file
( .abp or .tbp ) to define the relevant simulation.

Select time

Select this menu to reflect a specific time step plot in the dialog for
the simulation.

Select parameter (for node or

It is possible to define a node parameter and a pipe parameter to

pipes) to be displayed

be display this on the map simultaneously.
Select the menu Node results and/or Pipe results to access the
dialog where you can configure the parameters. For details see the
ensuing section.
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How To: Perform Measurement in Model
Model Manager offers a number of ways to help you measure for example a certain distance or the distance between
objects.
You can use the following options to do the measurements
A. Measure point to point
B. Measure area

A. Measure point to point…
Use the function Measure to measure distances in the map.

To access this function
l

Use the shortcut M.

l

Select the icon for Measurement on the toolbar

l

Select the menu View and then Measure.

.

To measure
1. Use left mouse click to define each point in the path to measure.
2. Drag the cursor to the desired end point and double-click. The result displays in a dialog as illustrated in the
ensuing figure.

If you single-click when you move the cursor you can move in whatever direction you want, for example to
cover a road that takes many turns. The last leg of the line is not included in the measurement. Only when you
complete with a double-click.
3. Advanced measurement.
Alternatively, you can specify the segment length and the angle, if required.
While you drag the cursor enter a digit between 0...9 or a period (.) to display a dialog that allows you to specify
the length and angle.
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0 degrees creates a line segment that just extends the previous line segment), or an absolute angle if no previous line segment exists.
If you do not specify an angle ( angle = * ), then the angle is defined by the last drawn line segment before you
entered the value between 0 and 9.
Select Insert to create a point with a distance from the previous line point given by the specified segment
length. If the angle is defined then the line segment angle is considered a deviation angle compared to the previous line segment.
While you draw the line you can follow the length in the status bar. The length includes information on length of
the last entered segment and angle between last entered segment and second last segment entered.

B. Measure Area…
Use this function to mark an area that you want to measure. As a result you will get the measurements for the length
and the area (for example in m2). The result displays both in a dialog as well as in the status bar.
To access this function select the icon for Measure Area on the toolbar

.

1. Use left mouse to define each point in the area that you want to measure.
2. Right click or double-click left mouse to end the measuring.
3. Advanced measurement.
Follow the instruction provided in step 3 under the preceding measurement method.
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How To: Open Existing Background Layer
This topic explains how to open and edit an existing background layer.

To open an existing background layer
1. From the menu bar select View , then Background Control and press the button Open.
2. Locate an existing background with the extension .bck to display the following dialog.

When you load a background control definition, the existing layer definitions can be removed, overwritten or partly
overwritten using the new definition. The list of layers shows the layers defined in the specified background definition
control file.
By default all layers are selected. You can select single or multiple layers using standard Ctrl and Shift operations. You
can only load the selected layers. Existing layer definitions and new layer definitions with identical layer names are
handled as described in the ensuing table.
Option

Description

Remove existing layers

Select this check box to clear existing layer definitions before loading. All existing layer are removed and the selected layers are
defined. None of the other options apply.
Clear the check box to keep existing layer definitions and act
according to other options.

Include new layers

Select this check box to include new layer definitions
Clear this check box to skip layer definitions that are not defined in
the existing list of layers.

Overwrite existing layers

Select this check box to overwrite existing layer definitions with
the new ones
Clear this check box to keep existing layer definitions.
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Option

Description

Overwrite existing layer sources

Select this check box to overwrite existing layer source definitions
with the new ones
Clear this check box to keep existing layer source definitions.

Overwrite existing layer ren-

Select this check box to overwrite existing layers rendering def-

dering

initions with the new ones.
Clear this check box to keep existing layer rendering definitions.
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How To: Select By SQL on Layer
This topic explains how to make an SQL selection on layers, opposed to making a selection as by rectangle or by shape.
For background information see About Selection By SQL on Layer, page 183.
You can select objects in a couple of ways in Model Manager.

To access the selection methods
1. From the menu bar select View and then Selection.
2. Select the preferred method from the list
l

By Rectangle

l

By Shape

l

By SQL on Layer

You will see the following dialog for the SQL selection.

3. Define the SQL selection options to define the SQL statement following the guidelines in the ensuing table.

Explain options…
Option

Description

Layer name

Select the appropriate layer from the list.
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Option

Description

Field

Select the relevant parameter field for the selected layer.

Operator

Apply an operator to the statement.

Value

Select a value. When selecting a field, the system will scan all
objects in the layer to determine possible values, which then are
presented in the Value drop-down list.

And/Or

Create complex expression by defining multiple simple expression
separated by And or Or.

Selection Expres-

While you select values under the preceding entries, you will

sion (SQL where)

notice how the statement is gradually built.
Alternatively you can enter the SQL statement manually, or do a
combination of the two methods.

New selection

When objects are selected, and this option is selected, the selection clears the existing selection before the new set of selected
objects are defined.

Add to selection

When objects are selected, and this option is selected, the selection will keep the existing selection and add the new set of
selected objects to the existing set.

Select from selec-

When objects are selected, and this option is selected, the selec-

tion

tion will be carried out on objects already selected. The resulting
selection will thus be a sub-set of the existing selection.

Select object

Use this button to select an object in the map (by pointing at the
object with the mouse and pressing the left mouse button), and
from this object create an SQL expression which will select objects
having field values identical to the selected object. Having pointed
at an object, the dialog shown below is presented. Click the fields
to include in the SQL expression and press OK, which then will
copy the resulting SQL expression to the Selection Expression
(SQL where) edit box.
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Option

Description

Part of the text in the dialog may display in a different locale. This is because data is pulled from a
local database. Thus the display of data will always
depend on the source.
In this example the SQL expression is: “BESKRIVELS = "Forsyningsledning" AND SUBZONE = "Z 105 Syd" AND PLOTTEKST =
"225 pvc" AND DIMENSION = 225.000000 AND MATERIALE =
"pvc".
Select

Select objects according to defined SQL expression.

Select All

Selects all objects from layer.

Clear

Clears the current selected objects.
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How To: Select Language
This topic explains how to change language in Model Manager.

To change language
1. From the menu bar select Setup and then Language.

2. From the list of available locales select the language to be used in menus, dialogs, etc.
You must restart Model Manager for the change to be effective.
A few dialogs or message boxes are defined by your computer's operating system. If Model Manageruses these dialogs
or message boxes, you may experience a mixed set of languages.
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How To: Select Objects for Further Editing
Any action that involves shape layer objects can be initiated from the menus on the menu bar, using toolbar buttons,
or through the use of the right-click menu.
Use one of the following options to select objects for actions:
A. Point to object and make a right-click.
The object(s) closest to where you made the right-click will constitute a temporary selection.
B. For actions activated through the menu bar or the toolbar.
You will be prompted to select object(s).
C. Select object(s) using the selection tools (Select by Rectangle, Select by Shape, Select by SQL).
To access these tools select View, then Selection and point to the required tool.
Menu bar items, toolbars and right-click menu items will change state depending on the object selection. You cannot
select disabled items. The disabled menu items and toolbar buttons will be grayed out.
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How To: Select Units
This topic explains how you can determine the display of measurement in dialogs, reports, etc.

To select unit
1. From the menu bar select Setup and then Units.
The numbers are internally stored in internal unit and upon display they are converted to the selected unit.
2. Under Unit Type select the preferred unit set to apply in the model.
There are two main unit types:
SI

SI unit setup.
You are recommended to use this unit type.

Internal

Internal unit setup. This is a list of internal units used in the application and that may differ from the SI units.

These two types are read-only. However, you can make a new unit type based on these types as described in
step 6.
3. Under Unit Category select the measurement for which you want to select a new unit.
4. Under Unit Description select the unit that you want to change to.
The ensuing figure illustrates how you can choose among metric and US units.
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5. Under Decimal Places select a decimal from the range 0..9 to indicate the required number of decimals for
the unit.
The columns Factor and Offset are read-only and show the factor and offset from standard SI units.
6. You can save the current setup of units as a new unit set. Select the button Save units and enter an new
name. All saved unit setups display from the Unit type list.
Any changes made to the unit setup are automatically saved upon exit of the Units dialog.
Unit setup is stored as files with extension “.UNT” in the folder holding the application executable (default location) or you can specify the folder for unit setup files through the registry, using the registry key HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\7-Technologies\<Application>\<Version>\UnitConversion\Folder where <Application>
and <Version> are the names of the application and version number respectively.
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How To: Set Up Filter Expression
Layers and tables can be filtered such that only a subset of the objects will be visible. The syntax for specifying a filter is
defined by the underlying database, and may therefore be different depending on the source type.
The typical filter syntax is a set of expressions, put together with the words “OR“ and “AND“, and where each individual expression evaluates to “true” or “false”. The expression may be build by referencing the attributes, like in “a>0”,
where “a” then must exist as an attribute for the layer or table.
The AND is stronger than OR. To group expressions, you may use parenthesis like in ( a>0 or b<1 ) and c=’3’. Place
texts in single quotes. Values in numeric attribute expressions must not be included in quotes. You may match text
with wildcards – an underscore (_) will match exactly one character of any value, a percent (%) matches any number
of characters. Use the ‘like’ operator when using text comparisons including wildcards.
The filter is evaluated for each individual object, resulting in a true or a false value for each object. The resulting set of
objects will be the set of objects which evaluates to true.
The following are some examples:
Type = 3
Value > 100
Type = 3 and Category = ‘The Best’
Value1 > Value2 * 1.25 – 5
( Value > 10 or Value < 5 ) and Mid like ‘10003%’
If you inadvertently include misspelled attribute names or enter an expression, which does not follow the required syntax, the expression will evaluate to false for all objects resulting in an empty set of objects.
The following is the full syntax for a filter described in Backus-Naur Format (BNF). The syntax is described using a set
of definitions of the following format:
Identifier::=Definition
where

Identifier

is a word that identifies the part being defined.

::=

means consists of.

Definiton

is a list of what this part of the syntax may contain. This may be other identifiers,
or literal strings (shown in BOLD UPPER CASE). The Filter term described below represents the expression used as layer filter. There may be multiple options in the
Definition, and these are denoted by the use of the options symbol (|). For example
the Operator term described below may be >, <, >=, <=, = or <>.

Filter

::=

Boolean | Boolean Orderby

Boolean

::=

And | And OR Boolean

And

::=

Not | Not AND And

Not

::=

Comparison | NOT Comparison

Comparison

::=

( Boolean ) | Attributename IS NULL | Attributename IS NOT NULL |
Expression LIKE Pattern | Expression NOT LIKE Pattern | Expression Oper-
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ator Expression
Attributename

::=

an attribute name.

Expression

::=

Expression + Times | Expression - Times | Times

Times

::=

Times * Neg | Times / Neg | Neg

Neg

::=

Term | + Neg | - Neg

Term

::=

( Expression ) |Attributename | Simpleterm

Simpleterm

::=

String | Number

String

::=

A string enclosed in single quotes

Number

::=

A number, like 1.3 or 10

Pattern

::=

String. In the string, an underscore (_) matches exactly one character; a
percentage sign (%) matches zero or more characters

Operator

::=

> | >= | < | <= | = | <>

Orderby

::=

ORDER BY Orderby term

Orderbyterm

::=

Attributename | Attributename Order

Order

::=

ASC | DESC
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How To: Snap to Correct Position
This topic provides guidelines for how you can position new and existing objects correctly.
The snap tolerance specified for snapping objects applies when you use the right click menu to initiate commands, or
when you apply commands that ask you to locate objects used during the operation.
When the system searches for objects triggered by right click actions, and multiple objects are available within then
snap tolerance, then objects with the smallest dimension will be the selected object(s) for the action. Or explained in
another way: points take precedence over lines that take precedence over polygons.

To use the Snap function
1. From the menu bar select Setup and then Snap.

2. Configure the snap functionality following the guidelines in the ensuing table. .

Explain snap options…
Item

Description

Snap tolerance

The snap tolerance is the accuracy by which objects can be
reached when you locate objects using the mouse.
The snap tolerance can be shown in metric units and in US units.
To change the unit display select Setup and then Units. For
details: How To: Select Units, page 63.

Show snap dynamically

Select this check box When selected, the system will display a bold
snap symbol (circle with cross inside) at the location which would
be selected if mouse button was clicked, together with bold
crosses at the vertex positions defined in the line or polygon
objects in the object(s) within the snap tolerance.

Move cursor to snap

Select When selected, the system will force the cursor to be positioned at the snapped objects.
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Item

Description

Snap options

Select Nearest for the nearest existing point.

Select Perpendicular to have the object meet a line at a straigth
angle from the original position (perpendicular).
Select Mid point for the middle point of a line.
Select Intersection for the nearest intersection.
Select Start/End for the start or end vertex of line.
Select Any point for the nearest existing vertex.
Select Center for the center of polygons or circles.
3. Press F3 to enable the snap function.
Notice how the cursor changes to show a cross with a circle inside. The size of the circle changes depending on
the settings made under Snap tolerance.
Press F3 one more time to deactivate the snap function.
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About Undo or Redo
Similar to other features in your operating system you have the option to undo or redo a previous action.
This feature only applies to objects stored in shape file layers.
Changes made to properties or geographic contents of shape layer objects are stored internally as transactions. A
transaction includes changes to one or more objects, possibly in multiple layers, like when moving an object from one
layer to another.
Redoing is only possible following one or more undo actions. As soon as new changes are made to creating new transactions, the redo facility is no longer active.
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How to... in Model Manager
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to perform within the application. The section is organized alphabetically.
About Coordinate Systems

72

List of Coordinate Units

73

List of Coordinate Systems

75

How To: Select Coordinate System

76

How To: Transform the Coordinate System

78

How To: Define Scale/Rotate for Layers

79

How To: Create Demand Zone

82

About Service Point

85

About ECW Layer Source Files

86

How To: Configure ECW Layer Source

87

How To: Manage Shape Files

89

How To: Add Shape File Objects

90

How To: Create New Shape File

92

How To: Create Shape File From Active Layer

94

How To: Create Points From Lines or Polygons

96

How To: Create From Multiple Geosources

97

How To: Edit Objects in Shape File Layers

100

How To: Export Layer as Shape File

103

How To: Reshape Shape Files

105

About Layers

107

How To: Add and Configure Grabber Objects

109

How To: Change Active Layer

113

How To: Configure Layers

114

How To: Configure and Select View Mode

118

How To: Define a Geographic Join

119

How To: Define Distribution of Attributes

121

How To: Export Layer as DXF File

122

How To: Perform Layer Setup

123

How To: Edit Background Control

126

How To: Configure and Select View Mode

131

How To: Configure Related Attribute Table

132

About Related Attribute Table

134
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About NRW Demand Types

135

About Distribution of Non-Revenue Water (NRW)

136

About Projects

137

How To: Create a New Project

138

How To: Update Default Catalogs

139

How To: Define GIS Relations

140

How To: Perform Renderer Setup

144

How To: Perform Arrow Setup

150

How To: Perform CAD Setup

152

How To: Perform Custom Setup

159

How To: Perform Dimension Setup

160

How To: Set Up Graduated Breaks

162

How To: Perform Label Setup

164

How To: Set Up Single Symbol

166

How To: Perform Text Setup

169

How To: Perform Unique Values Setup

171

About Reporting

173

Enable reporting types

173

Report generation

174

How To: Select Report Types

175

How To: View Reports

177

How To: Define the Logs for the Report Layer

178

About Show and Selection

180

How To: Select By Rectangle

181

How To: Select By Shape

182

About Selection By SQL on Layer

183

How To: Select By SQL on Layer

184

About Synchronization

187

How To: Create a Layer Source

188
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About Coordinate Systems
As the nature of geographically oriented objects typically refer to locations on the surface of the earth that are 3dimensional, and these objects are displayed on a 2-dimensional screen or printer, the display of the objects undergoes a transformation or projection when displayed.
The nature of the coordinate system used for objects in layers can be more or less advanced and the coordinate
projection can be equally advanced.
If the layers in your model are defined with different coordinate system and you want the layers
do be correctly displayed in the same map, you must be conscious of the setup of the coordinate
system.
When all objects are defined in the same coordinate system, then you do not need to worry about the display. If all
coordinates are in 3-dimensional space, and if you do not specify any coordinate system, objects are displayed as-is. If
you specify a coordinate system, then the display of the objects will or may change.
The coordinate system setup is typically used in large models where layers in the model are defined in different coordinate systems.
Setting or changing the coordinate system of the map will change the coordinate system in which you view your data,
as each layer is displayed in the coordinate system defined in the map.
The coordinate system of each layer should be set to the coordinate system in which the layers object coordinate data
is stored.
Depending on the data source for the layer, there can be accompanying metadata with the layer that contains information on the coordinate system of the data. For example; a shape file can include a metadata file (.prj). If metadata
information is available the system reads the information contained in the file and sets the coordinate system for the
layer. If the metafile is not present, incorrect or is using a coordinate system un known to the system, the coordinate
system for the layer can be specified manually.
For details: How To: Transform the Coordinate System, page 78. (For Danish coordinate systems only.) For all other
systems follow the explanation provided for the Export button in the topic How To: Perform Layer Setup, page 123.
The simplest way to explain coordinate system setup is to use an example where two layers are defined in different
coordinate systems, and you want to display the two layers in the same map.
To obtain a correct projection of the objects in the two layers you must specify the coordinate system to be used in the
map and the coordinate systems for each of the two layers. If layer 1 is created using coordinate system A and layer 2
is created using coordinate system B, you will typically specify the map to be using coordinate system A or B, but you
can specify any coordinate system for the map.

Next
How To: Select Coordinate System, page 76.
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List of Coordinate Units
l

Arc-minute

l

Arc-second

l

Centesimal minute (1/100th Gon (Grad))

l

Centesimal second(1/10000th Gon (Grad))

l

Chain (Benoit 1895 A)

l

Chain (Benoit 1895 B)

l

Chain (Clarke)

l

Chain (Sears)

l

Clarke's foot

l

Degree

l

Fathom

l

Foot (1865)

l

Foot (Benoit 1895 A)

l

Foot (Benoit 1895 B)

l

German legal meter

l

Gold Coast Foot

l

Gon (angle subtended by 1/400 circle)

l

Grad (angle subtended by 1/400 circle)

l

Indian foot (1937)

l

Indian foot (1962)

l

Indian foot (1975)

l

Indian geodetic foot

l

Indian yard

l

Indian yard (1937)

l

Indian yard (1962)

l

Indian yard (1975)

l

International foot

l

International meter

l

International nautical mile

l

Kilometer

l

Link (Benoit 1895 A)

l

Link (Benoit 1895 B)

l

Link (Clarke's ratio)

l

Link (Sears)

l

Microradian (1e-6 radian )
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l

Mil (angle subtended by 1/6400 circle)

l

Modified American foot

l

Radian

l

Sears' foot

l

Statute mile

l

US survey chain US survey foot

l

US survey link

l

US survey mile

l

Yard (Benoit 1895 A)

l

Yard (Benoit 1895 B)

l

Yard (Clarke)

l

Yard (Sears)
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List of Coordinate Systems
Below are a few examples of the available list of coordinate systems.
l

Abidjan 1987 TM 5 NW

l

Abidjan 1987 UTM 29N

l

Abidjan 1987 UTM 30N

l

Accra Ghana Grid
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How To: Select Coordinate System
This topic explains how to set the coordinate system. For background information see About Coordinate Systems,
page 72.
Depending on the display format you access the dialog box from two different positions.
Display Method

Description

Layer level

Use this method to display the geographical location of the layer
objects. All objects in layers are defined by coordinates which refer
to a specific coordinate system. You may need to export or transform coordinate systems to match the current situation in your
location.

To edit
l

Map level

From the menu bar select View, then Background Control, select layer and press the Edit button under the heading Coordinate system.

Use this method for a graphical display of the map and all the
defined layers.

To edit
l

From the menu bar select View, then Background Control, select the button Coordinate system.

If the layers in your model are defined with different coordinate system and you want the layers
do be correctly displayed in the same map, you must be conscious of the setup of the coordinate
system.

To select coordinate system
l

See the preceding table to choose the display level. Follow the guidelines in the ensuing table to select the relevant coordinate system.
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Explain options…
Display Method

Description

Coordinate system

Coordinate systems are used primarily when layers are defined in
different coordinate system and displayed in the same map.
The coordinate system relate to the map or the individual layers in
the map. For details: About Coordinate Systems, page 72.

Unit

Coordinate systems may be defined in different units. For details:
List of Coordinate Units, page 73.

Set as default

Select the coordinate system to be the default display.
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How To: Transform the Coordinate System
This function applies to the Danish coordinate systems only.
If your model is based on an obsolete or outdated coordinate system or a background map that is no longer supplied,
you must perform a model transformation.
You should always use the most recent coordinate systems to keep your model up to date. Background maps often
contain large sets of data compared to the amount of objects contained in a model.
This topic explains how to collect all objects in the model and pass these objects to the coordinate transformation utility.

To transform the coordinate system
1. From the menu bar select View and then Background Control.
2. Select and open the layer that needs an update of the coordinate system.
3. Under the dialog Layer Setup, locate the heading Coordinate system and press the button Transform.

4. Under From system select the coordinate system you want change.
5. Under To system select the system to update to.
The underlying system is the KMS (the Danish institution of Survey and Cadastre) transformation facility.
Use the Switch button to swap position between From and To.
6. Press the Transform button.
There is only a limited set of predefined coordinate systems.
Upon transformation the objects that now contain the updated coordinates are returned to the model.
The transformation fails if the coordinates to be transformed do not correspond to the specified coordinate system. If
the transformation fails check to see that all coordinates are valid for the specified coordinate system. Remove invalid
objects, if any, before transforming.
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How To: Define Scale/Rotate for Layers
In coordinate systems layers can be defined differently from the generally used coordinate system.
This topic explains how to transform layer object coordinates to fit the existing coordinate system.
See also:
How To: Transform the Coordinate System, page 78
How To: Select Coordinate System, page 76

To transform layer object coordinates
1. From the menu bar select Tools, then Transform, and point to Layers Scale/Rotate.

2. Configure the options under the dialog Layer Transform following the guidelines in the ensuing table. .

Explain options…
Option

Description

Layers

Select one or more layers in the list to be transformed.
Only the selected layers undergo the coordinate transformation.

Load New

Use this option to add new layers to the list of layers.
If you add DXF, DGN or DWG files using th is option, these layers
are first exported as shape file layers. It is then the exported shape
files that are loaded into the map.

Parameters

Prior to the transformation the layer coordinates are referred to as
defined in CAD space.
Upon transformation the layer coordinates are referred to as
defined in GEO space.
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Option

Description
The transformation will rotate, scale and offset (in that order)
objects from CAD space to GEO space.
The transformation can be specified in two different ways:
A. Specifying two CAD points and the corresponding two GEO
points. The transformation transfer the first CAD point to
the first GEO point, and the second CAD point to the second
GEO point.
B. Specifying a rotation, a scale and an offset.
The two methods are equivalent. If you use method A the system
calculates the resulting rotation, scale, and offset.
The rotation, scale, and offset of the CAD and GEO points can be
specified manually by editing the appropriate edit boxes.
Alternatively, you can use the Fit to View, Fit Point 1 or Fit Point 2.
See the description in the ensuing.

Apply

If you specify the parameters manually, the transformation
applies to the objects in the selected layers when you press Apply.

Cancel Edit

If you change the parameters manually and regret the changes,
you can use this option. Press Cancel Edit to restore the previous
parameter values.
However, this will only restore the parameters active after last
transformation. but it will not undo the most recent transformation.
Use the Undo Last button to undo the most recent transformation.

Fit Point 1

Performs the following actions:
1. Hides the transformation dialog.
2. Asks you to locate first point in CAD space (specify point
using left mouse click).
3. Asks you to locate first point in GEO space (specify point
using left mouse click).
4. Applies the transformation.

Fit to View

Performs the following actions:
1. Finds the extent of the selected layers and defines lower
left and upper right corner as the two CAD points.
2. Finds current extent of the view and defines lower left and
upper right corner as the two GEO points.
3. Applies the transformation.
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Option

Description

Fit Point 2

Performs the following actions:
1. Hides the transformation dialog.
2. Asks you to locate second point in CAD space (specify point
using left mouse click).
3. Asks you to locate second point in GEO space (specify point
using left mouse click).
4. Applies the transformation.

Undo Last

Use this option to undo the most recent applied transformation.
You can undo as many transformations as you have applied. Alternatively, use the No Fit button.
When you exit the transformation dialog, the applied
transformations can no longer be undone.

No Fit

Use this option to revert all transformations applied.
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How To: Create Demand Zone
By default, all model elements, such as pipes, nodes, and valves are allocated to a single demand zone. This zone is
also referred to as World zone. For details: How To: Define as World Zone. You can define new discrete demand zones
as required.
Demand zones are defined in two steps.
l

Select existing area or draw the zone boundaries. Use the tool to select existing boundaries in the view (for
example from a background map layer), or select the SCENARIO\ZONE\DRAW (see Areas, page 1) tool to draw
a new boundary (the boundary is terminated by double-clicking with the left mouse button).

l

Define selected or drawn areas as a demand zone using the ‘Define polygon as Demand Zone’ icon. This will display the dialog shown next. You must give the demand zone a (unique) name.

To create demand zone
1. From the menu bar select Scenario, then Zone and point to Draw. Alternatively, select the icon Define
area under the toolbar MM Zones.
2. Use the left mouse button to draw the required zone. Double-click the terminate the area.
3. Now select the submenu Create; alternatively select the toolbar icon Define area as Demand Zone, to open the
following dialog Create New Zone.

4. Continue the set up of the new zone following the guidelines in the ensuing table. .

Explain options…
Option

Description

Zone name

Enter a name for the new demand zone.

Make this the world zone

Select this check box to limit the physical extent of the model to
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Option

Description
the one defined by the area of the demand zone.
By default the world zone is undefined. This means that the model
covers ALL geographic elements available through GIS. By limiting
the world zone you can select a sub-area from GIS to be in the
model. Elements that are physically located outside the defined
world zone cannot be used in the model.
For details: How To: Define as World Zone.

Description

Allows a limited amount of text to describe the Demand zone.

Average pressure in zone

Is the estimated average nighttime head in the Demand zone.

Note)

Total demand in zone

Can be left undefined (*).

Is the metered flow to the zone. Can be left undefined (*).

Note)

NRW (% of total demand in

Is the estimated un-accounted-for-water percentage in the zone.

zone)

Can be left undefined (*).

Note)

PUC (per unit consumption)
Note)

Loss, mains (%of NRW)
Note)

Loss, services (%of NRW)
Note)

Is the demand weight factor for the zone. Can be left undefined
(*).

Is the estimated percentage of the NRW percentage that is lost as
leakage from mains.

Is the estimated percentage of the NRW percentage that is lost as
leakage from service pipes (pipes NOT in model).

Loss, not registered demand

Is the estimated percentage of the NRW percentage, which can be

(%of NRW)

attributes as unregistered demand.

Note)

Loss, registered demand (% of

Is the estimated percentage of the NRW percentage, which can be

NRW)

attributes of incorrect or unregistered demand.

Note)

Node prefix

This prefix applies to nodes created by Model Manager within this
demand zone. There is a 5 character limit.

Node postfix

This suffix will be applied to nodes created by Model Manager
within this demand zone. There is 5 character limit.

List zones

Select the List zones button to display a list of zones that are cur-
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Option

Description
rently defined in the model.
The zones with all pertinent information also display on the
Demand Analysis dialog. For details: How To: Define a Demand
Analysis.

Note) These values are used when

you distribute Non-revenue Water (NRW) during a demand analysis.

For details
How To: Define a Demand Analysis
About Distribution of Non-Revenue Water (NRW), page 136
About Demand Analysis Using Time Varying Data, page 222
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About Service Point
Before you allocate demands to a model location you are recommended to carefully study the demand locations.
When you allocate demands to a model location, Model Manager finds the pipe that is closest to the service point
defined for each demand. If there is no service point, then the demand location finds the nearest pipe.
The service point can be specified through the GIS data (as XService and YService demand properties), or the service
point can be manually specified. If you want to change the service point for a group of demands, select the demands
using the selection tools and apply the Set service point tool.
l

To show the service points in the view, use the icon on the toolbar Toggle service pipes
select View and then Service Pipes.
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About ECW Layer Source Files
You can create an ECW image layer using the ER Mapper Image Compressor available from ERDAS (www.ermapper.com. Last visited June 2010.)
When you use the ER Mapper Image Compressor you can convert a number of raster file formats to ECW format,
including
l

Windows BMP (.bmp)

l

GeoTIFF/TIFF (.tif, .tiff)

l

JPEG (.jpg)

l

JPEG 2000 (.jpf, .jpx, .jpc, .j2c, .j2k, .jp2)

l

ESRI BIL and GeoSPOT (.hdr)

l

National Imagery Transmission Format (.ntf)

l

ArcInfo ASCII Grid (.asc)

l

ERDAS Imagine (.img)

l

Portable Network Graphics (.png)

l

USGS ASCII DEM (.dem)

l

USGS SDTS DEM (.ddf)

l

Military Elevation Data (.dt1, .dt0)

l

Aster/Modis/Landsat7/EODIS/Spot Vegetation (.l1g, .l1r, .met, .hdf)

When you convert to ECW file format using the ER Mapper Image Compressor you must define the extent for each
raster image. Certain image files include a file (such as Image.tfw for Image.tif) that includes coordinate information
about the extent of the individual images.

Next
How To: Configure ECW Layer Source, page 87
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How To: Configure ECW Layer Source
This topic explains how to define a new or edit an existing definition of an ECW (Enhanced Compression Wavelet)
image layer. For background information see About ECW Layer Source Files, page 86.

To configure ECW layer files
1. From the menu bar select View, then Background Control and point to Add Image to display the ensuing
dialog.

2. Define the ECW layer source file following the guidelines in the ensuing table.

Explain options…
Option

Description

Layer name

Enter a unique layer name.

Get maps automatically

Select this check box if you want the system to automatically
locate available image maps in a folder. When you select this
check box, you will automatically enable the related group item
under this dialog box.

Path

Specify the folder holding the ECW image files to be used for automatic load of images.
Use the browse button to the right to locate the relevant folder.

Max. number of maps to get at

When you have selected the check box for Get maps automatically

one time

and specified the folder holding the ECW images, the system loads
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Option

Description
the images located inside the active view. When you pan or zoom,
the set of loaded images are updated to reflect the new extent of
the view.
Images are loaded into memory once. When loaded into memory,
the redraw of the images happens fast. Loading the images can be
time consuming depending on the number, height, and complexity of the images.
The Max. number of maps to get at one time can be used to disable the loading of images if the number of images to be loaded
exceeds the specified value. This can for example be the case
when zooming to the full extent of a model area. If the number of
images to be loaded exceeds the specified limit, you are prompted
to confirm to load the images. Otherwise the images will not be
loaded till you zoom to an area covered by less images than the
specified value.

List of ECW files

Displays the list of images manually specified to be loaded.

Add

Use this function to navigate to an ECW file. You can event select
multiple files-

Remove

Select a file from the list of ECW files to remove from the list.

Zoom activation

For details: How To: Perform Renderer Setup, page 144.
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How To: Manage Shape Files
You can create new shape files and subsequently edit and modify them to suit your requirements.
This topic provides pointers to topics that provide in-depth descriptions on the managing of shape files.
Action

Description

Create new shape files

From the menu bar select Tools then Shape files and select
Create.
For details: How To: Create New Shape File, page 92.

Edit existing shape files

From the menu bar select Tools then Shape files and select
Reshape.
For details: How To: Reshape Shape Files, page 105.

Export layer to new shape file

You can export existing layers to a new shape.
From the menu bar select Tools then Shape files and select
Export Layer as Shape File.
For details: How To: Export Layer as Shape File, page 103.

Export layer as dxf file

You can export to an autocad format (Drawing Interchange Format).
From the menu bar select Tools then Shape files and select
Export Layer as Dxf File.
For details: How To: Export Layer as DXF File, page 122.

Define shape files based on

From the menu bar select Tools then Shape files and select

existing coordinates and attrib-

Create From External Table.

ute data

For details: How To: Create Lines, Polygons, Points From External
Table, page 39.

Create from active layer

From the menu bar select Tools then Shape files and select
Create From Active Layer

Create from multiple geo-

From the menu bar select Tools then Shape files and select

sources

Create From Multiple Geosources.
For details: How To: Create From Multiple Geosources, page 97.

Create points from lines or poly-

From the menu bar select Tools then Shape files and select

gons.

Create Points From Lines or Polygons.
For details: How To: Create Points From Lines or Polygons, page
96.
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How To: Add Shape File Objects
This topic explains how to add shape file objects in Model Manager. The objects can be subject to further editing. For
details: How To: Edit Objects in Shape File Layers, page 100.
When you add shape files you may want to use the snap function.For details: How To: Snap to Correct Position,
page 67.
You must always add objects at the active layer.
You can add these objects:
l

Points

l

Lines

l

Polygons

Example of shape objects
Text

Can be a point or line shape. The values for text,
height, font, etc are stored as shape file attributes.

Box, circle

Can be a line or a polygon shape.

Arc

This is a line shape.

Block

This is a point shape. The values for size and angle are
stored as shape file attributes.
For details: How To: Display Map Pictures using Block
Option, page 47.

To add a shape file object
1. From the menu bar select Edit, then Add, and point to the preferred object: line, point, or polygon.
2. If you are not working in the appropriate layer you will be prompted to select layer under the dialog Select
Layer.
Select layer and proceed entering the new object type.

3. Draw up the required object. Follow the ensuing guidelines and support for shortcut keys.
l

Points objects are defined by a single left mouse click.

l

Line and polygon objects are entered by a series of left mouse clicks to draw the required form, and terminated
by a right-click or canceled by pressing the Esc key.
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Shortcut keys during object creation
The following keys are special shortcut keys that you can use when you define point, lines, and polygon objects.
U

Undo last entered point – last point entered is discarded.

C

Close object.

A

Enable the arc functionality (line objects only) for the next entered points. Certain line layers
enables arcs to be part of lines so that rounded corners are possible.

F2

Enters coordinate dialog. You may specify a given coordinate, press OK and the next point will
be created in the specified position. If the coordinates that you have are given in a different
coordinate system than the current system coordinate system, then a transformation
between the coordinate systems may be carried out by pressing the Transform button. For
details: How To: Transform the Coordinate System, page 78.

0..9 or .

Displays a length and angle dialog. You may specify the segment length and eventually the
angle. Pressing the Insert button, will create a point with a distance from the previous line
point given by the specified segment length. If the angle is defined then the line segment
angle will be taken as a deviation angle compared to the previous line segment ( 0 degrees
will create a line segment that just extends the previous line segment ), or an absolute angle
if no previous line segment exists. If no angle is specified ( angle = * ), then the angle will be
defined by the last drawn line segment before the digit-key was pressed.

You can zoom and pan when you perform any of the actions explained in the preceding. For details: About Zoom Function, page 35 and Pan To, page 23.
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How To: Create New Shape File
This topic explains how to create and configure a new shape file.
1. From the menu bar select Tools then Shape files and select Create.
2. Under the dialog Create Shape File make the configuration according to the specifications in the ensuing
table.

Explain options…
Option

Description

File

Enter the path for shape file.
Alternatively, use the browse button to the right to locate the appropriate file.

Name of the layer

Enter the name of the layer name in the map.

Drawing object

Shape files can be any of the following formats:
Points

Basic shape file.

Lines

Basic shape file.

Polygons

Basic shape file.

Dimension

This object is based on the Line shape file holding information on dimension text, dimension
type, etc.

Text

This object is based on the Point shape file holding information on text, rotation, etc.

Block

This object type is based on the point shape file
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Option

Description
holding information on reference to bitmap file,
display size, etc.
For details: How To: Display Map Pictures using
Block Option, page 47.
holding information on reference to bitmap file,
display size, etc.
Project

This object is based on the Polygon shape file
with attributes defined for the project settings.

Include system attributes

Select this check box if you want to include system attributes.
The system attributes serve two purposes:
l

In multi user environments, system attributes enable the system to manage synchronization of shape files so that multiple
users can modify the same layer objects on individual PCs. If
you have no plans to use the shape files in a multi user environment, you do not need to include system attributes.

l

Improve performance during the editing of shape file objects.
If you plan to create large shape files, and manipulate the
objects, you are advised to include system attributes since
this improves the performance during editing operations.

Multi user environment shape files are shape files located on a network server. Each user has a copy of the shape file. Changes are
made to the local shape file, and the layer is synchronized with the
server edition of the shape file on request.
If you do not know whether you need to include system attributes,
then you should not include these attributes. The system attributes
can be added to existing shape files later when needed.
Include unique ID

Select this check box if you want to create an ID field (“_7TId”) to
serve as a Unique ID field for layer objects.

Configuration

Select a layer from the list. A configuration holds the setup of the
attributes in the layer.
You can define a new configuration by specifying a new name under
the Configuration field and then press the Edit button.
For configuration details see How To: Configure Layers, page 114.
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How To: Create Shape File From Active Layer
It can be useful to create a new shape file based on an existing layer in Model Manager.
To change active layer see How To: Change Active Layer, page 113.
The following table lists some of the configuration scenarios that may call for a new shape file.

Show scenarios…
Scenario

Description

Read only layers

Layers based on DXF, DWG, DGN are read only layers. There can
be no changes to objects or attributes.

Partly read only layers

If you join external table data to a layer the joined attributes
become read only. There can be no changes to the joined attributes.

Using objects as the basis for

You can apply record filters to a layer to only display a subset of the

model building

objects in the model. If the original set of objects (without applying the filter) is large compared to the number of object using the
filter, the result is likely poor performance operations on that
layer.

Restrictions caused by ESRI

Due to the restrictions in the shape file format imposed by theh

(MapObjects)

ESRI (MapObjects), shape file that are created externally may be
incompatible with the requirements from MapObjects.
In general these shape files can be used and attributes may be
modified as any other shape file. However, it is not possible to add
or remove records from the layer unless you create a new copy of
the file.
You can remedy this limitation by creating a new shape file as
described in this topic. The new format is compatible with the
MapObjects requirements.

To create a shape file from active layer
1. From the menu bar select Tools, then Shape files and point to Create From Active Layer.
2. Under Input layer you will see the currently active layer.
3. Under Output file name enter the path and file name for the new shape file (.shp).
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4. Press Translate to create the shape file based on the data form the input layer and Done to exit the dialog.
The new shape file will have the following attributes
l

MMId
This attribute is assigned values from 1 and up. The attribute can be used as a unique object identification if the layer is used as a model object input.

l

MMFlag
This attribute is assigned the value 0.

5. Remove the original layer and add the newly created layer and use this in replacement of the original layer.
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How To: Create Points From Lines or Polygons
This topic explains how to create a point based on coordinates from intermediate points at the original lines. This function is typically used when level information is available as polygons or lines as Model Manager requires the level information as points. Each new point includes a z-coordinate as an attribute.
The number of nodes that are created per line (density) depends on how many parameters you define and activate.

To create a point
1. From the menu bar select Tools, then Shape files and point to Create Points from Lines or Polygons.
2. Under the Layer select the relevant layer.

3. Define the appropriate parameters and remember to select the check box to activate the parameter .
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How To: Create From Multiple Geosources
This topic explains how to merge a set of files to be converted and used as one layer source in Model Manager. The files
that you want to merge can be a long list of files where each file for example represent one area in a large network.

To merge a set of files
1. From the menu bar select Tools and then Shape Files and point to Create From Multiple Geosources.

2. Select the button Geosources button to open the Layer Source dialog. Configure the dialog following the guidelines in the ensuing table.
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3. Under Database point to the location, using the browse button, where you store the database or files to be
merged.
The shape files must be of the same type else you will receive an error message.
Additionally, you will get a warning if the attribute types differ. However, the attributes will still be merged into
the new file.
l

For stand alone files use Ctrl +left mouse button to select multiple files.

l

For files stored in a database you can select the check box All to select all the tables in the source database. Model Manager will then search the specified folder using the extension of the first file in the list of
files specified under Table in database.
Model Managerapply the attribute setup defined in the file with the largest number of attributes. This set
of attributes is the one defined in the resulting shape file. The attributes stored in the various files to be
merged need not have all attributes defined. If a file includes attributes that are not defined in the file
with the largest number of attributes, these attributes will not be available in the resulting shape file.

4. Select OK. At this point in time there is no need for additional editing.
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Model Managermakes a copy of the active layer into a new shape file. In addition to the attributes from the file
with the largest number of attributes Model Manager adds two attributes
l

MMId
The MMId attribute will be assigned values from 1 and up. This attribute can be used as a unique object
identification if the layer is used as model object input.

l

MMFlag
The MMFlag attribute is assigned a value of 0.

5. Select the check box for Include end point coordinates in output attributes to show these values next to
the attribute for improved identification.
6. Under Output file name enter the appropriate name for the new .shp file that contains the merged files.
7. Select the button Translate to create the new file.
If the process is successful you will see a message log that provides an overview of the files that have been
merged.
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How To: Edit Objects in Shape File Layers
You can edit any of the objects stored in shape file layers, such as points, lines, and polygons. Unless otherwise specified, the actions can be applied to lines as well as polygons.
This topic explains how to edit the selected objects.

Select shape file objects for further editing
Any action that involves shape layer objects can be initiated from the menus on the menu bar, using toolbar buttons,
or through the use of the right-click menu.
Use one of the following options to select objects for actions:
A. Point to object and make a right-click.
The object(s) closest to where you made the right-click will constitute a temporary selection.
B. For actions activated through the menu bar or the toolbar.
You will be prompted to select object(s).
C. Select object(s) using the selection tools (Select by Rectangle, Select by Shape, Select by SQL).
Menu bar items, toolbars and right-click menu items will change state depending on the object selection. You cannot
select disabled items. The disabled menu items and toolbar buttons will be grayed out.

To edit a shape file object
1. Select an object as explained in the preceding section.
2. Select the required edit option from the list and make your edits following the guidelines in the ensuing table.

Explain shape file edit options…
The table encompasses all the default options. The choice of options depends on the object
you point to.
All options can be viewed from the toolbar if you select the toolbar named 7T Tools.
Edit Option

Description

Scale

The coordinates in the object(s) are scaled by a factor. You are
requested to select a base point and a factor.

Rotate

The coordinates in the object(s) rotate based on a specified angle.
Rotation is performed using a base point and a value for the angle.

To rotate the object

Move and Replace

l

Use the mouse or

l

Change the rotation by entering a digit between 0..9 or ‘.’.
This opens a dialog in which you can modify the rotation
angle.

Coordinates in the object(s) will be offset and rotated by a specified
angle. Rotation is performed using a base point, and an angle.
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Edit Option

Description
When activated using the right-click menu, the location where
you activated the right-click, will be used as base point for object
offset. You will then be asked to locate a base point for rotation,
and to specify a rotation, using the mouse. The rotation angle may
be entered by pressing ‘0’..’9’ or ‘.’ in which case the above shown
“Rotation Angle” dialog will be shown.

Trim

Lines only.
A trimming action will shrink objects so that these objects ends at
the intersection with a cutting object or at a given location.
Trimming is carried out by specifying the object(s) that will act as a
cutter, the objects that have to be trimmed and which part of the
object to trim that have to be cut off.
The typical operation is to select one cutting object and one object
to trim. The part of the object that has to be cut off will be the part
of the object that was pointed at during selection of the object. If
you have selected one or more object(s) when activating Trim, the
first selected object will be regarded as the cutting object, and all
other objects will be trimmed, selecting the objects ends closest to
the mouse point when Trim was activated.
If only one object was selected (or if you right-clicked at an
object), this will be the cutting object, and you are asked to locate
the objects to be trimmed (and implicitly which end that has to be
cut off). If you activate Trim from the menu, you are asked to
locate the cutting edge, and you are asked to locate the objects to
be trimmed (and implicitly which end that has to be cut off).

Trim by Point

Lines only.
Right-click on object to trim – at location where object will be
trimmed, then point to the end that has to be cut off.

Break

Lines only.
Right-click on object to break, then point to the location on object
where line break has to be done.

Join

Lines only.
Select lines to be joined, start action through right-click. Alternatively select single objects, start action through right-click and
select second line to be joined.

Extend

Lines only.
Grow objects so that these objects ends at the intersection with
an extension object. Select or point to extension line, start action
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Edit Option

Description
through right click and select line to be extended. Alternatively
select extension line, then select object to extent and start action
through right click.

Fillet

Lines only.
Create rounded corners on a line. Select or point to line, start fillet
action through right click and enter fillet radius through the displayed dialog. All corners in line will be rounded.

Fillet Corner

Lines only.
Create rounded corners on a single corner of a line. Select or point
to corner of line, start fillet corner action through right click and
enter fillet radius through the displayed dialog.

Offset

Create new object by offsetting an existing object. New object will
be created on current layer. Select or point to existing object, start
offset action through right click, select side for offset by pointing
and click by left mouse, then drag a vector to specify offset or
enter ‘0’..’9’ or ‘.’ to specify offset in the following dialog

Offset Line Segment

Create new object by offsetting a segment of an existing object.
New object will be created on active layer. Select or point to existing object, start offset action through right click, select side for offset by pointing and click by left mouse, then drag a vector to
specify offset or enter ‘0’..’9’ or ‘.’ to specify offset in the displayed
dialog

Reverse

Reverses coordinates of object. Select or point to existing object,
start action through right click.

Move Point

Move single point of object. Select or point to existing object, start
action through right click, move mouse to new location for point
and press mouse left button.

Insert Point

Insert point in existing object. Select or point to existing object,
start action through right click, move mouse to location for new
point and press mouse left button.

Remove Point

Remove point in existing object. Select or point to existing objects,
start action through right click move mouse to remove existing
point in object.
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How To: Export Layer as Shape File
This topic explains how to export existing layers into new shape files. The existing layers can hold geosource.

To export as shape file
1. From the menu bar select Tools then Shape files and select Export Layer as Shape File.

2. To set up the export process follow the guidelines in the ensuing table.

Explain options…
Option

Description

Single layer

Select the check box for Single layer if you only want to export a
single layer. Subsequently select the layer to export from the list.

All visible layers

Select this check box for All visible layers if you want to export all
the layers that are visible in the map.

Coordinate system

Input

Specify the coordinate system to be associated with the layer you want to export.

Output

Select the check box for Output if you want
to create the new shape file in a coordinate
system different from the input layer coordinate system.
Select the browse to locate the alternative
coordinate system. For details: How To:
Select Coordinate System, page 76.
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Option

Description

Add Z

Object shapes can include a Z coordinate. You may add this Z-coordinate to the output shape file by selecting this box.

Add M

Object shapes can include an M value. You may add this M-value to
the output shape file by checking this box.

Extend attributes
ID field, Input
ID field, Output

If the input layer includes an ID field which you want to export to the
new shape file using a different field name, you must specify the
name of the input ID field in ID field, Input and the name of the output ID field in ID field, Output.
If you want to create an output ID field, which does not exist in the
input layer, then you must leave the ID field, Input blank and specify
the output ID field in ID field, Output. In this case objects will be
given ID’s of value 100000000 + n, where n is the n’th object.

Output folder

Specify the path to include the output shape file. Alternatively use
the browse button to locate the folder.

Name

Enter the name of the output DXF file.
If you decide to export multiple layers, this option does not apply.
The output name is then equal to the layer name.

Configuration

If you do not specify a configuration for the output dxf file, the output shape file will have attributes based on the set of attributes from
the input layer(s).
If you specify a configuration, this configuration is used to define the
resulting attributes in the output shape file.
For details How To: Configure Layers, page 114.

3. Press Export to transfer to the dedicated output folder.
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How To: Reshape Shape Files
This topic explains how to modify the defined attributes in an existing shape file.
Reshaping only involves changes made to attributes in the shape file. It is not possible to change the shape type.
Reshaping is performed by specifying the new layer configuration. The system compares the new configuration with
the existing attribute definitions in the shape file, and adds, removes or changes the defined attributes.
You may risk loss of information if you change the format of an existing attribute to the new format. You may experience problems converting attribute values for example from strings to numeric values if the existing string values
cannot be converted to valued numeric values.

To reshape shape files
1. From the menu bar select Tools, then Shape files, and point to Reshape.

2. Edit the settings for the reshape following the guidelines in the ensuing table. .

Explain options…
Option

Description

File

Specify the path for the shape file, or use the browse button […] to
specify or locate the shape file.

Configuration

Select the configuration from the list. The configuration holds the
new setup of the attributes in the layer.
You can create a new configuration by entering a new name in the
Configuration field and then press the Edit button.
For details on how to edit the new configuration see How
To: Configure Layers, page 114.

Include system attributes

Select the check box to include system attributes.
System attributes serve two purposes:
l

In multi user environments the system attributes enable
the system to manage synchronization of shape files for
multiple users to modify the same layer objects on individ-
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Option

Description
ual PCs.
If you do not plan to use the shape files in a multi user environment, there is no need to include system attributes.
l

Improve performance during the editing of shape file
objects. If you plan to create large shape files and to manipulate the objects, you are advised to include system attributes as the performance is improved during editing
operations.

Multi user environment shape files are shape files located on a network server. Each user has a copy of the shape file. Changes are
made to the local shape file and the layer is synchronized with the
server edition of the shape file on request.
If you do not know whether you need to include system attributes, then you are recommended to not include these attributes.
The system attributes can be added to existing shape files when
the attributes are needed.
Generate input ID

Select the check box to create an ID field (“_7TId”) to serve as a
Unique ID field for layer objects.
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About Layers
The Model Manager consists of a number of layers that are listed in the following.
A layer is a data connection that contains a number of geographic objects that each has individual properties; often
referred to as object attributes. All objects in a layer have the same set of attributes defined.
Layer sources are often stored in more than one table/entity. The geographic objects (holding the geographic coordinate information) can reside in one table along with one or more attributes. Additional attributes for the objects can
reside in a table that is stored in a database table using a format such as Microsoft Access, Microsoft Excel or others.
Where (additional) attributes are stored in an external database table, both the layer source and the external database table must include an object identification that has a unique value for each geographical object.
External database tables can be joined (related) to the layer source. The resulting layer source behaves as if the attributes stored in the external database were stored as part of the attributes that were stored with the geographic part of
the object in the layer source.
External database formats include Oracle, SQL Server, dBase, Microsoft Access, Microsoft Excel, Text and others that
can be accessed through ODBC.
External database tables are related to the GIS table using the Related attribute table button available via the
Layer source dialog. For details: How To: Configure Related Attribute Table, page 132.
Supported Layers

Description

Model layers

These are internal layers holding all objects needed to define a
model.
The model layers are stored in the Database sub-folder in the
Model Manager project.

GIS layers

These layers store the GIS objects. The objects stored in the GIS
layers are copied to the Model Manager layers for further processing.

Background layers

These are additional layers shown in the Model Manager view.
There are two types of background layers.
l

Model Manager default model layer
These are described in the document MMTables.xls and
subsequently configured from the Table editor. For details:
How To: Edit Table, page 194.

l

Background setup layer
This layer is created and defined by you. You can access
these layers from an empty Model Manager application. To
open or save this type of layer select File, then Background Setup and then Save. The files have the extension 7.bk and in addition to the default model layer
information, these layers include historic information on
navigation, display, etc.
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Supported Layers

Description
You can use the icons on the toolbar MM Buttons to toggle
between the view states. Alternatively, you can create your own
toolbar with the relevant icons. For details: How To: Customize
the Toolbar, page 15.

Next
How To: Create a Layer Source, page 188
How To: Configure Layers, page 114
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How To: Add and Configure Grabber Objects
This function applies to the legacy (old) products, AQUIS and TERMIS only.
A grabber is a general tool used to present measured values or measured graphs on a user defined background
included in a separate window. For further background information you are recommended to view the product documentation supplied with the legacy products.

To add a grabber object
1. From the menu bar select Edit, point to Grabber.
2. Select Add or List to open the dialog Grabber Object List.

The list contains defined grabber objects just as you can add new, edit or remove existing grabber objects.
To show the grabber objects select View from the menu bar and then select the check box
for Display Grabber Elements.
3. Under the dialog Grabber Object Configuration from where you can edit existing or configure new objects.
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4. Enter grabber information following the guidelines in the ensuing table.

Explain display options…
Option

Description

Name

The name of the grabber object including configured presentation
objects.

Background image

Name of file to be used as background image. The file can be of the
type GIF, JPG, JPEG and BMP.
You can use the browse button to locate the image file.

Refresh rate

The refresh rate defines the period between each execution of all
SQL statements.

Refresh after close

Select this check box to conduct an automatic refresh when leaving the configuration dialog.

Re-open session

Select this check box to display the most recently displayed time

graph

series. Even if you had several grabber graphs open at the time
you closed the main grabber window, you will see the same time
series next time you reopen the main grabber window.
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Option

Description

Active

Select the Active check box to allow the grabber to refresh and display the most recent data in graphs, number fields, etc.
The grabber object fetches the latest data from the configured
data sources at every defined Refresh rate time and updates the
main window.

Refresh Now

Click this button to request an immediate refresh.

Geo location

Location X:
The X-coordinate for the grabber object in model environment.
Location Y:
The Y-coordinate for the grabber object in model environment.

5. Select and edit the display type following the guidelines in the ensuing table.

Explain grabber object options…
Option

Description
Select this icon to create a grabber object of the type Number.
Select this icon to create a grabber object of the type Text.
Select this icon to create a grabber object of the type Graph.

Display object

All the newly display grabber object are listed under this column.

Use DM default

Select this check box to use default table name, tag ID file name
and value field name during use of the Build SQL button.
Clear the check box to define all fields manually.

6. Edit Properties following the guidelines in the ensuing table.

Explain options…
Option

Description

Name

Name of the grabber object.

Type

States the grabber display type (number, text, or graph).

Edit

Select this option to edit the grabber display type.

Location

Location X:
The actual horizontal position of lower left corner of the object
within the grabber window.
Location Y:
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Option

Description
The actual vertical position of lower left corner of the object within
the grabber window.

Database

Enter the DSN name to be used during update of actual value.

Build SQL

The SQL statement to be used to update the current object
values.
Select Build SQL to create the statement using Data Manager.
Alternatively you can create he statement manually or a combination of both.
Select Test to verify the defined connection.

Editing options
Option

Description

Show

Use this option to open the configuration dialog. Alternatively double-click the grabber object.

Remove

Select the relevant grabber object that no longer applies and press
Remove.
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How To: Change Active Layer
You can change the active layer at any point in time to ensure that you always work on the appropriate layer.

To change layer
1. From the toolbar area ensure that you display the 7T Current Layer toolbar. For details: How To: Customize
the Toolbar, page 15.
2. Select the appropriate layer from the list of available layers.

The selected layer now becomes the active layer.
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How To: Configure Layers
Layer configurations serves two purposes:
l

Setup of how attributes are presented during object editing.

l

Specification of attribute definition during shape file creation.

For background information see the topic About Layers, page 107.
This topic explains how to configure new layers or edit existing.
You can also import a complete set of configurations from a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. From the menu bar
select Setup, then Layer Configuration and select Import.

To configure a layer
1. From the menu bar select Setup, then Layer Configuration and select Edit, alternatively New.
2. Under the Layer Configuration dialog point to the appropriate layer then press Edit.

Explain options under Layer Configuration dialog…
Option

Description

New

Create a new configuration following the guidelines in the section
later in this topic Create a new configuration.

Delete

Deletes selected configuration.

Import

Import the configuration that was previously exported using the
Export button. If the configuration already exists, the imported
configuration will be given a new name.

Export

Export the configuration to be imported into another application or
model.
The exported file will get the extension “.tcf”.
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3. Under the Edit Layer Configuration <name of layer> you can edit the configuration according to the guidelines in the ensuing table.
Each row represents an attribute for the layer.
Each column holds different setup for the given attribute (see ensuing table).
4. Optional. Create a new attributes from the last row (where ID is shown as *) and configure the attribute as
explained in the ensuing.

Explain column options under Edit Layer Configuration dialog…
Column

Description

ID

Name of the attribute. The name is not case sensitive.

Alias

The alias is shown in lieu of the attribute name. If left blank, the alias is the
same as the attribute name.

Style

Select option from the list.
For details contact your point of purchase.

Type

Select option from the list.
String

Text attribute

Integer

Numeric (Integer) attribute
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Column

Length

Description
Real

Numeric (Real) attribute

Logical

Logical attribute

Date

Date attribute

Table

Used to specify table lookup

Define the attribute size in number of characters. Depending on Type, the following applies.
String

Specifies maximum number of characters in string

Integer

Specifies maximum number of digits in number

Real

Specifies maximum number of digits to the left of the
decimal point

Any other

Length is not used

Unit

Specify the attribute unit. Only used for Type Real attributes.

Property Page

When editing object attributes (by right-clicking an object in the map, select
Show or Edit), the attribute values will be presented in a dialog where the attributes are arranged in groups. Each group of attributes is presented in its own
property page or tab dialog. The attribute Property Page specifies which page or
tab the attribute will appear in. You may specify any name.

Format

Specifies the attribute format. Only used for Type Real attributes. With the format you may change the default number of decimals by which the attribute
value is presented.
The default format is given by the unit setup. If you want to change the default
format for the number, you may do so by changing the format for the unit, or by
specifying an alternative format in the form “.<N>f” where <N> is an integer
greater than or equal to 0, like in .4f, which will display the attribute value with
4 decimals.

Default value

When creating new objects, this will be the value assigned to the attribute at creation.

Max value

When editing, this will be the maximum allowed value assigned to the attribute.

Min value

When editing, this will be the minimum allowed value assigned to the attribute.

Access

Select option from the list.
Read Only

Specifies that this attribute cannot be edited.

Read/Write

Specifies that this attribute can be edited.

Hide

Specifies that this attribute will not be shown when
object is edited.

System

Specified that this object is managed by the system (is
Read Only).
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Column

Description

Conv scale

Attribute value will be scaled with this value (Only used for Type Real attributes).

Conv offset

Attribute value will be offset with this value (Only used for Type Real attributes).

Table

Use this to specify table lookup.

Tooltip

Determine if you want to display tooltips for attributes.

Create new configuration
l

Under the Layer Configuration dialog select New.

You can create a new configuration in the following ways:

From an existing layer
l

Select the appropriate layer from the list. Notice that the Layer check box is selected by this action.

From existing configuration
l

Select the appropriate layer from the list. Notice that the Configuration check box is selected by this action.

Only one of the preceding options can apply.

As an empty configuration
l

Enter the name of configuration and press OK.
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How To: Configure and Select View Mode
This topic explains how to select the background display for a user defined layer. Though they share the same extension .bkc this type of background layer is not an integral part of the pre-defined Model Managerlayers. For details: on
Model Manager background layers see How To: Edit Background Control, page 126.

Before
You must complete step A and B before you can select the required display mode.
A. Save a user defined background layer as a .bck using the Save As under the dialog Background Control. For
details: see the topic How To: Edit Background Control, page 126.
B. Configure a path in Registry. See the explanation in the ensuing.

Configure path to View Mode in Registry
The display of user defined background layers requires some setup explained in the ensuing.
1. Open Registry and expand HKEY_CURRENT_USER.
2. Select Software, then 7-Technologies then MM and point to 1.3.
3. Create a new key named Modes.
Do not change the name, else the function fails.
4. Under Modes create a new key for each of the background layers you want to show.
5. Define the following for each new layer key
Value

Description

Name

File.

Data

Enter the path to the layer you saved .

6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 for each layer you want to display.

To select view mode
1. From the menu bar select View and then Select View Mode.
2. Select the required display from the drop-down list.
This is the list you create in Registry as explained in the preceding.
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How To: Define a Geographic Join
This topic explains how you make a join between two map layers. The purpose of the join is to reflect the best geographic match between the objects in the two layers. The two map layers are referred to as the Base and the Secondary layer.

To define the join
1. From the menu bar select Tools, then Analysis, and point to Geographic Join.

2. Provide the relevant values following the guidelines in the ensuing table. .

Explain options…
Option

Description

Base layer name

Select the base layer from the list of existing layers.

Base layer field ID

Select the field ID for the selected base layer.

Secondary layer name

Select he secondary layer from the list of existing layers.

Initial join tolerance

Enter a value for the join tolerance. You are recommended to start
by setting the low as possible to obtain the best match possible.
For example 0.10 meters.

Maximum join tolerance

Specify the value for the maximum join tolerance. This is the limit
for the match of objects in the join process.
The maximum can for example be 1 meter.
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Option

Description

Output file name

Use the browse button to specify the path for the new join file.
The system creates a dBase file that consists of one record for
each object in the base layer. The attributes in the dBase file contain all attributes from the secondary layer in addition to the identification attribute from the base layer and a penalty measure.
For each object (record) in the base layer the geographically best
matching object (most overlapping or closest) from the secondary
layer is located and a penalty is calculated to give a measure of
how well the two objects match. The attribute values in the dBase
file are defined as the attributes of the best fitted object in the secondary layer.

3. Press Create geographic join when you have completed the options definition.
Examples
The tool can be used to
l

Convert DXF based models to Model Manager.

l

Associate a text (level) on secondary layer to the nearest node on another layer (base layer).

l

Associate a return pipe type on secondary layer to the nearest supply pipe on another layer (base layer).

Manual setup of geographic join
If needed you can perform a manual setup of the geographic join. For details: How To: Configure Related Attribute
Table, page 132.
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How To: Define Distribution of Attributes
This topic explains how to define the distribution of attributes from objects with defined properties to objects with
undefined objects.
The primary use for this facility is to define attributes to pipes with undefined pipe properties based on properties
defined in the pipes connected.
To enable the facility you must select an active layer.

To define the distribution of attributes
l

From the menu bar select Tools, point to Network, then Distribute and then Distribute Attributes.
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How To: Export Layer as DXF File
This topic explains how to export a layer as an autocad format file (Drawing Interchange Format). The layer names in
the resulting DXF file are equal to the exported layer names.

To export as DXF file
1. From the menu bar select Tools then Shape files and select Export Layer as Dxf File.

2. To set up the export process follow the guidelines in the ensuing table.

Explain options…
Option

Description

Single layer

Select the check box for Single layer if you only want to export a
single layer. Subsequently select the layer to export from the list.

All visible layers

Select this check box for All visible layers if you want to export
all the layers that are visible in the map.

Export full extent

Select the check box for Export full extent if you want to export
all objects in the layers.
Clear the check box if you only want to export the objects in the
current view.

Output folder

Specify the path to the output folder. Alternatively use the browse
button to locate the folder.

Name

Enter the name of the DXF file.
If you decide to export multiple layers, this option does not apply.
The output name is then equal to the layer name.

3. Press Export to transfer to the dedicated output folder.
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How To: Perform Layer Setup
The layer setup covers all aspects of setting up the connection to layer source, rendering and editing configurations.

To perform layer setup
1. From the menu bar select View and then Background Control.
2. Select a layer and double-click to open the Layer Setup dialog. Alternatively select layer and press Edit.

3. Configure the layer following the guidelines in the ensuing table.
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Explain the layer setup options…
Option

Description

Layer

Name
Each layer must have a name, uniquely defined to distinguish the
layer from other layers.
Visible

Select the checkbox to show the layer.

Snap

Select the checkbox to apply snap function
to layer objects. For details: How To: Snap
to Correct Position, page 67.

Selectable

Layer objects may be flagged to be selectable or not. Only objects from selectable layers will be found during right-click actions.
For details: How To: Select Objects for Further Editing, page 62.

Show deleted

Layers configured for full synchronization,
include objects which have been deleted by
the users. The deleted objects are not visible in the map due to internal layer filtering. You may in certain cases want to
review deleted objects – this can be
achieved by selecting this flag.

Configuration

Name

For details: How To: Configure

Name of configuration setup used for object editing.

Layers, page 114

Edit
Enter the configuration setup dialog.

Geosource

Name
Enter a name for the geosource setup. This name is currently not
used.
Source
Press this button to open the Layer Source dialog from where you
can create a new layer.
For in-depth description see How To: Create a Layer Source, page
188.

View setup

Name
The name of the view setup for layer. This name appears under in
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Option

Description
the Background Control dialog.
Rendering
Use this facility to select a display for the layer. Double-click a renderer from the list as the current. The current renderer determines
how the objects in the layer appear in the map.
New

The associated rendering type for each
layer can be viewed under the Background
Control dialog.
For details: on how to create a new renderer ser How To: Perform Renderer Setup,
page 144.

Edit

Edit the selected renderer for the layer.
For details: How To: Perform Renderer
Setup, page 144.

Remove

Removes the selected renderer from the
list.

Coordinate system

Edit
Specifies the coordinate system for the selected layer.
If you do not specify any coordinate system for layers, the object
coordinates are expected to display in a 2-dimensional coordinate system, and the transformation to screen or printer coordinates is
straightforward.
For details: How To: Select Coordinate System, page 76.
Export
Use this facility to transform layer object coordinates from one coordinate system to another. You can specify the coordinate system to
which layer it will be exported. Press OK to display the standard windows file dialog through which you specify the name of the resulting
shape file.
Transform
Applies to the Danish coordinate system only.
Use the KMS facility to transform the layer object coordinates.
For details: How To: Transform the Coordinate System, page 78.
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How To: Edit Background Control
This topic explains how to set up the Background Control dialog to control sources and the layout of layers in the map.
The dialog lists all layers in the map. The order of the layers is equivalent to the drawing order, layer 1 is the topmost.
See also About Layers, page 107.

To edit background control
1. From the menu bar select View and then Background Control.
The system loads the default background based on which you can edit existing or create new.
l

New
Create a new background control setup. The existing background control setup is cleared.

l

Save
Save the background control setup using the name of background control setup.

l

Save as
Save the existing background configuration setup using a new name.
This function is particularly important when you display a background for a layer that you have created
and want to use the Select View Mode under the View menu.

l

Open
Open an existing background control setup file. Locate the relevant file with the extension .bck. For
details: How To: Open Existing Background Layer, page 56.

Select the check box Enable to display the layer.
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2. Edit the controls following the guidelines in the ensuing table.

Explain options…
Option

Description

Name

This is the name of the background control setup. The file has the
extension .bck.
By default the name of the background is set to Default. When you
choose one of the edit options such as Save As or New, you can enter
a new name.

Themes

See the in-depth explanation in the ensuing..

Add

Add a new layer. For details: How To: Create a Layer Source, page
188.

Add Image

Add a new bitmap image layer (ECW-files). For details: How To: Configure ECW Layer Source, page 87.

Remove

Delete the selected layer(s)

Edit

Select this option (or double-click the layer in the table) to display
the Layer Setup dialog. For details: How To: Perform Layer Setup,
page 123.
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Option

Description

Layer Visibility

Normal

Select this check box to show layer objects
as visible according to setup.

Show all

Select this check box to show all layers as
visible, regardless of layer visibility settings.

Enable all

Select this check box to show all layers as
enabled, regardless of layer visibility scale
settings.

Show and enable all

Select this check box to show all layers as
visible and enabled, regardless of layer visibility settings.

Object Visibility

Show Deleted

Select this check box to display all objects
as visible, including the objects that have
been set to deleted (only relevant for fully
synchronized layers).

Coord. System

Optional.
Select the coordinate system to match the graphical display of the
map. In general, it suffices to select the coordinate system at layer
level as this is where you align the geographical coordinates. If you
do not specify any coordinate system for layers, the object coordinates are expected to display in a 2-dimensional coordinate system, and the transformation to screen or printer coordinates is
straightforward.
To select the coordinate system at layer level select a layer and press
the Edit button under the heading Coordinate system.
For background information see About Coordinate Systems, page
72.
For hands-on information How To: Select Coordinate System, page
76.

Themes options
This section provides in-depth explanation to the columns under Themes in the Background Control dialog.
Option

Description

Layer

States the layer name. Double-click the layer name to edit the Layer Setup
dialog.
For details: How To: Perform Layer Setup, page 123.

Active

Shows which layer is the active.
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Option

Description
Active layer is used in many object editing operations. Select the check next to
the layer you want to make active.

Visible

Shows whether the layer is hidden or shown.
Select the check box next to the layer you want to show.
Select the column header to display all layers.
Layer is hidden.
Layer is shown.
Layer is hidden due to zoom scale.
_

Layer not found.
Layer setup is incomplete (like invalid synchronization setup).
Layer is forced visible (should have been hidden due to zoom
scale).
Indicates that layer is forced visible (should have been hidden).
Layer is forced visible (should have been hidden, and is out of
scale).
Layer is hidden due to zoom scale (forced visible).

Color

Displays the color of layer objects (unless defined by rendering). The color symbol shape indicates whether layer is a point, line, or polygon type.
Double-click the color symbol to edit the color.

Snap

Indicates whether objects in a layer can be used for snap in the map.
Select the check box next to a given layer to snap.
Select the column header to snap all layers.

Select

Indicates whether objects can be selected by selection tools in the map.
Select the check box next to a given layer set the layer to selection status.
Select the column header to select all layers.

Sync

Setup level for synchronization of local version of layer versus server version of
layer.
Indicates that Refresh synchronization is setup.
Indicates that Full synchronization is setup. indicates that no syn-
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Option

Description
chronization is setup.
Indicates that Full synchronization is setup, but server file is not
available.
Indicates that Refresh synchronization is setup, but server file is
not available.
Layer synchronization is specified in the layer source dialog, How To: Create a
Layer Source, page 188.

Edit

Indicates current edit level for layer. Only layers based on shape files can be edited/modified. Other layer sources ( Dxf, Dwg, Dgn, ArcSDE ) cannot be edited.
You can change the edit status of a layer (Read Only or not ) through the layer
source dialog, How To: Create a Layer Source, page 188.
The following symbols (or a combination) apply for the edit status:
Layer is editable / Layer is not editable.
Layer is editable but locked for edits due to ongoing edits or source
file privileges.
Layer is locked, for example when same layer source is used for
more than one layer.
Layer is in use (referenced), for example when used in the Table
Editor.
Select the symbol to toggle the Edit status between editable/not
editable.

View setup

Presents the theme name of the layer.
Double-click at the theme name to pass control to the Theme Setup dialog. For
details: How To: Perform Renderer Setup, page 144.

Rendering type

Presents the rendering type defined for the layer. Double-click the rendering
type to pass control to the rendering setup. Depending on which type of render
is selected for the layer, the control is passed on to the relevant dialog.
l

How To: Set Up Single Symbol, page 166 for single symbol setup.

l

How To: Perform Unique Values Setup, page 171 for unique values setup.

l

How To: Set Up Graduated Breaks, page 162 for graduated breaks.
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How To: Configure and Select View Mode
This topic explains how to select the background display for a user defined layer. Though they share the same extension .bkc this type of background layer is not an integral part of the pre-defined Model Managerlayers. For details: on
Model Manager background layers see How To: Edit Background Control, page 126.

Before
You must complete step A and B before you can select the required display mode.
A. Save a user defined background layer as a .bck using the Save As under the dialog Background Control. For
details: see the topic How To: Edit Background Control, page 126.
B. Configure a path in Registry. See the explanation in the ensuing.

Configure path to View Mode in Registry
The display of user defined background layers requires some setup explained in the ensuing.
1. Open Registry and expand HKEY_CURRENT_USER.
2. Select Software, then 7-Technologies then MM and point to 1.3.
3. Create a new key named Modes.
Do not change the name, else the function fails.
4. Under Modes create a new key for each of the background layers you want to show.
5. Define the following for each new layer key
Value

Description

Name

File.

Data

Enter the path to the layer you saved .

6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 for each layer you want to display.

To select view mode
1. From the menu bar select View and then Select View Mode.
2. Select the required display from the drop-down list.
This is the list you create in Registry as explained in the preceding.
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How To: Configure Related Attribute Table
This topic explains how to assign additional object attributes to layer objects from an external table (also referred to as
an AddRelate).
For background information see the topic About Related Attribute Table, page 134.

To assign additional objects using external table
1. From the menu bar select View and then Background Control and press Add.
2. Under the Layer Source dialog press the button Related attribute table ,and configure the settings following the guidelines in the ensuing table.

Explain options for Related attribute table…
Option

Description

Source

Use this button to specify the external database table source. For
details: How To: Configure Table Source, page 199.
Upon completing of the external database table configuration, the
layer source table and the external database table are joined into a
single table.
This table is based on the values in the specified base table attribute name and external database table attribute name.
The join of the layer source and the external database table can only be performed if the attribute
values in the external database table are unique,
meaning that only one entry in the external database
table exists for each of the layer source attribute
values.

Base table field / Related table

When you have successfully connected to the related table using

field

the Source button, you can select the relevant attributes under
the Base table field and the Related table field.
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Option

Description
Upon completion press OK to create the relation between the
base layer and the related table.

Remove relate

Use this button to remove the related table for a layer. The button
is only enabled if you have defined a related table for a layer.
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About Related Attribute Table
A related attribute table is a spreadsheet type of table (dBase, Excel, Access table, SQL table, csv file, ODBC table,
OLEDB table, Paradox, Oracle or ArcSDE).
For you to relate or join the table to the layer objects, the layer attributes (that is the Base table ) must have at least
one attribute in common with the Related table to relate or join the two tables. The relate can be done using attributes
with a 1 to 1 relation or a 1 to many relation.

Sample 1:1 relation
An example of a 1 to 1 relation could be a consumer layer that includes a (unique) consumer ID and other basic
attributes related to a Microsoft Access database table. This table also includes a consumer ID and additional
attributes such as meter values and installation date.
If you then relate these two sets of data using the consumer ID as the relation attribute you make the meter
values and installation data available as ordinary attributes in the consumer layer.

Sample 1:Many
An example of a 1 to many relation could be a hydraulic pipe layer that includes an attribute identifying the pipe
type and a related table in a Microsoft Excel spread sheet. This spreadsheet includes the same pipe type attribute and additional parameters such as internal diameter and name of the pipe type. The related table must hold
one row for each possible pipe type in the pipes layer.
If you then relate these two sets of data using the pipe type as the relation attribute you make the internal diameter and the name of the pipe type available as ordinary attributes in the pipes layer.
It is not possible to create a many-to-many relation (such as a pipe types table that includes more than one row with
the same pipe type reference).
Layers that include attributes from other related tables are subject to certain restrictions in regards to editing. Editing
is possible using the table editor, except for the attributes related to the layer from the secondary table and the relation attribute from the base layer.
Layers that include related attributes can be used to create new shape files in which the resulting shape file includes
the related attributes as ordinary attributes.
To define a related attribute table involves the defining of the table to be related and identifying the two attributes to
be used in the relate process, from the layer and the related table respectively.

Next
How To: Configure Related Attribute Table, page 132
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About NRW Demand Types
Model Manager divides the Total NRW demand into the following NRW demand types:
l

Leakage in distribution and trunk mains (demand type LeakMains).

l

Leakage in service pipes and connected water facilities (demand type LeakServices).

l

Additional demand proportional to pipe volume (demand type LeakVolume).

l

Additional demand proportional to metered/weighted demand (demand type LeakDemand).

NRW
The amount of demand that will be allocated to each of the above categories must be given as a percentage of the
Total NRW demand.
Total LeakMains demand = LeakMains % of Total NRW demand
Total LeakServices demand = LeakServices % of Total NRW demand
Total LeakVolume demand = LeakVolume % of Total NRW demand
Total LeakDemand demand = LeakDemand % of Total NRW demand
The sum of these percentages in the preceding must be 100%.
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About Distribution of Non-Revenue Water (NRW)
When you have performed a demand analysis, the total inflow to each demand zone in the model is divided into three
groups of consumption:
l

Metered demand

l

Weighted demand

l

Non-revenue water demand

For each demand zone, the sum of these three groups of consumption is equal to the total inflow to the demand zone.
The amount of Total NRW demand in each zone is
Total NRW demand = NRW % of QTotal
where

NRW

is the percentage of non-revenue water from the demand
analysis.

QTotal

is the total inflow to the demand zone.

The Total NRW demand is distributed into the network to obtain mass balance in the model. This is accomplished by
defining additional demands in the model to simulate the distribution of the Total NRW demand within the network.
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About Projects
In Model Manager the project is the base set of data from which you create your models. A project is stored as a set of
files located in a Windows folder.
A project stores definitions of the GIS relations, specifications of background layers, view setup etc., which will be
restored when opening an existing project. The name of the project is identical to the name of the Windows folder. You
can create copies of a project by copying the Windows folder with all its contents (including sub-folders) to other locations.
A project is specific to a product in the Utilities suite and must be configured accordingly.

Next
How To: Create a New Project, page 138
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How To: Create a New Project
In Model Manager the project is the base set of data from which you create your models. A project is stored as a set of
files located in a Windows folder.
This topic provides guidelines on how to create and specify project settings. For background information see the topic
About Projects, page 137.

To create a new project
1. From the menu bar select File and then New and point to the location of the new project folder.
Model Manager now configures an empty project to where you can import the base GIS data.
2. Specify the project type. Select Setup and then Options and select either Aquis or Termis.
The project type can be changed and saved at any point in time after the startup of Model Manager. The new
type will load next time you start Model Manager.

Next
How To: Create or Update Model, page 206
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How To: Update Default Catalogs
When you create a new project Model Managercreates default catalogs for components (such as pipes, valves and
demand types). These catalogs are based on information stored in a default catalog database MMCatalogs.mdb. If
you installed to the default path you can find the database in the following location:
C:\Program files\7T\Model Manager <version number>\Catalogs.
You can modify the contents of the default catalog to suit your needs and requirements to have the defaults catalogs
apply for each Model Managerproject.

To update the catalogs
l

From the menu bar select Tools, then Update Catalog and point to the component you want to import and
update.
Existing catalog entries are updated and new catalog entries added.
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How To: Define GIS Relations
Data is imported to Model Manager from Geographic Information System (GIS) source tables according to the relations
defined between the attributes in the GIS data and those in Model Manager.
This topic explains how to set up GIS for Model Manager.
GIS relations can be defined for each of the Model Manager base tables.
If you installed to the default path you can find the base table in the following location
C:\Program Files\7T\Model Manager <version number>\Templates

Base tables…
Common tables

AQUIS / AQUIS Operation
tables

TERMIS / TERMIS Operation
tables

l

Pipes

l

Hydrants

l

Bypasses

l

Nodes

l

Reservoirs

l

Plants

l

Valves

l

Hydrofors

l

Pumps

l

Exchangers

l

Demands

l

Levels

l

Zones

As a minimum Model Manager requires that you define the GIS relations for pipes.
All other GIS data are optional.
The definition of GIS relations is a two step process. Each step in the process is described in the ensuing.
l

Step A: Define Source. (See the bold frame (red) in the ensuing figure under step A.)

l

Step B: Establish a cross-reference connection. (See the zig-zag frame (blue) in the figure under step A.)
You must repeat the following procedural steps for each base table you want to include in the model.

To define GIS relations
Step A
1. From the menu bar select GIS and then Relations.
This will launch the following dialog.
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2. Under the Table entry select the appropriate base table.
3. Press the Source button.
4. This will launch the following dialog from where you can modify or create a new layer. For details see How To:
Create a Layer Source, page 188.
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5. Make the appropriate adjustments and changes for the layer source and proceed to Step B.
Step B
1. From the GIS Relation Setup dialog press the button Connect.
You can only complete this action if you have established a valid data connection.
2. Define the relation between GIS and Model Manager.
When you specify the GIS layer sourceModel Manager loads the appropriate information in regards to which
attributes are available from the GIS source.
You must specify the GIS attribute name for the relevant Model Manager attribute in the cross-reference table.
The cross-reference table specifies the names of the attributes used in Model Manager, and it specifies the attribute types used by Model Manager. The GIS attributes need not be of the same attribute type as used in Model
Manager. When you load GIS data Model Managerperforms a conversion from the given GIS attribute value to
the attribute type used by Model Manager.
You must be aware of possible conversion errors, such as converting a text attribute into a number attribute.
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The Unit column under the dialog GIS Relation Setup defines the unit of values stored in the GIS environment for
attributes where a unit applies. Model Managerstores all values using SI units, and the conversion from GIS units to
SI units is carried out when the GIS data is loaded into the Model Manager database. The units used for the display of
values in various parts of Model Manager can be different from SI or the GIS units. For details: on units see How To:
Select Units, page 63.
The Model Manager tables are based on templates. They are created when you create a new project. The templates
contain information about attributes available in the Model Manager base tables.For details: About Default Model Database, page 193.

Display and save GIS settings
When you have defined the GIS relations, the data can be displayed in the user interface.
When you exit the dialog GIS Relation Setup select the Zoom Extents icon on the toolbar to show the extents
of the project data.
On completion of the steps described in the preceding, you must save the project.

To save
l

From the menu bar select File and then Save. Alternatively use the Save toolbar icon.

When you restore a project, the connection to the GIS data is not an automatic process. To reconnect to the GIS data select GIS from the menu bar and then Reconnect.
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How To: Perform Renderer Setup
Each renderer (display) defined for a layer has a name. This name must be unique within the list of renderers.

To set up a renderer
1. From the menu bar select View and then Background Control.
2. Point to the appropriate layer and double-click to open the layer setup dialog.
3. Under Rendering press Edit to open the following dialog.

4. Configure the renderer setup following the guidelines in the ensuing table.
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Explain options…
Option

Description

Name

Enter a unique renderer (display) name.

Show in zoom level

Select this check box to show the layer only when the zoom level in
the map is within the defined range (From and To). By default this
option is selected with a range of 0.0.
Clear the check box to make the layer visible in all zoom levels.
Define the range:
From

Specify the zoom level at which the layer
changes from hidden to shown.
A value of 0 specifies that there is no lower
level.

To

Specify the zoom level at which the layer
changes from shown to hidden.
A value of 0 specifies that there is no upper
level.

This option can for example apply to improve the time to load the display of complex layers. Complex layers are then only displayed when
the zoom level is below a given zoom limit (at which limit only a fraction of the objects are within the view, and therefore fast to display).
When the zoom level is beyond the defined range another less complex layer can be enabled, until a second limit is reached, at which
time a third layer can be enabled, and so forth.
Scale symbols

Select this check box to change the height of the object symbol
according to the specified zoom level. You can only set a value if you
select the check box
Clear the check box to show a constant height of the object symbol
regardless of the zoom level.
Set value in the field to the right.

Filter

l

A value of 1 gives a symbol height as defined for the object
symbols.

l

A value of 2 will give a symbol height half the height as
defined for the object symbols.

l

A value of 0.5 will give a symbol height twice the height as
defined for the object symbols.

Shows the active layer filter. See How To: Set Up Filter Expression,
page 65 for a description of the layer filter.
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Option

Description

Renderer

Select the relevant renderer type to determine the display in the
map.
Single symbol

This is the most common type of renderer.
It displays each object using the same symbol, that is, using the same color, height,
and style.
Press the button Symbol Setup and follow
the guidelines in the topic How To: Set Up
Single Symbol, page 166.

Unique values

Defines the values and symbols.
Press the button Values Setup and follow
the guidelines in the topic How To: Perform
Unique Values Setup, page 171.

Graduated values

Use this option to display the objects in a
layer with different symbols depending on
the value of an object attribute. Graduated
values map can only be applied to a
numeric object attribute.
The valid range of the numeric attribute is
split into a number of intervals, each interval represents an individual display symbol.
Graduated values map differs from Unique
values in that the value of the attribute
that determines the symbol to be used for
display must be a numeric value, unlike the
Unique values that also allow string value
attributes.
Press the button Breaks Setup and follow
the guidelines in the topic How To: Set Up
Graduated Breaks, page 162.

CAD

The CAD renderer is a general renderer that
is capable of displaying objects in layers in
almost any shape and form. The setup of
the CAD renderer is complicated as there
are many options with a dependency
The CAD renderer can be set up to display
objects exactly as defined using the Single
symbol map, Unique values map and the
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Option

Description
Graduated values and the setup of these
renderers can appear more simple. The
CAD renderer, however, extends the available facilities through the simple renderers
as there are more display options available.
Press the button CAD Setup and follow
the guidelines in the topic How To: Perform
CAD Setup, page 152.
Graduated values and the setup of these
renderers can appear more simple. The
CAD renderer, however, extends the available facilities through the simple renderers
as there are more display options available.
Dimension

The dimension renderer is used for layers
created as shape files. For details: How
To: Create New Shape File, page 92.
Press the button Dimension Setup and
follow the guidelines in the topic How
To: Perform Dimension Setup, page 160.

Text

The text renderer is used for layers that contain informational texts. Text layers must
be of shape type point.
To create a Text layer follow the guideliens
in How To: Create New Shape File, page 92.
Alternatively create text for layer objects
using the labels option. For details: How
To: Perform Label Setup, page 164.
Press the button Text Setup and follow
the guidelines in the topic How To: Perform
Text Setup, page 169.

Custom

The custom renderer is targeted to suit
individual needs and requirements. The current custom renderer enables district heating companies to display supply and return
pipes based on registration of the center
line for the two pipes. The supply pipe is
shown as a solid line style, the return pipe
is shown as a dashed line style.
In addition to the display of center lines as
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Option

Description
double pipes, the custom renderer is tailored for use by the 7T registration product
referenced as OKFDok that includes registration of district heating pipes and components. For more information on the
registration system, please contact 7T.
Press the button Custom Setup and follow the guidelines in the topic How To: Perform Custom Setup, page 159.
double pipes, the custom renderer is tailored for use by the 7T registration product
referenced as OKFDok that includes registration of district heating pipes and components. For more information on the
registration system, please contact 7T.
Block (for display of

The block renderer is used to display images

pictures)

on objects for layers created as a point
shape type. It is a shape file with object
attributes that include a file name reference, width and height attributes to
define the picture scaling.
For details: How To: Display Map Pictures
using Block Option, page 47.
Alternatively, you can use a different
method to display pictures. That method
shows the pictures in a separate window.
FFor details: How To: Display Map Pictures
in Separate Window, page 45.

Project

Proprietary setting only.
For details contact your point of purchase.

Labels

Select the check box to enable the display of labels associated with
layer objects.
Press the button Labels Setup and follow the guidelines in the topic
How To: Perform Label Setup, page 164.

Arrows

Select the check box to display the arrows associated with line type
layer objects.
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Option

Description
Arrows can only be displayed for line type layers and if
the layer is rendered using the CAD renderer.
Press the button Arrows Setup and follow the guidelines in the
topic How To: Perform Arrow Setup, page 150.
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How To: Perform Arrow Setup
Arrows can be used to display line definition direction or flow direction in pipes. The line definition direction can be
important for pipes with pumps or values.

To perform arrow setup
1. From the menu bar select View and then Background Control.
2. Point to the appropriate layer and double-click to open the Layer Setup dialog.
3. Under Rendering, press Edit and then Arrows Setup.

4. Configure the arrow setup following the guidelines in the ensuing table.

Explain options…
Tab Page Options

Description

Direction field

If the Direction field is defined the arrows be display as follows:
l

Positive value: The arrows point from start to end of pipe.

l

Negative value: The arrows point from end to start of pipe.

l

Value = 0: Arrows will not display.

Leave the Direction field undefined to make arrows show the direction of the line object.
Size

Specify the arrow size.
The specified arrow size depends on whether zoom scaling is activated for the layer. If zoom scaling is not activated, the height size
is stated in pitches (1 pitch is 0.35 millimeters).
If zoom scaling is activated, the specified size is stated in coordinate units, typically in meters.

Offset

Specify the offset for the distance from the line to the arrow sym-
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Tab Page Options

Description
bol.

Align

This option specifies the position of the arrow relative to the line.
If you have set Align to On line then the offset is
ignored.

Font

Specifies the font used for the arrow symbol.

Character index

Specify the character in the specified font to be used as the arrow
symbol. The selected arrow symbol must be a symbol that indicates the direction from left to right.

Color

Specify the color of the arrow symbol.

Ensure to select the check box Enable arrows to display the arrows associated with line type layer
objects.
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How To: Perform CAD Setup
The CAD renderer is a general display option that is capable of displaying objects in layers in almost any shape and
form.

To set up a CAD renderer
1. From the menu bar select View and then Background Control.
2. Point to the appropriate layer and double-click to open the Layer Setup dialog.
3. Under Rendering, press Edit and then CAD Setup.

4. Configure each of the tab pages for the CAD setup following the guidelines in the ensuing tables.
You can define each option under the tab pages using one of the following methods:
Method

Description

Constant value method

Property will be constant for all objects.
Constant property must be defined using Value. Depending on the
nature of the property, and the nature of the shape, the Value can
be a drop-down holding relevant values, or Value can be an edit
box.

Field method

Property for each object will be taken from an object attribute
value. The name of the attribute field must be defined using the
Field drop-down box.

Value method

Property for each object is determined by value lookup in a list.
Name of attribute field must be defined in the Field drop-down
box.
List of properties and attribute values must be defined using the
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Method

Description
Values button.
For each object, the value in the specified field will be looked up in
the list of values, and the corresponding property defined for the
given value is used as property for the object.

Breaks method

Property for each object will be determined by value lookup in an
interval definition. Name of attribute field must be defined in the
Field drop-down box.
List of intervals and corresponding property must be defined using
the Breaks button. For each object, the value in the specified field
will be looked up in the list of intervals, and the corresponding property defined for the relevant interval will be used as property for
the object.

Explain Miscellaneous options…
Tab Page Options

Description

Type

Shows the shape type of layer. Can be Point, Line or Polygon.

Use Arcs

Enable or disable the use of arcs when you create line objects.
Line layers based on shape files can be configured to allow line
shapes to include arc line segments, which then display as smooth
lines or smoothed line bends. Arc line segments are managed by
storing additional segment information with the shape coordinates. On top of the X, and Y coordinates, coordinates can be
stored with a Z (height) coordinate, and an additional M value
(measurement).
Only shape files created with the M value can use the arc drawing
option. Existing shape files without the M value can be added the
M value when you export the layer to a new shape file. For details:
How To: Manage Shape Files, page 89. The new shape file can
then replace the existing shape file thus enabling the use of arcs.
The arc line segments can only be drawn when you apply the CAD
renderer or Custom renderer. Applying any other renderer will not
create the smoothed lines or bends.

Use Text

When you enable this option, the object is replaced by a text or a
symbol.

Reset

Reset the CAD renderer setup to the default setup.

AutoCAD

Select this option to prepare the CAD renderer setup for an AutoCAD layer. Objects will be displayed like in AutoCAD.
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Explain Style options…
Tab Page Options

Description

Select method

Select the method to use. It can be one of the following:

Value

l

Constant Value

l

Field

l

Values

l

Breaks

Define constant value for style. Depending on the nature of the
shape (point, line, polygon), you can select different styles. For
details: on shape type styles How To: Set Up Single Symbol, page
166.

Font

Font used for Point type, TrueType style.

Field

This is the name of the field (attribute) that holds a value used to
determine object style. This option is used when the method is set
to Field, Values or Breaks.

Character index

Character index used for Point type, TrueType style.

Values

Defines the list of values used to convert from an attribute value
to a style. For details: How To: Perform Unique Values Setup,
page 171.

Breaks

Defines the list of intervals used to convert from an attribute value
to a style. For details: How To: Set Up Graduated Breaks, page
162.

Explain Color options…
Tab Page Options

Description

Select method

Select the method to use. It can be one of the following:

Value

l

Constant Value

l

Field

l

Values

l

Breaks

Define constant value for color. Select the color box to modify the
symbol color.

Field

This is the name of the field (attribute) that holds a value used to
determine object color. This option is used when the method is set
to Field, Values or Breaks.
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Tab Page Options

Description

Values

Defines the list of values used to convert from an attribute value
to a color. For details: How To: Perform Unique Values Setup,
page 171.

Breaks

Defines the list of intervals used to convert from an attribute value
to a color. For details: How To: Set Up Graduated Breaks, page
162.

Explain Outline color options…
This option is only relevant for objects of shape type polygon.
Tab Page Options

Description

Select method

Select the method to use. It can be one of the following:

Enable outline color

l

Constant Value

l

Field

l

Values

l

Breaks

Enables or disables the display of an outline color. When disabled
the outline color will be identical to the polygon interior color.

Value

Define constant value for outline color. Select the color box to modify the symbol color.

Field

This is the name of the field (attribute) that holds a value used to
determine outline color. This option is used when the method is
set to Field, Values or Breaks.

Values

Defines the list of values used to convert from an attribute value
to an outline color. For details: How To: Perform Unique Values
Setup, page 171.

Breaks

Defines the list of intervals used to convert from an attribute value
to an outline color. For details: How To: Set Up Graduated Breaks,
page 162.

Explain Size options…
Tab Page Options

Description

Select method

Select the method to use. It can be one of the following:
l

Constant Value

l

Field

l

Values
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Tab Page Options

Description
l

Value

Breaks

Define the constant value for size. The size specified for a symbol
depends on whether the zoom scaling is activated for the layer. If
zoom scaling is not activated, the height specified is stated in
pitches (1 pitch is 0.35 millimeters).
If zoom scaling is activated, the size specified is stated in coordinate units, typically in meters.
Zoom scaling includes a symbol scale factor by which
all symbols in the layer can be reduced or enlarged in
size.

Field

This is the name of the field (attribute) that holds a value used to
determine object size. This option is used when the method is set
to Field, Values or Breaks.

Values

Defines the list of values used to convert from an attribute value
to a size. For details: How To: Perform Unique Values Setup, page
171.

Breaks

Defines the list of intervals used to convert from an attribute value
to a size. For details: How To: Set Up Graduated Breaks, page 162.

Explain Rotation options…
Rotation is only relevant for objects of shape type points.
Tab Page Options

Description

Select method

Select the method to use. It can be one of the following:

Value

l

Constant Value

l

Field

l

Values

l

Breaks

Define constant value for rotation. Rotation must be stated in
units of degrees.

Field

This is the name of the field (attribute) that holds a value used to
determine object rotation. This option is used when the method is
set to Field, Values or Breaks.

Values

Defines the list of values used to convert from an attribute value
to a rotation. For details: How To: Perform Unique Values Setup,
page 171.

Breaks

Defines the list of intervals used to convert from an attribute value
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Tab Page Options

Description
to a rotation. For details: How To: Set Up Graduated Breaks, page
162.

Explain Moveable Label options…
A movable label is a label positioned and displayed individually for each object.
The layer objects must have a label attribute that contains the label text.
To position the label individually, the layer objects must have label coordinate attributes, which is an attribute
with the X coordinate of the label and an attribute with the Y coordinate of the label. In addition, attributes that
contain individual heights and rotation values can be used.
If there are no label coordinates as attributes, the label coordinates are determined based on the objects shape:
l

Point shape: Label location will be at point.

l

Line shape: Label location will be at line midpoint.

l

Polygon: Label location will be in the center.

Tab Page Options

Description

Text

Enter a name for the label attribute.
Ensure to select the check box for Enable labell to display labels.

Height

The name of the height label attribute.

Text height

Constant label height, if no height attribute is defined.
The height specified for a text depends on whether zoom scaling is
activated for the layer. If zoom scaling is not activated, the height
specified will be in pitches (1 pitch is 0.35 millimeters).
If zoom scaling is activated, the height specified will be in coordinate units, typically in meters.
Zoom scaling includes a symbol scale factor by which
all texts in the layer may be reduced or enlarged in
size.

Rotation

The name of the attribute that contains the label rotation in
degrees.

X coordinate

The name of the attribute that contains the X coordinate for the
label.

Y coordinate

The name of the attribute that contains the Y coordinate for the
label.

HAlign

This option specifies the location within the label that corresponds
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Tab Page Options

Description
to the label coordinate. For the horizontal alignment you can specify Left, Center, Right or Fitted.

VAlign

This option specifies the location within the text that corresponds
to the label location. For the vertical alignment you can specify
Top, Center, Baseline or Bottom.

Font

Use this option to format the text according to your requirements.
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How To: Perform Custom Setup
This topic explains how to set up a renderer that satisfies individual needs and requirements.

To set up a custom renderer
1. From the menu bar select View and then Background Control.
2. Point to the appropriate layer and double-click to open the Layer Setup dialog.
3. Under Rendering, press Edit and then Custom Setup.

4. Configure the custom setup following the guidelines in the ensuing table.

Explain options…
Option

Description

Show attributes

Select this check box to enable the display of labels associated with
pipes and components.

Show center line

Select this check box to display the center line for pipes.
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How To: Perform Dimension Setup
This topic explains how to define a renderer as a shape file.

To set up a Dimension renderer
1. From the menu bar select View and then Background Control.
2. Point to the appropriate layer and double-click to open the Layer Setup dialog.
3. Under Rendering, press Edit and then Dimension Setup.

4. Configure the dimension setup following the guidelines in the ensuing table.

Explain options…
Option

Description

Type

Shows the type or nature of objects in the layer, which for Dimension layer is Line.

Style

Select one of the styles from the list.
Solid line

Dimension line will be displayed using a
solid line.

Dashed line

Dimension line will be displayed using a
dashed line.

Dotted line

Dimension line will be displayed using a
dotted line.

Dash Dot line

Dimension line will be displayed using a
dash-dot line.

Dash Dot Dot line

Dimension line will be displayed using a
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Option

Description
dash-dot-dot line.
User defined line

For details on user defined line styles see
How To: Define Line Styles, page 43.

Line size

The height specified for a dimension line symbol depends on whether
zoom scaling is activated for the layer. If zoom scaling is not activated, the height specified will be in pitches (1 pitch is 0.35 millimeters). If zoom scaling is activated, the height specified will be in
coordinate units, typically in meters.
Zoom scaling includes a symbol scale factor by which
all symbols in the layer can be reduced or enlarged in
height.

Arrow size

Specifies the arrow head height, given as the arrow head length. The
arrow head height will be 40% of the arrow head length. The Arrow
height is given in length units ( meters ).

Text height

Specifies the dimension text height, given as the text height. The
Text height is given in length units (meters).
Select the Font to format the text according to your requirements.

Color

Select the desired color for the lines and arrows from the default Windows Color dialog.
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How To: Set Up Graduated Breaks
This topic provides guidelines for the setup of the display of objects in a layer with different symbols depending on the
value of an object attribute.

To set up a unique value renderer
1. From the menu bar select View and then Background Control.
2. Point to the appropriate layer and double-click to open the Layer Setup dialog.
3. Under Rendering, press Edit and then Breaks Setup.

4. Configure the breaks setup following the guidelines in the ensuing table.

Explain options…
Option

Description

Render field

Select the value to be used for the display of symbols.
The Render field must be of numeric type.
Only valid fields are available under the Render field drop down list.
When you select a value under the Render field, the system scans
the layer and fills out the Min. value, the Max. value, and the Interval list. There will be one symbol for each interval. Number of intervals can be specified under the field No. of intervals.
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Option

Description

Min value

Displays the minimum value for the attribute.
For integer type attribute, the value -9999 is regarded as an undefined value. For real type attributes, values larger than
10000000000 are regarded as undefined values. Objects with
this value are not used when determining min. and max. attribute
values.

Max values

Displays the maximum value for the attribute.
For integer type attribute, the value -9999 is regarded as an undefined value. For real type attributes, values larger than
10000000000 are regarded as undefined values. Objects with
this value are not used when determining min. and max. attribute
values.

No of intervals

Enter the number of intervals.
The list shows the intervals, symbol color and height.
Double-click the interval in the list to edit the intervals in the Edit
Interval dialog.
You can edit the start and the end values for the interval and you
can modify the symbol color by clicking the symbol.

5. Press the button Redistribute to redefine the intervals.
The redefinition happens based on the specified start and end values.
The colors are redefined by ramping the colors specified for the first and the last interval.
The height values are redefined based on the height specified for the first and last interval.
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How To: Perform Label Setup
Labels are displayed at objects. Depending on the nature of the object, labels are positioned as follows:
l

Point objects: Position is the point location.

l

Line objects: Position is at the line.

l

Polygons objects: Position is in center of polygon.

To set up a label
1. From the menu bar select View and then Background Control.
2. Point to the appropriate layer and double-click to open the Layer Setup dialog.
3. Under Rendering, press Edit and then Labels Setup.

4. Configure the label setup following the guidelines in the ensuing table.

Explain options…
Tab Page Options

Description

Text

Enter a name for the attribute that holds the label string. sue the
Font to format the label according to your requirements.

Height

Enter the attribute name if thee are individual label heights available as an attribute value. When individual label heights are specified as an attribute value, the specified attribute values are
always stated in coordinate space units, typically in meters.

Text height

Constant label height, if no height attribute is defined.
The height specified for a text depends on whether zoom scaling is
activated for the layer. If zoom scaling is not activated, the height
specified will be in pitches (1 pitch is 0.35 millimeters).
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Tab Page Options

Description
If zoom scaling is activated, the height specified will be in coordinate units, typically in meters.
Zoom scaling includes a symbol scale factor by which
all texts in the layer may be reduced or enlarged in
size.

Rotation

The name of the attribute that contains the label rotation in
degrees.

X coordinate

The name of the attribute that contains the X coordinate for the
label.

Y coordinate

The name of the attribute that contains the Y coordinate for the
label.

HAlign

This option specifies the location within the label that corresponds
to the label coordinate. For the horizontal alignment you can specify Left, Center, Right.

VAlign

This option specifies the location within the text that corresponds
to the label location. For the vertical alignment you can specify
Top, Center, Baseline or Bottom.

Allow duplicates

Select this check box to display all labels.
Clear the check box to not display duplicate labels.

Allow overlaps

Select this check box to display all labels.
Clear the check box to allow the system to re-locate labels such
that labels do not overlap.

Ensure to select the check box Enable labels to display labels associated with layer objects.
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How To: Set Up Single Symbol
This topic explains how to create a single symbol renderer (display).

To set up a single symbol renderer
1. From the menu bar select View and then Background Control.
2. Point to the appropriate layer and double-click to open the Layer Setup dialog.
3. Under Rendering, press Edit and then Symbol Setup.

4. Configure the single symbol setup following the guidelines in the ensuing table.

Explain options…
Option

Description

Type

Shows the object type in the layer. This can be Point, Line or Polygon. The type is determined by the layer.

Style

Points styles
Circle marker

Object will be displayed as a circle.

Square marker

Object will be displayed as a square.

Triangle marker

Object will be displayed as a triangle.

Cross marker

Object will be displayed as a cross.

TrueType marker

Object will be displayed as the TrueType
symbol defined by Font, Character index
and Rotation.

Line styles
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Option

Description
Solid line

Object will be displayed using a solid line.

Dashed line

Object will be displayed using a dashed line.

Dot line

Object will be displayed using a dotted line.

Dash Dot line

Object will be displayed using a dash-dot
line.

Dash Dot Dot line

Object will be displayed using a dash-dotdot line.

User defined line
style

For details on user defined line styles see
How To: Define Line Styles, page 43.

Polygon styles
Solid fill

Object will be displayed using a solid fill.

Transparent fill

Object will be displayed using a transparent
fill.

Horizontal fill

Object will be displayed using a horizontal
fill.

Vertical fill

Object will be displayed using a vertical fill.

Upwards diagonal fill

Object will be displayed using an upwards
diagonal fill.

Downwards diagonal fill

Object will be displayed using a downwards

Cross fill

Object will be displayed using a cross fill.

Diagonal cross fill

Object will be displayed using a diagonal

diagonal fill.

cross fill.
Light gray fill

Object will be displayed using a light gray
fill.

Gray fill

Object will be displayed using a gray fill.

Dark gray fill

Object will be displayed using a dark gray
fill.

Size

Relates directly to the Scale symbols option under the main rendering setup. For details: How To: Perform Renderer Setup, page
144.
The height specified for a symbol depends on whether the zoom scal-
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Option

Description
ing is activated for the layer. If zoom scaling is not activated, the
height specified will be in pitches (1 pitch is 0.35 millimeters).
If zoom scaling is activated, the height specified will be in coordinate
units, typically in meters.
Depending on style, font and character index, the symbol can display in a height that is slightly different from
the specified height.
Zoom scaling includes a symbol scale factor by which
all symbols in the layer cam be reduced or enlarged in
height.

Font

Determine the font style shall be used to create the ‘Point’ type, TrueType style.

Character index

Character index used for Point type, TrueType style.

Rotation

Rotation is used for Point types, TrueType style.

Color

Specify the color of symbol. For polygons, this color is the fill color of
the polygon.

Outline color

Specify the color of the outline for polygon symbols.
Select the check box to enable the outline color for polygons.
Clear the check box to display the outline in the same color as the
interior.
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How To: Perform Text Setup
This topic explains how to set up layers to display informational text.

To set up a text renderer
1. From the menu bar select View and then Background Control.
2. Point to the appropriate layer and double-click to open the Layer Setup dialog.
3. Under Rendering, press Edit and then Text Setup.

4. Configure the text setup following the guidelines in the ensuing table.

Explain options…
Option

Description

Text

Enter the name of the attribute to contain the text string .
Select Font to format the text according to your requirements.

Text height

Specify a constant text height. You can specify a constant text
height, alternatively an attribute that holds individual heights,
through the field Height.
The text height specified for a symbol depends on whether zoom
scaling is activated for the layer. If zoom scaling is not activated,
the height specified is set in pitches (1 pitch is 0.35 millimeters). If
zoom scaling is activated, the height specified will be in coordinate
units, typically in meters.
Zoom scaling includes a symbol scale factor by which
all symbols in the layer can be reduced or enlarged in
height.

Height

If individual text heights are available as an attribute value, you
may specify the attribute name here. When individual text
heights are specified as an attribute value, the specified attribute
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Option

Description
values will always be in coordinate space units, typically in meters

Rotation

Enter an attribute name if individual text rotations are available as
an attribute value. Rotation must be in units of degrees. If no text
rotation attribute is specified, all text will be displayed with a 0
degrees rotation.

HAlign

This option specifies the location within the text that corresponds
to the shape location. For the horizontal alignment you can specify
Left, Center, or Right.

VAlign

This option specifies the location within the text that corresponds
to the shape location. For the vertical alignment you can specify
Top, Center, Baseline, or Bottom.
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How To: Perform Unique Values Setup
This topic explains how to define the relation between layer object display symbols and attribute values.

To set up a unique value renderer
1. From the menu bar select View and then Background Control.
2. Point to the appropriate layer and double-click to open the Layer Setup dialog.
3. Under Rendering, press Edit and then Values Setup.

4. Configure the unique values setup following the guidelines in the ensuing table.

Explain options…
Option

Description

Render field

Select a value from the list to be used for display. The Render field
must be of type String, Integer, Boolean, as these hold distinct or
unique values. Real number attributes cannot be used for Unique
values map. In stead use the Graduated values map for real
number attributes.
Only valid fields are available in the render field drop down list.
When you select a value under the Render field, the system scans
the objects in the layer and lists the results under Unique values.
There is one entry for each different value for the selected attribute.
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Option

Description

Default symbol

Select the check box for Default symbol to modify the list of values
symbols to hold only a subset of the possible values for the attribute.
It is also possible to create a list holding values that do not appear
for any objects in the layer. If the Render field attribute for the
layer objects contains values 1, 2, 100 and 1000, and if you have
created a list of values consisting of only the value 1 and 2, then
the objects with values 100 or 1000 can display using a default
symbol, and the objects can be set to hidden. Objects with values
that are not included in the defined list will display using the
defined Default symbol.
Clear the check box to hide object with values that are not
included in the defined list.
Objects with values that are not listed under Unique values can display using the default symbol. To edit the default symbol selct the
color box and follow the guidelines in the topic How To: Set Up Single Symbol, page 166..

Add

Add a new value to the Unique values list. It is in fact the Edit
dialog that launches. Enter the value in the edit field, and press
the color box to edit the symbol. For details: How To: Set Up Single Symbol, page 166.
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About Reporting
Reports are created by Model Manager to inform you on potential problems found during the model building process.
Reports can be issued from various parts of Model Manager. Reports are geographically oriented, meaning that the
reports are always connected to one or more objects in the map.
You can select the following report types:
l

Point

l

Line

l

Area

For details: How To: Select Report Types, page 175.
Each report object contains attributes that show information on the nature of the report and why the report was
issued. The geographical report objects identify the object(s) that caused the report to be issued.
The report objects are handled using ESRI shape files (there is one file for each supported report type), and these
shape files can be added to the Model Manager view using the Show/Hide report buttons.

Enable reporting types
In some cases Model Managercan generate a large number of reports during model build or update model process.
Most reports are of the type Warning, but by default all reports are issued. Experienced user may want to disable the
generation of certain reports during model build or update.
You can enable or disable certain types according to your needs and requirements.

To enable reporting types
l

From the main menu select Setup, then Options and point to Log.

You can in fact reduce the memory requirements and the time to complete a model build or update when you disable
the information and warning reports.
You can investigate the reports issued by Model Manager in various ways:
l

Use the Table Editor.
For details: How To: Edit Table, page 194.

l

Use the Report zoom.
Select a report type (point, line, area) and a category. From the main menu bar select GIS and point to Select
Report Type.
Zoom to a report object using the zoom to next/previous report buttons (this is report view).

l

Use the object info.
Activate the Info button, point to a report object in the view.
For details: How To: View Information on Objects, page 44.
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Report generation
When the report layers are added to the view, Model Manager scans the stored report categories. The layers are then
rendered using different object symbols for each report category.
For in-depth information about the generated report categories see Appendix A: Report Messages, page 224.
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How To: Select Report Types
This topic explains how to select the type of report you need for a given scenario. For background information see
About Reporting, page 173. For in-depth information on report messages see Appendix A: Report Messages, page 224.

To select report type
l

From the menu bar select GIS and point to Select Report Type and point to the required type.
See the various report type descriptions in the ensuing.

Point reports
Use this dialog to select a point report category. The list shows the number of different report categories stored in the
point report layer. Subsequent use of the Zoom to next report or Zoom to previous report can be used to loop through
the stored reports and zoom the individual report objects of the selected report category.

Line reports
Use this dialog to select a line report category. The list shows the number of different report categories stored in the
line report layer. Subsequent use of the ‘Zoom to next report or Zoom to previous report can be used to loop through
the stored reports and zoom the individual report objects of the selected report category.
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Network island
Network islands are characterized as networks within the same model that are hydraulically separated, or separated
through closed valves.
Network island information is not stored as part of the report layer. However, when you select the network island
report type, you can use the icons on the toolbar for Zoom to next report or Zoom to previous report to loop
through the network islands in the model. For details: How To: Zoom to Network Islands, page 221.
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How To: View Reports
blah blah blah blah
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How To: Define the Logs for the Report Layer
You have the option to select a number of log options to provide additional information on your model. This topic
explains how to select the log options.

Before
Ensure that you have selected the check box for Report Layers to display the log information for your model.
l

From the menu bar select View and then select the check box for Report Layers. Alternatively use the button on the toolbar.

To define log options
1. From the menu bar select Setup and then Options and point to Log and view the sub menus for the Log
menu.
The Log menu contains a list of available report options that you can view when you activate the Report Layers
as described in the preceding.
2. Configure the log options following the guidelines in the ensuing table.

Explain options…
Log Option

Description

Empty property

Decide if you want to generate a report when an empty attribute
value is found during load of GIS data.

Demand overlap

Decide if you want to generate a report when two or more
demands are found to have identical location.

Levels overlap

Decide if you want to generate a report when two or more level
objects are found to have identical location.

Floating pipes

Decide if you want to generate a report when there is a pipe that
does not connect to any other pipe.

Pipe gaps

Decide if you want to generate a report when there is a pipe that
in one or both ends do not connect to any other pipe, but another
pipe is found within the specified gap tolerance.

Crossing pipes

Decide if you want to generate a report when
two pipes cross.

Very short pipes

Decide if you want to generate a report whenthere is a pipe that
has a length less than or equal to the specified short pipe length.

Break pipe on pipe

Decide if you want to generate a report when one pipe is broken
into two parts due to intersection by another pipe within the snap
tolerance at the end of the other pipe.

Break pipe on node

Decide if you want to generate a report when one pipe is broken
into two parts due to intersection by a GIS node.

Break pipe on valve

Decide if you want to generate a report when one pipe is broken
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Log Option

Description
into two parts due to intersection by a GIS valve.

Break pipe on pumps

Decide if you want to generate a report whenone pipe is broken
into two parts due to intersection by a pump.

Break pipe on reservoirs

AQUIS only.
Decide if you want to generate a report when one pipe is broken
into two parts due to intersection by a reservoir.

Break pipe on plants

TERMIS only.
Decide if you want to generate a report when one pipe is broken
into two parts due to intersection by a plant.

Break pipe on bypasses

TERMIS only.
Decide if you want to generate a report when one pipe is broken
into two parts due to intersection by a bypass.

Break pipe on hydrofors

TERMIS only.
Decide if you want to generate a report whenone pipe is broken
into two parts due to intersection by a hydrofor.

Break pipe on exchangers

TERMIS only.
Decide if you want to generate a report when one pipe is broken
into two parts due to intersection by an exchanger.

Break pipe on hydrants

AQUIS only.
Decide if you want to generate a report when one pipe is broken
into two parts due to intersection by a GIS hydrant.

Break pipe on zone

Decide if you want to generate a report when one pipe is broken
into two parts due to intersection by a zone border.

Break pipe on demand

Decide if you want to generate a report when one pipe is broken
into two parts due existence of a large consumer which would be
attached more than the snap tolerance away from the pipe ends.

Merged pipes

Decide if you want to generate a report when two or more pipes
are merged into one pipe.

Excluded pipes

Decide if you want to generate a report when a pipe is excluded
from the model.

Set or Clear All

Select this option to activate or deactivate all report options.
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About Show and Selection
Selected objects can be used in a number of actions, such as for Move or Delete. Objects can be selected in the following ways:
l

With the selection tool using the mouse in the map.

l

Performing a selection locating objects that fulfill certain criteria (SQL).

l

Using the Table Editor.

Objects in layers can be configured to be selectable or not selectable.
For details: How To: Perform Layer Setup, page 123. Only objects in layers configured to be selectable can be candidates for selection.

See also
How To: Select By Rectangle, page 181
How To: Select By Shape, page 182
About Selection By SQL on Layer, page 183
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How To: Select By Rectangle
You can select objects in a couple of ways in Model Manager.

To access the selection methods
1. From the menu bar select View and then Selection.
2. Select the preferred method from the list
l

By Rectangle

l

By Shape

l

By SQL on Layer

3. Point to the object(s) you want to select, click and release left mouse button, or click, drag and release left
mouse button to define a selection area.
If the selection area is a point, selection will be carried out using a search for objects within a configurable distance
from the mouse position. The search distance is referred to as the Snap distance. For details on snap see the topic
How To: Snap to Correct Position, page 67. All objects that can be reached within the snap distance will be selected.
If the selection area is a rectangle, selection will be carried out in one of two ways:

Enclosed

Select only those objects that are fully enclosed within the
selection area. Objects that are partly outside the selection area will not be selected. You select enclosed objects
when you define the selection area such that the first
point in the area is defined left of the last point.

Crossing

Select all objects that are fully or partly covered by the
selection area. You select crossing objects when you
define the selection such that the first defined point in the
area is defined right of the last point.

Pressing the Shift key during selection: Do not clear existing selection
By default, the previously selected set of objects will be cleared before a new set of objects are selected. Holding down
the Shift key during selection will keep the existing selection and add new (or remove existing) selected objects to ( or
from ) the set of selected objects.

Pressing the Ctrl key during selection: Select all shape dimensions
By default, only the smallest shape dimension of selectable objects will be selected – that is points will be preferred
over lines which are preferred over polygons.
Press the Ctrl button during selection to select all shape dimensions.

Pressing the Alt key during selection: Select only from the current layer
By default, all selectable layers will be used for object selection.
When you press the Alt button during selection, only the current layer will be used for object selection.
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How To: Select By Shape
You can select objects in a couple of ways in Model Manager.

To access the selection methods
1. From the menu bar select View and then Selection.
2. Select the preferred method from the list
l

By Rectangle

l

By Shape

l

By SQL on Layer

3. Define an area by using the mouse, left-click to define the points that constitute the selection area, then close
the selection area by double-clicking the left mouse button. The double-clicked point will not be included in the
selection area.
The selection method is carried out in one of two ways:

Enclosed

Select only those objects that are fully enclosed within the
selection area. Objects that are partly outside the selection area will not be selected. You select enclosed objects
when you define the selection area such that the first
point in the area is defined left of the last point.

Crossing

Select all objects that are fully or partly covered by the
selection area. You select crossing objects when you
define the selection such that the first defined point in the
area is defined right of the last point.

Pressing the Shift key during selection: Do not clear existing selection
By default, the previously selected set of objects will be cleared before a new set of objects are selected. Holding down
the Shift key during selection will keep the existing selection and add new (or remove existing) selected objects to ( or
from ) the set of selected objects.

Pressing the Ctrl key during selection: Select all shape dimensions
By default, only the smallest shape dimension of selectable objects will be selected – that is points will be preferred
over lines which are preferred over polygons.
Press the Ctrl button during selection to select all shape dimensions.

Pressing the Alt key during selection: Select only from the current layer
By default, all selectable layers will be used for object selection.
When you press the Alt button during selection, only the current layer will be used for object selection.
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About Selection By SQL on Layer
The SQL on Layer can be used to select a set of objects in a layer which fulfill certain requirements.
The object requirements must be expressed by means of an SQL expression using a syntax equivalent to filter expressions for layers, How To: Set Up Filter Expression, page 65.
The SQL Selection dialog includes facilities to guide you through creating the SQL expression by means of a set of dropdown items, enabling you to select the available field names, operators and possible value for the fields.
Each time one of the Field, Operator, Value or And/Or drop-down items have been selected, the selection is copied to
the Selection Expression (SQL where) edit box.
You can group the individual expressions using parenthesis.
You can edit the expression in the Selection Expression (SQL where) edit box manually, simply by clicking in the text
and edit by standard editing facilities.

Next
How To: Select By SQL on Layer, page 184
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How To: Select By SQL on Layer
This topic explains how to make an SQL selection on layers, opposed to making a selection as by rectangle or by shape.
For background information see About Selection By SQL on Layer, page 183.
You can select objects in a couple of ways in Model Manager.

To access the selection methods
1. From the menu bar select View and then Selection.
2. Select the preferred method from the list
l

By Rectangle

l

By Shape

l

By SQL on Layer

You will see the following dialog for the SQL selection.

3. Define the SQL selection options to define the SQL statement following the guidelines in the ensuing table.

Explain options…
Option

Description

Layer name

Select the appropriate layer from the list.
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Option

Description

Field

Select the relevant parameter field for the selected layer.

Operator

Apply an operator to the statement.

Value

Select a value. When selecting a field, the system will scan all
objects in the layer to determine possible values, which then are
presented in the Value drop-down list.

And/Or

Create complex expression by defining multiple simple expression
separated by And or Or.

Selection Expres-

While you select values under the preceding entries, you will

sion (SQL where)

notice how the statement is gradually built.
Alternatively you can enter the SQL statement manually, or do a
combination of the two methods.

New selection

When objects are selected, and this option is selected, the selection clears the existing selection before the new set of selected
objects are defined.

Add to selection

When objects are selected, and this option is selected, the selection will keep the existing selection and add the new set of
selected objects to the existing set.

Select from selec-

When objects are selected, and this option is selected, the selec-

tion

tion will be carried out on objects already selected. The resulting
selection will thus be a sub-set of the existing selection.

Select object

Use this button to select an object in the map (by pointing at the
object with the mouse and pressing the left mouse button), and
from this object create an SQL expression which will select objects
having field values identical to the selected object. Having pointed
at an object, the dialog shown below is presented. Click the fields
to include in the SQL expression and press OK, which then will
copy the resulting SQL expression to the Selection Expression
(SQL where) edit box.
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Option

Description

Part of the text in the dialog may display in a different locale. This is because data is pulled from a
local database. Thus the display of data will always
depend on the source.
In this example the SQL expression is: “BESKRIVELS = "Forsyningsledning" AND SUBZONE = "Z 105 Syd" AND PLOTTEKST =
"225 pvc" AND DIMENSION = 225.000000 AND MATERIALE =
"pvc".
Select

Select objects according to defined SQL expression.

Select All

Selects all objects from layer.

Clear

Clears the current selected objects.
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About Synchronization
Synchronization can be used to update a local version of a layer from an external version of the same layer, usually
located on a network server. Synchronization can be used in a multi-user environment, enabling multiple users to
share and update common layers.
Synchronization can be done at two different levels
l

Refresh synchronization
The local layer is refreshed when the external version of the layer has been updated. Edits to the local layer are
overwritten.

l

Full synchronization
Changes to objects and attributes in the local layer are transferred to the server version of the layer, after
which the local version of the layer is replaced by the updated server version. Full synchronization is only available when the source type for the layer is Shape. That requires the layer to include additional object attributes
used for synchronization administration purposes. These object attributes can be created for existing layers.
For details: How To: Manage Shape Files, page 89.
Full synchronization is subject to a single restriction:
Modification to layer objects is carried out without referencing the external version of the layer. Synchronization happens on a first-come-first-served basis and this can lead to clashes, if multiple users modify the
same object. Users who happen to synchronize later will be informed about potential loss of changes.

You can only synchronize layers if the system has access to the specified external version of the layer.
Layers that are setup for synchronization can be modified even when the external version of the layer is not available.
This may be the case if the external layer version is located on a network server, and you operate the system without
access to the appropriate network. In this case synchronization can be carried out when the external version of the
layer again becomes available.

Next
Configure the model to enable synchronization. This is explained under the topic How To: Create a Layer Source, page
188.
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How To: Create a Layer Source
This topic explains how to add, configure, or modify and existing layer source. For background information see About
Layers, page 107.

To create a new layer source
1. From the menu bar select View and then Background Control and press Add.

2. Configure the layer source according to the specifications in the ensuing table.
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Explain the layer source options…
Option

Description

Layer name

Enter a layer name. Each layer must be uniquely defined.
If you do not enter a name then by default the layer name is the
same as the title name of the layer source reference, typically the file
name title.

Database type

Source type
You must select the Source Type before editing any
other item in this dialog as the choice of type determines the available options.
Select one of the following types.
Shape

Shape files of a internal or native layer
type.
Objects in layers based on the Shape database type can be edited, and the layer can
be synchronized against an external layer
copy. For all other database types, objects
and attributes in layers cannot be edited or
synchronized.
You can convert to shape file format from
any other database type. Subsequently you
have access to all editing and synchronization facilities.
For details: How To: Manage Shape Files,
page 89

ArcSDE

ESRI ArcSDE layer.

Oracle

Spatial layers stored in an Oracle database.

SQL

Spatial layers stored in an SQL database.

DWG

AutoCAD dwg layer.

DXF

AutoCAD dxf layer.

DGN

Microstation dgn layer.

Shape type
The shape type is determined when the layer is connected.
l

For the source types Shape, ArcSDE, Oracle and SQ the shape
type is a given.

l

For layers based on DWG, DXF or DGN database types, you
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Option

Description
must specify the shape type to use.
If these layers include more than one type of shape, and you
want to include all shape types, then you must either load the
layer multiple times, specifying a different shape type each
time, or you can select All Types. The latter approach will
load one layer for each available shape type ( points, lines,
polygons, and texts ).

Database

Path

Set up the database to include

Specify the folder or reference to database holding the layer source.

these two parameters.

When using the […] button, the path as well as the Table in database
will be defined.
Table in database
Specify the table name in database – equivalent to file name in folder
for file based layers. When adding new layers, you may specify multiple tables or files, using the browse […] button, or by entering the
table or file names separated by semicolons (‘;’). In this case the
Layer Name must include the same number of names, also separated by semicolons. Specifying multiple layers is not allowed for
existing layers.
Select the check box All to include all files or tables in database. The
check box is only visible when you add new layers. The check box is
hidden for existing layers.

Synchronization

Full
Sets the level of synchronization to 'Full', or resets to no syn-

For details: About Syn-

chronization for layer. This check box will only be enabled for layers

chronization, page 187

of source type Shape and if the appropriate object synchronization

'

attributes are defined.
Refresh
Sets the level of synchronization to 'Refresh', or resets to no synchronization for layer.
Path
Specify the full file path holding the external version of the layer. Use
the […] button, to browse to the external version of the layer.

Advanced

Prefix server
When connecting to ArcSDE, Oracle and SQL databases, you may
need to specify one of the following server prefix in order to succeed:
SDE91, SDE90, SDE83, SDE82, SDE81, SDE80 and SDE30. Which
version you need to specify, depends on the version of the connection database. If you have no information about which server pre-
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Option

Description
fix you should use, you may simply try one after another, starting
with SDE91.
Server
When connecting to ArcSDE, Oracle and SQL databases, you must
specify the name of the server database connection here.
Database version
When connecting to ArcSDE, and if your version of ArcSDE supports
versioning, you may have to specify which version of the database
you want to access. You must contact the database administrator for
information about names of versioned databases.
User name
When connecting to ArcSDE, Oracle and SQL databases, you may
have to specify a user name in order to get access to the layers in the
database.
Password
When you connect to ArcSDE, Oracle and SQL databases, and you
have specified a user name, you may have to specify a password to
get access to the layers in the database.
Read-only
You can select this option if you do not want the layer to be available
for modifications.
Filter
For details: How To: Set Up Filter Expression, page 65.
Select the check box for Use to apply the filter to the defined layer,
or clear the check box to avoid a filter.
Shared
This option is only applicable for layers of source type Shape. All other
layers are by nature shared – multiple users may access the same
layer source. When multiple users have access to the same layer
(source type Shape), then by default, none of the users are allowed
to carry out modifications to objects or attributes in the layer. Checking the Shared option, will enable modifications in this case, however
you must bear in mind that the system thereby will be slowed down
due to extra management of file sharing.

Related attribute table

Use this function to assign additional object attributes to layer
objects from an external table. This table is often referred to as a
table join or an AddRelate.
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Option

Description
For details: How To: Configure Related Attribute Table, page 132.

Access rights

The system can be configured to work in a multi user environment,
such that certain users are allowed to perform edits in all layers,
others are restricted to perform edits in only a subset of the layers,
and some can only browse and have no editing possibilities.

To edit a layer source
1. Select an object in the model, right-click and select Layer Source <object name>.
2. Edit the layer according to the specifications in the table in the preceding.
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About Default Model Database
Model Managerconfigures the model database according to specifications in the Microsoft Excel spreadsheet MMTables.xlssupplied with the product.
If you installed to the default path you can find the database in the following location:
C:\Program Files\7T\Model Manager <version number>\Templates
The spreadsheet encompasses in-depth description for each table in the resulting database. When you create new
databases, this information is read by Model Manager and the database tables are created according to the specifications.
You can modify the information stored in the table descriptions to change the contents of the Model Manager databases. This can be used to add additional attributes available in GIS to the Model Manager databases, so that analysis
including the additional attributes can be carried out using the Model Manager tools.
If you modify the contents of the spreadsheet do not remove any existing attribute specifications. Removing existing
attributes corrupts the database and the operation of Model Manager fails.
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How To: Edit Table
The table editor dialog allows you to modify and edit layers and tabular data.

To edit a data in a table
1. From the menu bar select Edit and then Table to open the table editor.

Part of the text in the dialog may display in a different locale. This is because data is pulled from a local database.
Thus the display of data will always depend on the source.
2. Under Table select the layer you want to edit from the list.
3. Perform you edits following the guidelines in the ensuing table.

Explain table editor options…
Option

Description

Sort A-Z or Z-A

Sort the selected attributes in ascending or descending order.

AB-BA

Reverse the view order of the selected attributes.

1,2, 3

Show the attributes in the original order.

Promote

Move the selected range of attributes to the top of the list.

Statistics

Displays the number of occurrences of each different value on the
selected attribute.
Multiple attributes
You can select multiple attributes. The statistics is then carried out
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Option

Description
on values created by appending the selected attribute values.
Sum-products
You can select one or more sum-product values in addition to the
selection of attributes. Select the sum-product columns using Ctrl
and then select attributes.
A sum-product statistics using a single sum-product column displays the count and sum of attribute values for each selected
attribute value.
A sum-product statistics using multiple sum-product columns displays the count and sum of the product of the attribute values for
each selected attribute value.
Sum-products must be of the type, integer, boolean or double.
Color scheme for statistics
Red: Selected attributes.
Blue: Sum-product attributes.

Add

Add a new record. If records are selected then a copy of each will
be added.

Remove

Remove selected rows.

Transpose

Transpose view (rows/columns) or (columns/rows).

Multi-edit

Edit multiple records as one record (one for selected and one for
unselected).

Selected only

Display only the selected records in the view.

Load selected

Make current selection in editor according to current selection in
the view .

Set selected

Make current selection in editor the current selection in the view.

Select All

Select all rows.

Clear

Clears any selections.

Reverse

Reverses (inverts) the current selection.

^C

Copy selected records to clipboard.

^Ch

Copy header line and selected records to clipboard.

Select

Select rows that fulfil the current selection expression.

Update

Updates the rows (all or selected) based on the current update
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Option

Description
expression.
The first row in the table displays the name and type of each attribute.
Attributes can be one of the following types
l

Integer (whole numbers)

l

Real (any number)

l

Boolean (True/False)

l

Date

l

String

Data displayed in the table can be edited directly. Alternatively,
expressions can be used to define both a selection and/or the
updates to the selection.
Selection expression

The expression is created by referring the names of the attributes,

(SQL where)

such as ‘Diameter <= 0’.
The expression is evaluated for each record in the table and for
expression where the record is evaluated to True are selected.

Update expression

This expression can be a constant value or an expression that eval-

(selected attribute

uate to a value by referring the names of attributes, sucha as

=)

‘100’ or ‘2*Diameter’.
The expression is evaluated for each record in the table, and currently selected attributes will be updated with the expression
value.
The attributes can be one of the types listed under the Update
field.
The conversion from String to Real is performed internally.
For details: see the ensuing section Explanation to expressions.

Navigation buttons
Navigation symbol

Description

<<

Zoom to first selected.

>

Zoom to next selected.

O

Zoom to all selected.
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Navigation symbol

Description

<

Zoom to previous selected.

>>

Zoom to last selected.

Explanation to expressions
The following table explains the expressions.
Expressions

Operand | Expression Operator Expression | ( Expression ).

Open and

[‘!’ | ‘+’ | ‘-‘] { AttributeName | Numeric | String }.

AttributeName

Name of a table attribute.

NumericValue

Number

StringValue

‘Characters’ | ‘‘Characters’‘ (Note: See Pattern match below).

Number

Digits [ ‘.’ [ Digits ]] [ {‘e’|’E’} [‘+’|’-‘] Digits].

Operator

NumericOperator | StringOperator | LogicalOperator | Comparison.

NumericOperator

‘+’ | ‘-‘ | ‘*’ | ‘/’

StringOperator

‘+’

LogicalOperator

‘&’ | ‘|’

Comparison

‘<’ | ‘<=’ | ‘=’ | ‘!=’ | ‘>=’ | ‘>’ | ‘%’ | ‘!%’

Digits

{‘0’..’9’}

Characters

n
{Any character value}

n

(Note: See Escape character below).

Notation for definitions:
[a]

a is optional

{a}

One occurrence of a

{a}

One or more occurrence of a

n
a|b

Either a or b

&

Logical ‘and’ between operands

|

Logical ‘or’ between operands

!

Logical inversion on operand

<

Less than

<=

Less than or equal

=

Equal

!=

Not equal

>=

Greater than or equal

>

Greater than

%

Like

!%

Not like
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Note on Escape character in strings:
A StringValue must start with ‘ or ‘‘. A StringValue can include the ‘ or ‘‘ in the string by preceding
the ‘ or ‘‘ character by \. The escape character \ may be included by \\.
Note on Pattern match (like and not like)
'*': 0 or more characters of any value.
‘?’: one character of any value.
l

Selection expressions MUST evaluate into a Boolean value, either by referring to an operand of type Boolean or
by using an expression which by comparison evaluates into a Boolean.

l

Update expressions MUST evaluate into a value type which is compatible with the table attribute which is to be
updated. Attribute conversion between strings and numeric's are automatically performed if possible. Attribute
names are not case sensitive.

l

String match is performed as not-case sensitive.

Example:
The following table provides a sample attribute definition that evaluates to an attribute that does not exits, and where
the attribute has these specifications
l

type number is Dimension

l

type string is Material

l

type number is OldDimens

Attribute definition

Value

Valid selection expressions

Dimension > 200
Dimension > 210 & Material = ‘e’
(Dimension < OldDimens) | ( Material % ‘*pvc*’ )

Valid update expressions for
Dimension

300
Dimension * 2
(Dimension + OldDimen)/2

Valid update expressions for
Material

300
‘pe100’
material + ‘x’

NOT valid update expression for

pe100

Material
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How To: Configure Table Source
Tables are used to define additional attributes for a layer that is stored in an external database.

To configure table source
1. From the menu bar select View and then Background Control, press the Add button.
2. Under Database select a path to the required database and point to Related Attribute table and then press
the Source button.
3. Under the Table Source dialog configure the settings according to the specifications in the ensuing table.

Explain Table Source options…
Option
Source Type

Description
Before you make any other configuration under this
dialog, you must select a source type from the list.
The source type determines which options are available.
Access

Microsoft Access

dBase

dbf

Excel

Microsoft Excel

ODBC

ODBC – data source

OLEDB

OLE database

Paradox

Paradox database

Text

Text (csv) files

Option available Text source only:
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Option

Description
Select the check box Names in first line to show the name of the
attribute in the first line of the file.

Delimiter

Option available Text source only:
Specify the column separator, typically ‘;’ or ‘,’.

Database

Specify the folder or reference to the database that contains the
table source.
Use the Browse button […] to navigate to the database or to
guide you through the defining of connection strings for ODBC
and OLEBD databases..
For file based tables (dBase and Text) the database is the folder that
contains the file.
For Access and Excel the database is the database file.
For ODBC and OLEDB, this will be connection strings that define the
database provider.

Table in database

Select from the list or specify the table name in the database. The
name is equivalent to the file name in the folder for the file based
tables.

Columns in table

Enter the number of required columns for the table.
If left blank, the system will by default create a table that includes all
the attributes in the table. You can reduce the number of attributes
by specifying the requested attribute names, separated by a comma.

Filter expression

Enter the required filter.
If left blank, all records from the table are included in the resulting
table. You can reduce the number of records by specifying a filter,
selecting only those records that fulfills an expression.
For details on the filter syntax see How To: Set Up Filter Expression,
page 65.
Select the check box Use to apply the layer filter expression.

Table query

Use this advanced facility to specify table queries when you define
the table.
If you apply table queries the settings under Columns
in table and Filter are ignored and vice verse.
You must enter a table query using the following syntax:
“SELECT <columns in table> FROM <table in database> WHERE
<filter>”
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Option

Description
where

User name

<columns in table>

lists the requested columns

<table in database>

is the table name

<filter>

is the requested filter

When you connect to certain databases, you must specify a user
name to get access to the tables in the database.

Password

When you connect to certain databases, you must specify a password to get access to the tables in the database.

Next
How To: Edit Table, page 194
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About Transform By Displacement
Objects in shape file layers can be transformed using a set of displacement vectors.
This method is relevant if objects have been digitized based on scanned maps. The resulting digitized objects may
appear in arbitrary coordinates and warped depending on the projection and quality of the scanned map.
Based on the defined displacement vectors for the transformation, each point or vertex in the layer is subject to a displacement, which is calculated as the distance weighted average displacement.
l

If you have defined only one displacement, all points or vertices are displaced according to this displacement
approach.

l

If you have defined more than one displacement vector with identical direction and length, the transformation
remains the same as the defining of a single displacement as the distance weighted average displacement is
the same as the individual displacement if all displacements are identical.
However, if you define multiple displacement vectors with different directions and/or lengths the transformation warps the object coordinates.

The distance weighted average displacement is calculated based on the 4 closest displacement vectors.
Displacement vector position

Description

Displacement vector has its

If the closest displacement vector has its start point exactly in the

start point exactly in the point

point to be transformed, then the point is displaced according to

to be transformed.

the closest displacement vector only.

No exact start point for the dis-

If no displacement vector starts exactly in the point to be trans-

placement vector.

formed, then the displacement vector is calculated by averaging
the 4 closest displacement vectors, where each displacement vector contributes to the resulting displacement vector with a fraction
proportional to the squared inversed distance to the displacement
vector.

Displacement vector is twice as

If one displacement vector is twice as close to the point to be trans-

close to the point to be trans-

formed than a second displacement vector, then the closest of the

formed.

two impacts the resulting displacement 4 times as much as the
second displacement vector.

The transformation is carried out by defining the displacement vectors, defining the layer holding the objects to be
transformed, and possibly by defining or selecting an area of interest, and then applying the transformation.
You can save the displacement, layer information, and area of interest to a file and later retrieve the information when
needed.

Next
How To: Transform By Displacement, page 203
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How To: Transform By Displacement
This topic provides guidelines how you perform a transformation based on the By Displacement principle. For background information see About Transform By Displacement, page 202.

To transform by displacement
1. From the menu bar select Tools, point to Transform and then By Displacement.
2. Select one of the sub menus and perform the action as specified in the ensuing table.

Explain By Displacement options…
Item

Description

Add Displacement

Highlight an area in the model using the left mouse button.
The displacement vector is shown in green.
You can only select one polygon for the transformation.

Remove Displacement

Point to the selected displacement area and click the left mouse
button to remove the displacement vector.

Clear Displacement

Clears all defined displacements.

Save Displacement

Save the defined displacements and area of interest.
Specify location and name of file. File extension is “.ss”.

Restore Displacement

Restore previously defined displacement vectors and area of interest.
Specify location and name of file. File extension is “.ss”.

Set Layers

Select the layer(s) to be transformed.

Apply Transformation

This option is only available when you have defined one or more
displacement vectors and selected the layers to be transformed.
Only the objects within the defined area and selected layers will be
transformed.
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How To: Traverse Networks With Valves and Pipes
When you look at you network with the object of optimizing or rather simplifying the network you must ensure that
you have made the correct configuration for pipes and valves. When you traverse the network to disclose pipes that
are candidates for either merge or exclusion there are a number of parameters you need to configure.
Model Managercomes with a default table definition that are used as basis for the accepting of GIS data. If you installed
to the default path you can find the default table database, MMTables.xls, in this location:
C:\Program Files\7T\Model Manager <version number>\Templates
However, on a daily basis the configuration is done using the Table editor.

To access the table editor
l

From the menu bar select Edit, then Table, and select either Valve or Pipe from the drop-down list. For details:
on how to edit using the Table editor see How To: Edit Table, page 194.

Parameter configuration in Table editor
This topic explains only two of the key parameters that must be coordinated for a successful merge or exclusion. For
additional configuration in regards to simplification (or pipe reduction) see the topic How To: Create or Update Model,
page 206. Under this topic locate the description for Reduce pipes.

Valve configuration
1. From the Table editor select the table Valve.
2. Locate the parameter Setting where you must configure the open/close status.
Value

Description

0

Valve is closed.
If the valve is set to 0, the traverse process stops at this valve.

Any other value

Value is open.
Default value in Model Manager: If this parameter value is not
defined through GIS, the default value is 100, equivalent to a
fully open valve, and traversing will by default continue through
pipes with valves.
If, however, the pipe configuration does not allow merge or exclusion, the valve setting is ignored.
For details: see the section on Pipe configuration.

Pipe configuration
1. When you have completed the configuration of the valve parameter select the table Pipe.
2. Locate the parameter Simplify where you must configure the pipe to enable merge and exclusion.
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Value

Description

0

Allow all.

1

Do not allow merge.

2

Do not allow exclusion.

3

Do not allow merge or exclusion.
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How To: Create or Update Model
This topic explains the steps that you go through to
l

Create a new model

l

Maintain existing model

Any new model is based on GIS data that emanates from various data sources. For details on the data sources see the
topic How To: Create a Layer Source, page 188.
Whether you create a new model or you want to update an existing, the key settings are modified from the dialog
Update Model as explained in this topic. However, some of the modifications can be done from menus that you
access from the Model Manager menu bar. This topic provides pointers to the relevant menus.
For details: on how to enhance the model build process see Optimize Model Manager operations, page 7.
Creating or updating the model is predominantly an automated process, but you have full control over the events that
take place and the extent of the simplification. The build process itself can be run step by step (to reduce the performance load), or in one take (that can take several minutes, even hours or days depending on the size of the
model).

To create or update model
1. From the menu bar select GIS and then Update Model
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Under the dialog Update Model there are three main areas in regards to basic configuration of your model as
illustrated in the figure.
A. GIS Sources
By default the list of GIS tables are empty and show no data. Once you have established the connection
to the relevant GIS database, you will see the list of populated GIS tables.
B. General
You must define the parameters under this area as basis for the model build process.
C. Model Build Process
When you have defined the GIS relations, and any relevant demand zones, you are ready to build the
model.You have the option to run an automated process (performance heavy) or to run a stepwise build
process (less performance heavy).
The areas marked with vertical dashed frames are secondary actions that pertain the main areas and are activated from there.
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l

Units (the button) pertain to the General configuration.

l

Model Building Tasks (heading) pertain to the Create model process. Each check box represents a build
process that is described in-depth in this topic.

2. Configure each area following the guidelines in the ensuing descriptions.

Step A. GIS Section
Option

Description

GIS Sources

The list of GIS sources indicates the tables that are populated from
the GIS database. By default Model Manager comes with a set of
empty tables.
You can decide to apply all the tables for the model creation, or you
can choose from the list. By default all tables are selected. Use
Ctrl+left mouse button to deselect the tables you do not want to
include in the model build process.

GIS relations

Select this button to access the dialog GIS Relation Setup
under which you can update basic data.
For details: How To: Define GIS Relations, page 140.

Step B. General configuration
You can modify the unit settings, if required, for any of the parameters. For details: How To: Select Units, page 63.
Option

Description

Snap tolerance

You must enter a value for the snap tolerance. Default value is - 0.1 m.
It is not uncommon to find errors in the digitizing of GIS data. Typical examples
are pipe junctions where the end of a pipe is not coincident with the pipe it is
(supposed to be) joined to.
During the model build process the system examines the coordinates of pipe
ends, valves, etc., and if the coordinates are within the defined snap tolerance
Model Manager assumes the points to be coincident and treat them as such.
It is important to set the snap tolerance with great consideration and to reflect
the uncertainty of the digitization of the network elements (pipes, valves, etc.).
A large tolerance increases the connectivity in the model, but can also create
unwanted connectivity. A snap tolerance that is too small can result in an
unexpected connection location. You are generally recommended to set the
snap tolerance as low as possible.
Model Managerinterprets network connectivity in the way that the network elements are digitized perfectly; meaning that pipe start and end points snap perfectly to each other, and the snap tolerance will have no effect. You can specify a
snap tolerance of 1 m and have pipes running in parallel with a distance of less
than one meter as long as the end points of the pipes connect perfectly to each
other.
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Option

Description
If (and only if) the pipe end points do not snap perfectly, the snap tolerance controls which pipes to connect to. If one pipe does not connect perfectly to other
pipes, but other pipes are within a distance of the snap tolerance, then the pipes
with start and end points within this tolerance are connected.
To obtain consistency in the network connectivity, the search for connecting
pipes must include an even more elaborate search for additional pipes that can
be reached from the collection of pipe start and end points.

Snap perfect

You must enter a value for the snap perfect. Default value is 0,00005 m.
The value should be set to approximately 1/1000 of the snap value. This parameter is used to prioritize how to snap pipe ends. Finding a pipe end within the perfect snap range may ignore pipe ends within the snap distance.

Gap tolerance

The gap tolerance is used as a reporting limit that allows the reporting of pipe
ends above the snap tolerance, but below the gap tolerance.

Large consumer

This parameter is used for consumers with a consumption greater than the
defined. In such cases the system creates a new model node and assigns the
value stated under Large consumer.

Short pipe

During the pipe merge and exclusion processes, it may be necessary to give special treatment to pipes with a length below this specification.See the in-depth
description under Reduce pipes (or rather model reduction) in the ensuing.
To disable the merge of short pipes set the value to 0.0 m.

Merge pipes

Maximum length

During the model build process, multiple pipes can be
merged into a single pipe if the pipe types are identical.
During this process the length of any merged pipe is
not allowed to exceed this value. See the in-depth
description under Reduce pipes (or rather model
reduction) in the ensuing.

Maximum level dif-

During the pipe merge process, the Z-level difference

ference

of the pipes used in the merge is not allowed to differ
more than the defined value.
See the in-depth description under Reduce pipes (or
rather model reduction) in the ensuing.

Ensure that the pipe parameter named Simplify is set correctly to
allow merge. For details: xx.
Exclude pipes

..if demand is less

During the model build process, the network can be

than

simplified by excluding groups of pipes from the model.
The pipes that can be excluded are:
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Option

Description
l

Non-looped pipes.
These are pipes that are not part of a hydraulic
pipe loop or looped pipes, if the complete subnetwork including the looped pipe is fed through
a single pipe, and if the complete sub-network is
excluded.

l

Pipes are only excluded if the demand that the
pipes feed is the defined demand reduction
limit.

l

The demands attached to the excluded pipes
are aggregated to the appropriate pipes
remained in the model.
To disable the pipe exclusion set the demand
reduction limit to 0.0.

See the in-depth description under Reduce pipes (or
rather model reduction) in the ensuing.
.. if length is less

During the model build process, the network can be

than

simplified by excluding groups of pipes from the model.
Exclusion of a pipe is only performed if the length of
the pipe is less than the specified value.
Any associated demands are aggregated to adjacent
pipes. Pipes are not excluded if this leads to the hydraulic connectivity of the model being compromised or
destroyed.

.. if diameter is less

During the model build process, the network can be

than

simplified by excluding groups of pipes from the model.
Exclusion of a pipe is only performed if pipe diameter is
less than the specified value.
Any associated demands are aggregated to adjacent
pipes. Pipes are not excluded if this leads to the hydraulic connectivity of the model being compromised or
destroyed.

Allow loop reduction

Select this check box to allow loop reduction. By
default the check box is selected.
During the model build process, the network can be
simplified, by excluding groups of pipes from the
model. Exclusion of a pipe is only performed if the pipe
is not part of a looped (sub-)network.
Any associated demands are aggregated to adjacent
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Option

Description
pipes. Pipes are not excluded if this leads to the hydraulic connectivity of the model being compromised or
destroyed.
Ensure that the pipe parameter named Simplify is set correctly to
allow exclusion. For details: xx.

Strategic model

Select the check box Create strategic model to allow an additional reduction
task to be performed in addition to the ordinary pipe merge and exclusion task.
When you decide to apply the strategic model reduction function you are
likely to considerably reduce the time spent on model calculations in
AQUIS or TERMIS.
When you create a strategic model the following tasks will be performed for each
pipe in the network
where
a)

The length of a pipe is less than the limit specified under Short
pipe.

b)

The pipe forks into multiple pipes in both ends (N pipes in one
end and M pipes in the other end).

then

The N+M pipes are extended to the center of the short pipe.
The short pipe is excluded.
The length of the N+M pipes are modified so that the network
volume is unchanged.
Demands allocated to the short pipe are moved to the resulting
merged pipe with the largest diameter.
The result is a reduction that looks as follows: N+M+1 pipes will
reduce to N+M pipes.

This is performed as an iterative task and it is carried out as long as the network
includes short pipes that observe the criteria under a) and b).
The value defined for Short pipe determines how realistic the resulting model
will be. Theoretically, you can apply a value for Short pipe’ that is so large that
the network is reduced to a single node.
Notice that the resulting strategic model is not equivalent to the ordinary model
in regards to hydraulic pressure and flow calculations as the pipe characteristics
are no longer within the reality scenario, but merely simulate the new situation.
If, however, the model is not forced to include high flows, that result in high
pressure drops in network areas that have been strategically reduced, the result-
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Option

Description
ing model can be used to study the overall behavior of the network under normal operating conditions.
It is not possible to define standard guidelines for how large the value under the
field Short pipe can be before the calculations suffer significantly. This depends
entirely on the operating conditions for the hydraulic network, and it is really for
you to determine the sensible limit as this can vary from one model to the next.
It is in general not a problem to specify a fairly small value for the Short pipe in
the order of 100 m.
Model Managermodifies the pipe lengths such that the network volume is maintained. Under normal operational conditions the resulting network performs the
overall network calculations; in regards to the calculated flow and pressure as
well as travel time.
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Step C. Model Build
You can perform the model build process in two ways
l

A three step build process.
Select the steps under the heading Step by step model build.
This build process reduces the load on performance.

l

One step build process.
Select Create model under the heading Full model build.
Performance-wise this can be a costly affair if your model is very large. The build process can take several hours,
even days.

Model Manager stores model elements in ESRI shape file format databases. As soon as values are
defined or changed in the databases, the data is saved and old values cannot be brought back.
There is no undo facility in regards to operations such as model building or updating other than
starting the project from scratch with a new GIS data load process.
Simple undo/redo facilities have been implemented on operations carried out during manual editing of database elements (changing element properties or geographic contents). These undo/redo facilities are, however, only available
during a single Model Manager session. If you restart Model Manager the set of available undo/redo operations are
reset.
To make a backup, or to make a new copy of an existing project, you can simply copy the project folder including its
sub-folders into a new location. It is possible to make a copy of a project folder even when the project is opened by
Model Manager.
Apart from the databases, Model Manager stores a project file (MMProject.mmp) in the project folder. The project file
includes information that have been specified regarding model building parameters, background layers, GIS relations
etc., but it does not contain any parts of the databases.
Model Manager stores a model log file (MMProject.log) in the project folder. This is maintained during model update and
can be used as documentation on actions taken by Model Manager.

Step by step build process
Process
order

Option

Description

1

Load data

Press this button to copy all relevant data from GIS to Model Manager. This action launches the dialog GIS Relation Setup. For
details on the settings see How To: Define GIS Relations, page
140.
Objects must be unique within each individual GIS layer source,
but need not be unique between different GIS layer sources. Prior
to the import of the various objects (pipes, demands, etc.) Model
Manager checks that all objects in each GIS layer source are
unique.
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Process
order

Option

Description
If this process is successful the system checks the following object
status in each GIS source table:
l

Not yet in the model (new objects).

l

Objects, which are in the model (possible changed).

l

Objects that are in the model but no longer exist in the GIS
source table.

Depending on the outcome of the preceding object checks, the system performs the following actions:
l

New objects are added.

l

Existing objects are updated if changed.

l

Obsolete objects are set to be removed.

During the GIS data load into Model Manager, each GIS attribute
goes through a conversion from the attribute type stored in GIS to
the attribute type that applies in Model Manager. The attribute
types can be different as long as the conversion between the types
is carried out without any conversion errors. In general, attributes
can be of the type String, Number or Logical. If the Model Manager
attribute type is the same as the GIS attribute type, there is no
conversion and the attribute values are used as found in GIS.
If the attribute types differ, the following applies:
l

For Model Manager attributes of type String, the conversion
from a GIS attribute isl always successful, as all numbers
and logicals can be converted to strings without any errors.

l

For Model Managerattributes of the type Number or Logical,
where the GIS attribute type is not the same type, the conversion is carried out using standard conversion techniques. For logical values, a GIS value of 0 (numeric value)
or ‘0’ (text value) is converted into a logical False while any
other value is translated into a Logical value of True.

l

Objects that have GIS attribute values set as Empty
(empty strings or unset attribute values), and objects
where the conversion failed, are reported.
For more information on GIS error reporting see About
Reporting, page 173

2

Check data

Press the button to check data and identify possible problems with
the supplied GIS data, and to take actions in case the problems
can be corrected. Each problem found during a Check data process
generates a report object.
In addition you can use the report facilities to investigate causes
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Process
order

Option

Description
to the various problems.
For details: About Reporting, page 173.

3

Create model

The Update model dialog includes all parameters used during the
build or update of models.
Select the button to build the model.
Before
l

Select the check box next to the tasks that apply.

The asterisk indicates a mandatory setting.
Each of the selected tasks under the section Model building
tasks must be performed at least once.

Full model build
Option

Description

Create model

Select this button to perform a fully automated model creation process. This process will go through all the steps explained in the preceding (load data and check data and ultimately create model).
Before
l

Select the check box next to the tasks that apply.

The asterisk indicates a mandatory setting.
Any of the selected tasks under the section Model building tasks are
included in the model build process.

Model building tasks
To build a model you must select all the tasks that apply. Each of these tasks are explained in the ensuing table.
The tasks are processed in sequential order.
Process
order
1

Option

Description

Break pipes at inter-

A pipe can be broken into two or more pipe sections if other pipes,

section

demand zones, or components attaches the pipe at a location that
is not within the snap tolerance from the start or end of the pipe.
Breaks at intersections generate a (point) report.

2

Assign demand

Each component (pipes, demands, valves, etc.) must have a

zones

demand zone reference. This demand zone reference can be
assigned from GIS; alternatively Model Manager assigns a
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Process
order

Option

Description

demand zone reference according to the geographic location of the
element. Elements outside any demand zone belongs to the World
demand zone.
3

Identify duplicates

Each table is selected to identify duplicate elements with respect
to the geographic object. The demands table often includes duplicates as the meters are often geocoded, and there can be more
than one meter per consumer.
Select the pipes table to handle geographic overlap and the parts
that share pipe segments are identified. Duplicate elements generate a report.

4

Attach components

Nodes, valves and hydrants are selected to find the pipe that
attaches the component. Components that are not close enough
to any pipe generate a report.
Valves that attach multiple pipes generate a report.

5

Update catalogs

Catalogs are updated with new entries from GIS tables.

6

Perform demand

Demand analysis converts weighted demands into estimated

analysis

demands.
For details
How To: Define a Demand Analysis
About Distribution of Non-Revenue Water (NRW), page 136
About Demand Analysis Using Time Varying Data, page 222

7

Break pipes at large

For a consumer with a nominal demand equal to or above the spec-

consumers

ified value Model Manager introduces a pipe break (creates a
node) in the pipe closest to the service point allocated to the consumer. The pipe break location is the perpendicular projection
point on the nearest pipe to the service point. If there is no service
point, the address point is used. Breaks at large consumers generate a report.

8

Assign nearest pipe

Each demand is allocated to the nearest pipe. The nearest pipe is

to demands

the pipe with the shortest distance between the service point and
the perpendicular projection point on the pipe. If the consumer
has no service point, the address point is used as the service point.

9

Reduce pipes (model

To keep a high level of model simplification you can use both

reduction)

merge and exclusion of pipes. To perform model simplification the
network is first analyzed to establish connectivity information
(that is which pipes to connect to). Second, the network is trav-
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Process
order

Option

Description

ersed to gather the following information for each pipe in the network:
l

Summarize the demands allocated to the pipe.

l

Determine if the pipe is part of a network loop.

l

Traverse the pipe in forward and backward direction.

l

Summarize the demands allocated to pipes that can be
reached by traversing.

l

Calculate the longest pipe length and pipe diameter in pipes
that can be reached by traversing.

l

Determine if the pipes that have been reached include
loops.

l

Determine if the pipes that have been reached contain elements that are not allowed to be simplified.

If the model includes valves, the network traversing
stops at closed valves and continues through open
valves. For details: How To: Traverse Networks With
Valves and Pipes, page 204.
Merge is controlled by the following parameters:
l

Maximum level difference.

l

Short pipe.

l

Create Super Nodes option.

Exclusion is controlled by the following parameters:
l

Demand reduction limit.

l

Maximum pipe length.

l

Maximum pipe diameter.

l

Short pipe.

l

Loop reduction flag.

Two pipes can be merged provided that
l

The pipe connection point does not have other connections
and

If
1. Pipes have SAME pipe type
and
2. The resulting length is less than the maximum specified
and
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Process
order

Option

Description
3. The difference between the minimum and maximum level
in the two pipes does not exceed the specified value,
Or if
1. The pipes have DIFFERENT pipe types
and
2. One or both have a length less than specified for Short
pipe.
If you merge two pipes with different pipe types, the pipe type of
the resulting pipe will be that of the longest of the merged pipes.
The length of the resulting pipe is adjusted such that the network
volume is kept unchanged.
Demands allocated to pipes that are merged will be transferred to
the merged pipe.
Exclusion of pipes apply to pipes that are not part of a loop and if
1. The summarized demand allocated to the pipe is less than
specified limit
and
2. Pipes reached are all marked to be candidates for exclusion
and
3. Pipes have length and diameter less than specified limits
and
4. Pipes do not include loops or loop reduction is allowed
Or if
l

The pipe is a terminal pipe and the pipe length is less than
the limit defined for Short pipe, regardless of the other
reduction restrictions (pipe diameter, network length,
demand limit).

Demands allocated to a pipe that has been excluded are transferred to the (not excluded) pipe that is connected to the network
area, or pipe that has been excluded.
When an original GIS pipe is merged or excluded, this generates a
report. The standard process for merge and exclusion of pipes is
first to merge , second to exclude, and finally to merge one more
time. The result is a model that cannot be reduced further using
the standard tasks for merge and reduction tasks as described in
the preceding.
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Process
order

Option

Description

For additional model reduction select the check box for Create
strategic model.
10

Create nodes

This task creates nodes and assigns network identification to each
pipe and node in the model. The network identification is a
number from 1 and upwards. For each pipe that is active after
merge and exclusion, there must be a node at each end. If you
have not defined a node through GIS, Model Manager generates a
node. Model Manager traverses the networks in the model to
assign a network identification, and for each hydraulically disconnected network it will store the following information:
l

Summarized demand.

l

Summarized pipe volume.

l

Summarized pipe length.

If the model includes valves, the network traversing stops at
closed valves and continues through open valves. For details: How
To: Traverse Networks With Valves and Pipes, page 204.
The process of creating nodes and assigning network identifications is done according to the largest summarized demand in
the networks. However, if two networks have the same demand
the process happens according to the largest volume, and if they
have equal volume then according to the largest length.
Information on network numbers and total demand, volume, and
length is stated in the message log. Nodes are pre-fixed and postfixed according to the specification for each demand zone. If there
is no prefix for a given demand zone, the nodes are by default prefixed as follows
l

N (first zone)

l

Nx (subsequent zones; x is the network identification
number)

Nodes are assigned levels according to levels found in up to 4 surrounding level locations. The assigned level is the inverse distance
weighted average of the surrounding level locations. The 4 surrounding level locations are those located closest to the node, one
from each quadrant in space with the node as center. If the model
contains more than one hydraulically disconnected network, one
of these networks is often referred to as network islands.
You can zoom each individual network island after model build.
For details: How To: Zoom to Network Islands, page 221.
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Process
order
11

Option

Description

Finish up model

This task updates the node affiliation for demand, using the
created node names.
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How To: Zoom to Network Islands
Model Manager assigns a network identification to each hydraulically disconnected network areas of pipes and nodes
during model build and update. Hydraulically disconnected networks can be a result of GIS registration errors. Model
Manager includes facilities to identify these hydraulically disconnected areas. Upon model build you can zoom to the
individual networks created during the build process.

To zoom to network islands
l

From the menu bar select GIS, then Select Report Type and point to Network Islands.
This action allows you to zoom to the different networks using the buttons Zoom To Next Report or Zoom
To Previous Report .
Network number and total number of networks are displayed in the status bar.

Network identification is assigned to the pipes in networks in the following order
l

Summarized demand.

l

Summarized pipe volume.

l

Summarized pipe length.

A network with identification set to 1 is the largest (or possibly only) sub-network, A network with identification set to
2 is the second largest, and so forth.
If the model contains a large number of network islands there may be a problem in regards to the GIS registration. To
identify the areas that cause the registration error, you can zoom to the islands in reverse order. The zoom action
then starts by showing the smallest network that are often the cause of the flawed registration (such as identical identification on two or more network) .
Each pipe and node store the network identification as the attribute Network. You can temporarily disable individual
networks using the table editor. From the table editor you can change the attribute values under the Status column.
You can change the values for nodes and pipes with sub-networks that you want to hide.
Value

Description

1

This is the active status.

0

This is the non-active status.

During import into the legacy products, or the next generation product, Operations, the system informs on unused
valves, hydrants, and demands attached to the disabled nodes and pipes.
Information on demand, pipe volume and pipe length generated during model build is stated the message log.
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About Demand Analysis Using Time Varying Data
In the simplest case, the demand analysis is carried out using single values for QTotal, UFW, PUC and TimeFactor.
These single values are expected to represent the average values measured over for example a 24-hour period.
If you have access to time varying data, like inflow to a demand zone and/or time varying demand profile values, then
a time varying parameter may be calculated instead.
As for the simple demand analysis case, the time varying demand analysis will be able to calculate the unspecified information, one for each time step, this may be
l

Qtotal if UFW, PUC and TimeFactor are given

l

UFW if Qtotal, PUC and TimeFactor are given

l

PUC if Qtotal, UFW and TimeFactor are given or

l

TimeFactor if Qtotal, UFW and PUC are given

The time series used in the demand analysis must be stored in the MMTimeSeries database. Time series must all be of
the same length, and the time series entries are all expected to represent synchronized time values. The value used
from the time series in the database must be stored in a column named VALUE. This must be a value, which evaluates
into a number.
The demand analysis will be carried out, once for each time step given in the input time series. Output from a time varying demand analysis will be stored in the MMTimeSeries database. Time series to be used in the demand analysis may
be selected through the Demand Analysis dialogs.
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Appendix Section
This section provides a list of documents that are added as additional reference information.
Appendix A: Report Messages

224
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Appendix A: Report Messages
When the report layers are added to the view, Model Manager scans the stored report categories. The layers are then
rendered using different object symbols for each report category.

Load GIS data…
Report Category

Cause/Action

Empty property (Warning)

Cause: A GIS object attribute does not have a value (attribute
value is empty).
Action: Attribute value is assigned the value 0 for number attributes, False for Logical attributes, or an empty string for string type
attributes.

Error converting property

Cause: A GIS object attribute value could not be converted to a

(Warning)

Model Manager attribute. For example, if the diameter attribute
(number) of a Model Manager pipe is cross-referenced to a GIS
string attribute, and the value of the GIS attribute is not a
number.
Action: Attribute value will be assigned the value 0 for number
attributes, False for Logical attributes, or an empty string for
string type attributes.

New GIS objects (Information)

Cause: New object found in GIS.

Only issued during update of an

Action: Add the object to the set of objects.

existing model.
Element changed (Information)

Cause: Object in GIS was changed.

Only issued during update of an

Action: Change the object.

existing model
Multiple points in point object

Cause: A point is defined as a multi-point and it contains more
than one point.
Action: Use only first point.

Pipe integrity check…
Report Category

Cause/Action

Point pipe (Warning)

Cause: Pipe object is a point (pipe length is 0).
Action: The pipe object is disabled during the model update.

Very short pipe (Warning)

Cause: Pipe object has a length less than the snap tolerance. This
can give problems during model build if the pipe does not snap to
other pipes.
Action: None.
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Report Category

Cause/Action

Multi part pipe (Warning)

Cause: Pipe contains multiple parts.
Action: Pipe is split into single parts pipes.

Duplicate point pipe (Warning)

Cause: Pipe contains line segments of length 0.0.
Action: The line segments of length 0.0 are removed.

Loop pipe (Warning)

Cause: Pipe starts and stops in the same point.
Action: Pipe is split into two.

Self intersecting pipe (Warning)

Cause: Pipe crosses over itself.
Action: None.

Self overlapping pipe (Warning)

Cause: Pipe includes segments which overlap.
Action: The pipe is split to create non-overlapping pipes.

Attaching components to pipes…
Report Category

Cause/Action

No pipe at component (Warn-

Cause: Component (Valve, Hydrant, Node) is not close to any

ing)

pipe.
Action: Component is disabled.

Now pipe at component (Warn-

Cause: Component was disabled, but now component attaches

ing)

pipes.
Action: Component is enabled.

More than one pipe at
component (Warning)

Cause: Component (Valve) attaches more than two pipes.
Action: Component not used.

Network controls…
Report Category

Cause/Action

Floating pipe (Information)

Cause: Pipe does not snap to any other pipe.
Action: None.

Pipe gap <pipeend> (Infor-

Cause: Pipe does not snap, but another pipe exists within 10 *

mation)

snap tolerance.
Action: None.

Pipes cross (Information)

Cause: Pipes cross without connecting.
Action: None.
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Report Category

Cause/Action

Pipes multi-cross (Information)

Cause: Pipes cross without connecting, multiple crosses on pipe.
Action: None.

Pipes cross-problem (Infor-

Cause: Pipes cross without connecting. Could not locate cross

mation)

points.
Action: None.

Pipe snap <pipeend> (Information)

Pipe break on <objecttype>
(Warning)

Cause: Pipes connect using active snap.
Action: None.
Cause: Pipe is attached by <objecttype>.
Action: Split attached pipe into two.

Demand too far from pipe

Cause: No pipe found that is close enough (10000 m) to demand

(Warning)

location.
Action: Demand not used.

Overlapping <table> (Warn-

Cause: Objects overlap geographically. For demand and level

ing/Information)

objects this is an information report. For Pipes, Valves and nodes
this is a warning report. For pipes, the reported pipe is the common part of the overlap.
Action: Overlapping valves and nodes are disabled. For pipes, the
common part is removed from one of the pipes.

Simplifying…
Report Category

Cause/Action

Excluded pipe (Information)

Cause: Pipes are excluded from the model.
Action: None.

Merged pipe (Information)

Cause: Pipes are merged with another pipe.
Action: None.
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